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ABSTRACT
This study considers the relationship of federalism to public
lands and water policy, challenging the prevailing wisdom that federalism
is irrelevant and questioning the eagerness with which structural
solutions are embraced. It argues that a more thorough understanding of
how federalism works in public lands and water policy is a necessary
first step toward understanding federal-state relations and is more
useful than either discarding the concept or further redefining it.
Seeking identifiable patterns of politics, this study reviews the
voluminous federalism literature and applies the theories of dual and
cooperative federalism to the history of public lands and water policy,
and to five contemporary controversies. These include the Sagebrush
Rebellion, the Aravaipa Canyon, Arizona Strip, and Bisti, De-na-zin, and
Ah shi-sle-pah wilderness designation cases, and the El Paso v. Reynolds
-

water case. Lowi's and Salisbury's policy typologies, which point to the
effect on policy outcomes of the interaction of decision structure with
demands, were useful in explaining why federalism theories and structural
remedies are unsatisfactory.
A policy perspective on federalism was developed which adds
levels of government to discussions of arenas and policy types. It finds
that federal-level decision makers are more willing to make policy when
policies can potentially reflect federal-level advantages such as broad
geographic jurisdiction, general rule-making capability, constitutional
powers or opportunities to offer divisible benefits. State-level
ix

decision makers will resist federal policies when they disagree with
policy goals or methods, lack necessary resources, or perceive unfair
burdens. Thus, the state role includes states acting as claimants in
distributive politics, as conduits in self-regulatory politics, as
platforms for disadvantaged interests in regulatory politics, or as
supplicants in redistributive politics. Further, shifts from one policy
type to another serve to signal major structural shifts.
Finally, accepting the political scientist's role as contributing
to policy learning, this study offers five lessons: (1) much federal
state conflict is inter-state conflict; (2) federal projects and lands
are federal in name only; (3) multiple interests use the federal system
in bargaining; (4) federal government decisions involve costs to
recipients and the federal treasury; and (5) federalism is best
considered within the context of substantive public policy.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There has been a renewed interest in the concept of federalism in
recent years evidenced in both the public debate and the scholarly
literature. The most recent public debate has been a response to the
political rhetoric and actions stemming from the Reagan administration,
which claims to be redefining the federal-state balance away from the
central government and toward the states and localities.
Over the years, the scholarly effort often has been directed
toward developing abstract theories of federalism or recommending
structural prescriptions. Much of this work has resulted in unstable
theories and frequent redefinitions based on passing political fancies.
Sally Fairfax offers a possible explanation for this, pointing out that
Robert Dahl's idea that different elites are active in different policy
areas should have suggested that a concept specifically focused on
relations among actors would vary from issue to issue. Yet most
2
Perhaps this
federalism theorists appear to have missed this point.
'

'Sally Fairfax, "Old Recipes for New Federalism" Environmental Law
12 (1982), pp. 962-3; Robert Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1961).

2

Fairfax, "Old Recipes," p. 962.
1

2
oversight has nurtured the current tendency to find federalism
irrelevant. 3
This study fits within the policy literature which has long
contended that it is most useful to focus on the substance of public
policy and on institutions and processes at the same time. Yet it also
fits within the traditional federalism literature for it seeks a better
understanding of that fundamental concept. But it does so by looking at
a specific, substantive policy area.
The purpose of this study is to consider the relationship of
federalism to public lands and water policy. The choice of this
particular policy area is especially appropriate, for it makes it
possible to tie questions of federal-state relations to the 200-year long
history of public lands and natural resources policy. This study
challenges the prevailing wisdom that federalism is irrelevant. At the
same time, it questions the eagerness with which structural solutions are
embraced especially in the natural resources literature. It argues that
a more thorough understanding of how federalism actually works in public
lands and water policy is a necessary first step toward a broader
understanding of federal-state relations and is more useful than either
discarding the concept of federalism or developing yet another
redefinition of it.

3

William H. Riker, Federalism, in F.I. Greenstein and N.W. Polsby
(eds.) Handbook of Political Science, Vol. V (Reading, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publishing Co., 1975), p. 159; Sally Fairfax, "Federalism as if
States Mattered: Resource Revenues and the Public Lands" (Paper prepared
for the annual meeting of the Western Political Science Association,
Eugene, Oregon, March, 1986), p. 39.

3
In order to develop this understanding of how federalism actually
works in this issue area, the study focuses on three questions: 1) What
is the role of federalism in public lands and water policy? 2) Have
some interests been served over others? 3) How has the federal system
structured the sorts of politics that have gone on in these locationbased natural resources?
Considering these questions leads to a second set of inquiries
relating to the broader concerns of political science. Namely, what is
or ought to be the role of the political scientist with regard to the
study of federalism? To illuminate this concern, three additional
questions will be addressed: 1)

Have the contending theories of

federalism provided explanations of federal-state relations which fit the
substantive policy area of public lands and water policy? 2) Do these
federalism theories and their derivative prescriptions aid us in
predicting or improving future public lands or water policies? 3) Can
typology models taken from the policy analysis literature provide a more
useful fix on the patterns of federal-state relations in public lands and
water policies?
Finally, a policy approach to federalism will be developed which
will add levels of government to discussions of arenas and policy types.
Answers to the following questions will be sought: 1) What is it that
the federal level has in the way of costs and benefits (policies) that
are not available at the state level? 2) Under what circumstances are
federally-based politicians willing to make policy? 3) When will state
decision makers ask for federal help? When will they resist that help?

4

Organization of Study
This study begins with a review of the federalism literature in
an effort to provide an understanding of the concept itself and to draw
The
out the various theories of federalism which have been developed.
history of these theories is traced from the colonial period through the
sovereignty theories and the Civil War era to dual federalism and the
"modern" cooperative, creative, and new federalisms. Analytical models
of federalism--institutional, process, bargaining, and pragmatic--are
also discussed. Then evaluative and prescriptive studies of federalism
are presented. The evaluative studies are often pejorative, seeing the
intergovernmental system as unresponsive, inefficient, inequitable--even
dysfunctional. The prescriptions, however, which flow from these
contending views of federalism are conflicting and contradictory. They
range widely; some urge greater centralization while others suggest
greater decentralization as the remedy for perceived problems.
Chapter III moves into the substantive area of natural resources.
It traces the history of federal-state relations in public lands and
water policy. For public lands, it looks at the acquisition,
disposition, reservation, and management eras. Four eras are also traced
for water policy: navigation and flood control; water project
construction and development; the era of heightened interagency conflict,
especially between the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation;
and finally, devolution.
Chapter IV moves from the broad historical overview of federalcase
state relations in public land and water policy to present five

5
studies. These cases are intended to provide a way of seeing whether a
more in-depth look at several contemporary controversies can furnish
additional insights on the role of federalism. Since this study is
primarily concerned with the public lands managed by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), the lands cases were chosen to tap issues of concern
involving that agency. Controversies were sought which were perceived to
involve federal-state conflicts, highlighted by public debate. For
example, in the public debate there have been expressions of concern that
the federal government is "locking up" mineral resources by making
wilderness designations which disadvantage the states where these
resource are located. Wilderness issues are said to evoke more passion
among public lands interests than any other issue.

4

For this reason,

three cases concerning wilderness designation were chosen from the
neighboring states of Arizona and New Mexico. These include the Aravaipa
Canyon and Arizona Strip in Arizona, and the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shisle-pah, and Fossil Forest in New Mexico.
The Sagebrush Rebellion began when some Nevada ranchers persuaded
their state legislature to pass legislation asserting Nevada's claim to
some 49 million acres of public land in Nevada owned and managed by the
federal government. Other Western states followed Nevada's lead, raising
for public debate the issue of whether the federal government should
continue to manage the unappropriated and unreserved public lands in the

4

Paul J. Culhane, "Sagebrush Rebels in Office: Jim Watt's Land and
Water Politics," in Norman J. Vig and Michael E. Kraft (eds.)
Environmental Policy in the 1980s: Reagan's New Agenda. (Washington,
D.C.: Congressional Quarterly, Inc., 1984), p. 300.

6

West or whether ownership and control of these lands should be
transferred to the states in which they are located. The Sagebrush
Rebellion thus presented an obvious choice for a further case study.
Finally, water has always been of great concern in the West, but
the terms of the debate have altered over time. The fifth case study,
therefore, considers what may well be one of the most important water
resources conflicts of this decade: the dispute over water between the
state of New Mexico and the city of El Paso, Texas. This conflict has
already led to a

federal judge declaring a New Mexico statute

unconstitutional, so surely this is another obvious case for study of
federal-state relations.
Chapter IV thus offers detailed consideration of the actors,
interests, and perceived stakes in each of the five case studies. It
also looks at the processes and institutions being used to work out
resolutions to the conflicts presented. Chapter V

turns to a

consideration of the role of the political scientist. It pulls
information from the preceding case studies, seeking to find whether
patterns of politics can be identified that will aid in developing a
better understanding of the relationship of federalism to public lands
and water policy. It focuses on whether the contending theories of
federalism provide explanations of federal-state relations that fit the
substantive policy area of public lands and water. And it also asks
whether these theories and their derivative prescriptions can aid in
predicting or improving future public lands or water policies.

7

Chapter VI continues the search for identifiable patterns of
politics that may be useful in understanding the relationship of
federalism to public lands and water policy. This chapter has a dual
focus. Continuing to use information drawn from the case studies, it
first considers whether typology models taken from the policy literature
than that
can provide a more useful fix on federal-state relations
provided by the federalism literature. It then develops a policy
to consider
perspective on federalism by adapting policy typologies
arenas
levels of government, adding the role of states to discussions of
political
and policy types. Finally, it considers the role of the
scientist with regard to policy learning. Chapter VII concludes this
study. It offers five lessons drawn from the long history of federalfrom the case
state relations in public lands and water policy as well as
studies of contemporary federal-state controversies.
Sources of Data
The primary source of data for this study is the public record.
House
It has been drawn from the Congressional Record, printed copies of
legislation and
and Senate committee hearings, and committee reports on
information taken
the Congressional Quarterly. In addition, it reflects
statements and
from the Bureau of Land Management environmental impact
and postworking documents. Court opinions, pre-trial, supplemental,
in
trial U.S. district court briefs, appeals briefs, and other briefs
support of various motions were also used. Relevant books and journal
accounts,
articles have been supplemented by newspaper and news magazine
public speeches, and interest group newsletters and publications.

CHAPTER II
FEDERALISM: DEFINITIONS, THEORIES,
MODELS, EVALUATIONS, AND PRESCRIPTIONS
Federalism is commonly understood to involve the sharing of power
between a central government and its constituent parts. Yet where the
balance of power is or ought to be and what difference this choice makes
to policy results are among the thorny issues which continue to arise.
The literature on American federalism and federalism in general
is both voluminous and increasing. Included are very diverse approaches
to the study of American federalism. Some provide an historical overview; some emphasize comparisons between the United States and the

federalisms of other countries; and some present a legal perspective
emphasizing judicial interpretations of the Constitution. Others see
federalism as primarily a consideration of intergovernmental relations
and stress administrative applications or fiscal concerns.
In addition, as Richard Leach has noted, modern political science
has demanded a conceptual framework leading to useful models; as a
result, "the number of political scientists who have attempted to devise
such a model for federalism is large and it is growing . . . " 5 Finally,
there are numerous evaluative and often pejorative works which consider
the advantages and disadvantages of federalism, questioning the

5

Richard H. Leach, American Federalism (New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, Inc., 1970), p. 21.
8

9
desirability of the federal bargain when it moves beyond being a matter
of necessity. For purposes of policy analysis, these studies are of
particular interest for they often find federalism responsible for
various policy ills and urge the adoption of prescriptive recommendations
as remedies.
Before beginning a review of this literature it will be helpful
to note a few of the ways federalism has been defined.
Definitions
K. C. Wheare, in a classic work on federalism first published in
1945, notes that most who use the term federalism " . . . have in mind an
association of states, which has been formed for certain common purposes,
but in which the member states retain a large measure of their original
independence..

6

But, he adds, "the modern idea of what federal government

H7 Therefore, he
is has been determined by the United States of America.

begins with an examination of the U.S. Constitution and argues that it
establishes an association of states so organized that powers are
divided between a general government which in certain matters--for example, the making of treaties and the coining of
money--is independent of the governments of the associated
states, and, on the other hand, state governments which in
certain matters are, in their turn, independent of general
government. [Thus,] . . . general and regional governments both
operate direfitly upon the people; each citizen is subject to two
governments.
6

Federal Government, 3rd ed. (London; Oxford UniverK.C. Wheare,
sity Press, 1953), p. 1.
7
8

Ibid.
Ibid., p. 2.

10
Wheare concedes that it is not always easy to determine which matters
belong within each sphere but he insists that the general government is
supreme within its sphere and the states are coequally supreme within
their sphere.

9

Further, " . . . each government should be limited to its

own sphere and, within that sphere, should be independent of the
other."

10

The essence of his definition is contained in the test he

poses: "Does a system of government embody predominantly a division of
powers between general and regional authorities, each of which, in its
own sphere, is co-ordinate with the others and independent of them? If
so, that government is federal.

" 11

Writing ten years later, Walter H. Bennett sees federalism more
broadly as " . . . referring to any political system in which there is a
constitutional distribution of powers between provincial governments and
a common central authority.

„12 William H. Riker specifically rejects

Wheare's narrow, legalistic definition arguing that not only are important examples of federalism excluded by it, but even worse, no political
systems can be fit into it for "[i]f a system displayed the exact
balancing between the center and the states on which he insists, it

9

Ibid.

10

''

12

Ibid., p. 15.
Ibid., pp. 32-3.

Walter H. Bennett, American Theories of Federalism (University,
Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1964), p. 10.

11

would--in constant stalemate--be unable to act."

13 On the other hand,

Riker argues that Livingston went too far in reaction against Wheare's
approach when he defined federalism so broadly as to leave out
governments altogether.

14

Livingston looked at the varied elements in

any society and argued that if these were grouped territorially, the
result might be a federal society.

15

Conventional functional definitions

are also found inadequate by Riker, who agrees with Grodzins and Elazar
that "in function after function there is in fact no division of author-

ity between constituent governments and the center, but rather a
mingling. 06
Riker prefers to see federalism as "a political organization in
which the activities of government are divided between regional govern-

ments and a central government in such a way that each kind of government
17 Earlier he
has some activities on which it makes final decisions."
provided a similar definition when he described the essential institutions of federalism as " . . . a government of the federation and a set

13 William H. Riker, "Federalism," in Fred I. Greenstein and Nelson
W. Polsby (eds.) Handbook of Political Science, Vol. 5 (Reading, Mass.:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1975), p. 105.
14 Ib 1 d.;

"A Note on the Nature of Federalism,"
W.S. Livingston,
Political Science Quarterly LXVII (March, 1952).

15 Livingston, "A Note," pp. 84-5.
16 Riker, "Federalism," p. 104; Morton Grodzins, The American System
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1966); Daniel J. Elazar, The American
Partnership: Intergovernmental Partnership in the Nineteenth Century
United States (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962); Elazar,
American Federalism: A View From the States. 2nd ed. (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers, 1972).
17

Riker, "Federalism," p. 101.

12
of governments of the member units, in which both kinds of governments
rule over the same territory and people and each kind has the authority
18 Using this
to make some decisions independently of the other.”
definition allows Riker to describe the modern era as the Age of
Federalism and to find that 19 nations, accounting for well over half the
19
land mass and population of the world, were federal systems in 1975.
Michael D. Reagan and John G. Sanzone take the position that
old-style federalism--the legal concept emphasizing constitutional
division of authority and functions between a national government and
state governments--is dead.

20

In its place is new-style federalism or

intergovernmental relations. New-style federalism they argue is a
"political and pragmatic concept, stressing the actual interdependence
and sharing of functions between Washington and the states and focusing
on the leverage that each actor is able to exert on the other." 21 This
view is useful not only because it moves federalism from a static to a
dynamic concept but also because it moves us away from thinking about it
as an abstract feature of government structure and toward seeing it as a
policy determinant.
Richard H. Leach argues that it is a mistake to view American
federalism as a power system at all because power is not exercised

18 Riker, Federalism:
Origin, Operation, Significance (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Company, 1964), p. 5.
19 Ibid., pp. 106-07; Riker, "Federalism," p. 1.
20 Michael D. Reagan and John G. Sanzone, The New Federalism (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1981), p. 3.
21 Ibid., p. 3.

13
systematically in the United States. 22

Federalism to him means adherence

to a process rather than to a system. As he puts it,
"System" suggests a regularly interacting group of power units, a
power network, which performs its functions in a steady flow.
That simply is not descriptive of federalism. Units there are
aplenty, and interaction in great quantity, but there is nothing
regularized about it, nor is there a steady flow of output.
Power in the federal system moves irregularly, in spurts, even as
water overcomes obstacles and flows on again until it meets
another. It is characterized by disorder and seldom mes twice
precisely in the same way to accomplish its objectives.
Accepting both the disorderly struggles for power among governments as seen by Leach and the pragmatic, dynamic nature emphasized by
Reagan and Sanzone, Parris N. Glendening and Mavis Mann Reeves have
formulated yet another definition. Because they incorporate both the
more recent pragmatic and the earlier contractual dimensions, their
definition seems particularly helpful. They write,
federalism in the United States is an arrangement whereby: (1)
the same territory and people are governed by two levels of
government, both of which derive their authority from the people
and both of which share some functions and exercise other
functions autonomously; (2) the existence of each level is
protected from the other; and (3) each may exert leverage on the
other. Basic to this arrangement are the spirit of self—
restraint in interfering with the powers of the other and concern
for maintaining the arrangement. . . . [Federalism is] characterized by extensive interdependence and by an ongoing struggle fg
power among governments. It is flexible, fluid, and pragmatic.

22

Leach, American Federalism.

23 Ibid., pp. 58-9.
24

Parris N. Glendening and Mavis Mann Reeves, Pragmatic Federalism:
An Intergovernmental View of American Government (Pacific Palisades:
Palisades Publishers, 1984), p. 11.

14
Theories
It has seemed worthwhile to quote these varying definitions at
some length because the variety and the contradictions inherent in them
foreshadow much of the confusion and controversy which is to come. As
has already been indicated, scholarly interpretations have taken numerous
forms but often they have sought to determine what the Framers of the
United States Constitution intended. Bennett, for example, takes an
historical perspective and traces American theorizing about federal
government back to the colonial era.

25

He cites John Winthrop's Journal

of 1641 as evidence that the Puritan leaders of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony believed that the Colony was loosely joined to the Mother country
only through allegiance to the king. During this period there were
varied opinions about the relationship of the Colony to Parliament which
ranged from holding the Colony subordinate to Parliament to holding that
in matters of government the Colony was independent of England. However,
by the time of the Stamp Act in 1765, speculation over the relationship
between the colonies and the mother country had become widespread.
Although it was repealed after one year, the repeal itself "asserted that
Parliament had the right to legislate for the Colonies in all matters
whatsoever."

26 This position was defended on both sides of the Atlantic

by invoking the concept of an absolute and indivisible sovereignty
necessary to every human government. In this view "the colonies . . .
possessed 'subordinate powers of legislation'; but 'the sole summum

25 Bennett, American Theories, p. 1.
26 Ibid., p. 21.

15
imperium of the British Parliament' remained 'firm, immutable and
universal' ,27
By the 1770s the General Court of Massachusetts was arguing that
the British Empire was an example of two powers, each supreme in its own
legislative sphere and that such dual powers were not incompatible.
Others argued that such a position was an absurdity which no sensible
writer on government could deny. 28
By contrast, the Americans who opposed the extreme Parliamentary
position generally avoided the sovereignty issue and relied instead on
constitutional law and on abstract principles of natural law and contract. Again the viewpoints ranged widely. Some believed the colonies
were obliged to respect Parliamentary enactments on external affairs but
not on internal policy matters. Others saw the relationship as existing
only between the colonists and the British Crown. Some saw the legislative sovereignty of the colonies as virtually complete but argued that
the authority of Parliament to regulate colonial trade was the result of
the tacit consent of the colonies. Some accepted Parliament's authority
directly; others regarded such authority as only due to the king's
prerogative

29

Bennett sees the Declaration of Independence of 1776 as implicit
recognition that its authors understood the Empire to be composed of many
different political communities, each equal with the other and connected

27

Ibid., pp. 21-2.

28 Ibid., p. 23.
29

Ibid., pp. 23-36.

16
only through the King.

30 The King was charged with abusing colonial

rights and it was from him that independence was declared. The Parliament was not recognized as having any authority over America and was
mentioned in the Declaration only as a body which the King had unconstitutionally allowed to establish itself here. Bennett concludes that "the
Idea of a political system comprised of constitutionally separate
governments had taken strong hold in America by the end of the colonial
era" and the deep roots of this idea contributed greatly to the ultimate
31
success of American federalism.
Leach concurs, noting that the English people since Saxon days
had been accustomed to local self-government and had transmitted these
experiences to the colonies.

32

The geographical isolation of the

colonies further insured only loose governmental ties to the mother
country and even these ties varied considerably from colony to colony and
over time. Thus he concludes that the colonists were practicing for
federalism from the outset and that after one hundred fifty years, habits
had become too deeply embedded to be overturned even by independence.
The first extensive discussion of both the theoretical and the
practical aspects of federalism in American history occurred of course
during the debates over the drafting and ratifying of the U.S. Constitution. The basic arguments are familiar ones. The Articles of Confederaand
tion of 1781 had created a league of friendship among sovereign
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independent states but the document was born out of the American revolution and it did not provide for the exertion of power sufficient to
resolve many of the problems faced by the new states. When the Philadelphia Convention met in 1787, many of the delegates had served in the
Confederation Congress or as Governors and they were familiar with the
limitations imposed by the Articles. Most of the delegates, the eminent
of the time, were predisposed to favor reform. But they did not by any
means agree on the form such reform should take. On the issue of
federalism, disagreement was particularly acute. As Leach notes, none of
the Framers went to Philadelphia to create a federal government.

33

Some

wanted to create a stronger center of power to serve pressing public
needs. Others wanted to protect the states against just such
centralization.
The old philosophical issues about sovereignty collided with
considerations of practical necessity at the Convention. Strong unionists relied on the concept of indivisible sovereignty during the early
debates. Hamilton argued that the general power must swallow up state
powers or be swallowed up by them because two sovereignties could not
coexist. James Wilson explained that both the state and the general
government could not be supreme; if there were to be a "national"
34 However,
government, the states would have to submit themselves to it.
during the ratification debate opponents of the new Constitution used the
concept of indivisible sovereignty effectively for their side. They
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accepted the idea that it was feasible to establish dual supremacies with
permanent legal division of powers for each if the central government
were confined to general matters and all other matters were left to the
states. What they apparently feared was that if the central and the
state governments concurrently exercised jurisdiction over the same
legislative areas and objects, then the central government would eventually emerge supreme. Special concern was voiced over the issue of direct
taxation by the central government. The New York Ratifying Convention,
for instance, was asked to consider what sovereignty would be left to the
states if control of every source of revenue and command of the militia
were to be given to the general government.

35

Counter arguments presented by Constitutional proponents took two
main forms. Hamilton by now argued that each government had an independent and uncontrollable authority to collect its own tax and that both
could act on different objects or even on different parts of the same
object without clashing. Certainly the states would have the right to
levy taxes in all cases not prohibited by the Constitution. Madison
provided the second argument which held that ultimate authority would
always remain with the people whose assent founded the new union and who
remained the true sovereigns. This conception of popular sovereignty
meant that it was the people who could choose to give power to state or
central governments, to recall it, or to redistribute it.
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Reliance on popular sovereignty did not, however, resolve
practical power disputes once the Constitution was adopted. For what the
Constitution had created was, as Madison said, a government of mixed
character, partly federal and partly national. Knotty questions were
left unanswered. For example, when the people as individuals composing
distinct and sovereign states gave consent to the Constitution, did these
people continue to constitute sovereign states after the Constitution
took effect? Or did their assent create a national community at least
partly sovereign?

37

Part of the problem developed from the contrast between the
theory of federalism as it was understood during the period of the
framing and adoption of the Constitution and the theory of federalism as
it came to be understood in the era following Jefferson's election in

1800. Bennett argues that in the earlier era it was commonly assumed
that a federal system meant a confederal system or one that conformed to
38 Opponents of a strong
the pattern under the Articles of Confederation.
union argued against ratification of the Constitution because it departed
from the plan of the Articles and thus was not truly federal in their
view. By the Jeff ersonian era, however, opponents of a strong central
government wanted the new government to be considered as a federal
system. They accomplished their purpose by insisting that a system was
federal if there had been a compact among states to create a common
government. John Taylor of Caroline, a Virginian, for example, typified
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this view and argued.the principles of Jeffersonian democracy--individualism, localism, and agrarianism--against both the leaders of the
Federalist Party and the federal courts. He believed that the union
originated in a compact among states and that since the states as well as
individuals were parties to it the states were justified in preserving
their rights under the compact. He agreed that the people held the
ultimate sovereignty but by this he meant the people of each state, not
the people of the United States considered as one people. In his view
the states had created the federal government and they could withdraw
from it or annihilate it as they chose. He objected to the idea of the
federal courts as final arbiter of the Constitution but believed that
both the states and the central government had the right to veto the acts
of the other.

39

Clearly, how to decide the extent of the respective jurisdictions
of the central and state governments became one of the most troubling
problems in American federalism after 1789. The issue was greatly
exacerbated by regional conflicts, the most well-known of which developed
between the North and the South and lasted from the 1820s until after the
Civil War. Building on the ideas of the Jeffersonians, the Southern
sectionalists elaborated on how the American system of government would
work in practice if the premise of state sovereignty were granted. John
C. Calhoun of South Carolina fairly quickly became the undisputed
intellectual leader of this states' rights movement. As is well-known,
Calhoun developed the ideas of state nullification as a means of checking
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federal encroachments on minority rights through his general theory of a
concurrent majority. Essentially he argued that popular suffrage was
inadequate as a check on government because all members of the community
did not, in fact, share the same interests. Combinations of groups with
shared interests would inevitably divide the community into two great
parties. The numerical majority would gain control of the government and
be able to hold the government accountable to their interests. Minority
interests, however, would not be protected and would require the added
device of the concurrent majority. This majority was not numerical but,
rather, reflected the collection of a few, prominent interests. If a
minority of the voting population controlled enough states, and thus
enough Senate votes, the numerical majority represented in the House or
Presidency could be stopped.

40

Further, Calhoun argued, states had the right to nullify a
measure adopted by the central government. Calhoun based his nullification doctrine on his understanding that the U.S. Constitution created a
federal government, not a national or confederal one. To him the
distinction referred to the fact that the Philadelphia Convention created
a government of states united in a political union rather than a government of individuals united in any form of a social compact. He strongly
disagreed with Madison's views arguing that the government could not be
partly national and partly federal.

He saw the U.S. Congress as a

decision-making body, not merely a convention of delegates as under the
Articles; but he believed that there was a fundamental difference between
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a government which possessed all the powers of governance and one that
existed within a system of co-ordinate governments. Calhoun assumed that
the states were ultimately sovereign and that the central and state
governments were perfect legal equals. In this way, he justified state
nullification to prevent central government encroachment. For him
federalism meant protection for geographical minorities against majority
domination.

41

Interestingly for today's readers, Calhoun argued not only that
these rights were accurate legally and historically but also that they
would result in both a high degree of harmony and sufficient government
energy if they were put into practice.

42 This is clearly inconsistent

with his earlier understanding of mixed and conflicting interests. But
it heralds current rhetoric which implies that getting the federal
government "off our backs" will solve our problems.
In the nineteenth century, both the states' rights advocates and
their opponents viewed the U.S. as representing perfect dualism. But
underneath the apparent agreement were different ideas about the nature
of states and sovereignty. The states' rights position saw sovereignty
as indivisible and the central and state governments as equal agents of
sovereign states. Their opponents assumed sovereignty was divided-either between the central and state governments or between the people of
each state and all the people of the United States.
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George Ticknor Curtis, for example, writing in the 1850s argued
that the Constitution divided political sovereignty between the central
and state governments but that there was also a higher sovereignty which
was divided between the people of each of the several states and the
people of the United States. Thus,
. . . while it is true that the people of each state constitute
the sovereign power by which the rights and duties of its
inhabitants . . . are to be exclusively governed, it is equally
true that they do not constitute the whole of the sovereign power
which governs those relations of its inhabitants that are
committed to the national legislature. The framers of the
Constitution . . . [acted] . . . for the express purpose . . . of
bringing into action a national authority, on certain subjects.
The organs of the general government, therefore, are not the
agents of the separate will of the people of each state, for
certain specified purposes, as its state government is the agent
of their separate will for all other purposes; but they are the
agents of the will of a collectilI l people, of which the inhabitants of a state are only a part.
In the 1850s, just as in the 1980s, the states' rights advocates
argued that the states coequal status with the central government
resulted from the creation of that government by a compact among sovereign states. Two arguments against this position were fairly common in
the years between the adoption of the Constitution and the Civil War.
One denied that the states had ever been sovereign; the other insisted
that the adoption of the Constitution was not an act of sovereign states.
Even earlier, Justice William Paterson argued in a decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court in Penhallow v. Doane (1795) that the states were not
separately sovereign during the Revolutionary War but that the people of

43 George Ticknor Curtis, History of the Origin, Formation, and
Adoption of the Constitution of the United States; with Notices of Its
Principal Framers (New York, 1858), II, pp. 377-78. Cited in Ibid., p.
162.
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the colonies had grown into a union during the war emergency.

44

The

states were recognized as sovereign, not individually, but collectively.
Later, Abraham Lincoln borrowed this theme for his first inaugural
address declaring that the American union under the Constitution was much
older than the Constitution itself because it had been created by the
Articles of Association in 1774.

45

To some these arguments about divided sovereignty seem merely to
emphasize the obvious--that the federalism created by the Constitution
was truly a middle position between total centralization or unitary
government on one extreme and total decentralization or confederation on
the other extreme. Thus many nineteenth century writers commonly assumed
that the Confederation under the Articles had been weak because of state
sovereignty and the difference the Constitution made was to strengthen
the central government by eliminating state sovereignty or at least a
considerable portion of it. 46
"Conclusive evidence that the Constitution was not a compact
among sovereign states was believed to be supplied by the document
itself."

47

For example, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story and U.S.

Senator Daniel Webster both argued that the Constitution says "We, the
people of the United States do ordain and establish this Constitution"
and this means that it is the people of the several states taken collec-
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tively and in their collective capacity who established the Constitution.
Following this line of reasoning, it was not uncommon in the years before
the Civil War to accept the doctrine of divided sovereignty and to argue
that the sovereignty of the central government was superior to that of
the states.

48

As early as 1819 in the celebrated U.S. Supreme Court case

McCulloch v. Maryland, Chief Justice John Marshall asserted that the
national government "is the government of all. . . . The nation, on
those subjects on which it can act, must necessarily bind its component
parts. But this question is not left to mere reason; the people have in
express terms, decided it by saying, 'this constitution and the laws of
the United States which shall be made in persuance thereof, . . . shall
be supreme law of the land' . . • "

49

Thus, gradually in the decades before the Civil War the notion
grew " . . . that the people of the United States comprised a compact
national community, that the Constitution had originated from this
community, and that this community was now to be regarded as ultimately
sovereign over any governments . . . existent in the country.

u50

For Southern sectionalists these views were unacceptable for they saw the
federal system as the legal means for protecting minority interests from
majority domination.

Bennett concludes that their arguments as to what

constituted the proper functioning of the federal system were logically
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derived from their .original premises. 51

Many of the premises were

difficult to refute for they had lengthy legal histories and their
validity could neither be proven nor disproven. One could argue,
however, that putting the states in the constitutional position where
they could prevent the central government from exercising its delegated
powers was a clear violation of the intentions of the Founders even
though one could not prove that the Framers had intended for the central
government to have the power to coerce the states. "As a practical
matter, the negative power which Calhoun and his followers claimed for
the states . . . seemed calculated to sap the central government of all
energy if not to threaten the existence of the union." 52
Leach argues that in some respects the Civil War was a clash
between the proponents of nation-centered federalism and their state-centered opponents. 53

The victory of the Union forces over the secessionist

South might lead one to assume that the nationalist concept became the
dominant and unchallenged interpretation of federalism thereafter. But,
such is not the case. As Elazar notes, "The most intriguing thing about
the Civil War is that American federalism emerged from it intact as a
system and substantially as it was before the war began." 54
In a sense, a compromise developed between the nationalist and
the states' rights theorists which came to be known as "dual federalism."
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This doctrine, often referred to as layer cake federalism, held that the
Constitution marked off two mutually independent and fixed spheres of
power with the state governments and the national government each supreme
in its own sphere. Dual federalism thus: "(1) sees a clear demarcation
between the powers of the two levels of government; (2) stresses the
reserved powers of the states as well as a limited, strict interpretation
of the delegated powers to the national government; and (3) holds that
the distribution of powers under the federal arrangement can be altered
only by formal amendment to the Constitution. Further, the delegated
powers of the central government are to be understood as if the Tenth
Amendment used the term 'expressly delegated' even though that terminology was explicitly rejected by the 1780 Congress that drafted this
amendment."

55

The roots of dual federalism are traceable back to the term of
Roger B. Taney as Chief Justice when the Court began to move away from
the expanded role for the central government advocated by John Marshall.
It became the dominant theory in the post-Civil War era and was relied on
by the Court well into the 1930s. Its proponents included not only
states' rights advocates and strict constructionists generally, but also
business corporations that wanted to avoid government regulation by
either level. Opponents argued for regulation in the broader national
interest. The classic case, Hammer v. Dagenhart (1918) provides a clear
example. In this decision the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a Congressional attempt to regulate the interstate transportation of goods made by

55 Glendening and Reeves, Pragmatic Federalism, p. 58.
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child labor. Noting that the legislation involved powers reserved to the
states under the Tenth Amendment, the Court said "in interpreting the
Constitution, it must never be forgotten that the nation is made up of
states to which are entrusted the powers of local government. And to
them and to the people the powers not expressly delegated to the national
government are reserved.

“56

It was not until the New Deal years after the Great Depression
when enthusiasm for the philosophy of economic laissez-faire had waned
that Hammer was overturned by U.S. v. Darby Lumber in 1941. In this case
the Court held that the Tenth Amendment is descriptive of the federal
57
Therefore,
system, not an independent limit on Congressional power.
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 represented a valid exercise of the
commerce power to prohibit interstate transportation of goods produced by
was
child labor. Thought to be the end of dual federalism, the doctrine
seemingly revived in the 1976 case National League of Cities v. Usery.
federal
Here the Supreme Court seemed to place limits on the reach of

5-4
power under the commerce clause for the first time in decades. In a
providecision the law extending federal minimum-wage and maximum-hour
sions to some 3.4 million state and municipal workers was struck down
and
because the Congress had infringed too far upon "the separate
58
Seven years later in 1983,
independent existence" of the states.
however, in Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Wyoming, the Court
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seemed to change direction again. This case involved Bill Crump, a
Wyoming Game and Fish Department supervisor who was forced to retire at
age 55. Crump argued that he was protected by federal law from age
discrimination and the Supreme Court agreed thereby extending the federal
benefits to state and local employees.

59

Finally in 1985 in Garcia v.

San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, the Court reversed the Usery
decision and held that federal minimum wage standards covered public
transit workers. Mr. Justice Blackmun noted the difficulties experienced
by the Court as it tried to differentiate between traditional government
functions (where federal power could not reach) and non-traditional
functions (where federal regulation was permitted). He wrote "We find it
difficult, if not impossible, to identify an organizing principle that
places each of the cases in the first group on one side of a line and
u60 And the
each of the cases in the second group on the other side.
Court found that any such distinctions are unlikely to succeed because no
such distinction " . . . can be faithful to the role of federalism in a
democratic society. "61
Obviously, considerable disagreement over the nature of American
federalism has persisted from colonial times well into the modern era.
Leach has classified nation-centered, state-centered, and dual federalism
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as forms of competitive theories of federalism.

62 Ultimately dual

federalism gave way in the main to cooperative federalism. Cooperative
federalism expresses the idea that in our governmental system the
functions and powers of both the nation and the states are blended in a
single mechanism. As Morton Grodzins put it, the American system is a
cooperative one reflecting a blending of governments and resembling a
"rainbow or marble cake, characterized by an inseparable mingling of
differently colored ingredients, the colors appearing in vertical and
diagonal strands and unexpected whirls. As colors are mixed in a marble
u63
cake, so functions are mixed in the American federal system.
Grodzin's student, Daniel Elazar, argues in The American Partnership that " . . .the American federal system has been fundamentally a
cooperative partnership of federal, state, and local governments since
11,64
He sees three historical eras, the
the early days of the Republic.
first beginning with the 1775 Second Continental Congress and ending with
the Mexican War. During this period the Articles of Confederation and
the new Constitution set the procedures for intergovernmental relations.
Long-term projects such as the cooperative survey provided national
services-in-aid to the states. From Jackson's Administration until the
end of the 19th century the second era was characterized by the land
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grant programs. Finally, in the third era beginning about 1913, cooperation was refined to such an extent that many have believed it began then.
Harry N. Scheiber persuasively disputes this view arguing that
although there were occasional examples of cooperation, this was far from
being the general pattern.

65

An historian, Scheiber instead saw four

evolutionary periods. The first, from 1790 to 1860, he described as
characterized by dual federalism when effective separation of powers
provided the basic framework for pervasive rivalries among the states and
among the localities within states. From 1860 to 1933 there developed a
centralizing federalism when the national government began to take over
functions that had belonged to the states. The New Deal and new federalism era from 1933 to 1941 was marked by dramatic centralization as the
government responded to the Depression. The final period from 1941 to

1966 saw the increased involvement of state and local officials in
national programs such as the draft and rationing. States increasingly
turned to the national government for help with growing welfare programs
66
and grants-in-aid significantly increased.
Creative federalism is a form of cooperative federalism that was
first presented in 1962 by Governor Nelson Rockefeller. After his
election in 1964, President Lyndon Johnson picked up this idea and
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developed it in a pragmatic way.

Creative federalism emphasized the

importance of getting cooperation between and among local government and
private organizations as well as with national and state governments.

67

Leach notes that under creative federalism "all are regarded as a working
team, dedicated to positive action in solving the problems facing the
nation, with perhaps a different combination of forces at work in each
different problem area. . . . [I]ts stress on the responsibility of the
private sector . . . and its concern that action and innovation take
place before problems become critical [makes] it . . . unique among the
theories of federalism so far espoused in America.

11 ,68

The Presidency of Richard Nixon brought forward yet another
version of cooperative federalism. His concept was dubbed "new federalism" and was presented to a national television audience in August, 1969.
Basically he stressed responsible decentralization insisting that
Washington would stop dictating to states and localities and would
transfer ever-greater responsibilities to the state level. To help
states meet these responsibilities he adopted the ideas of Walter Heller
first advanced during the Kennedy years and recommended general revenue
sharing. In addition to decentralization and revenue sharing the "new
federalism" also emphasized replacing piecemeal actions on parts of
problems with broader, more systematic approaches and greater concern for
more effective implementation at the state and local levels.
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Presidents Ford and Carter were more concerned with other policy
areas than with national-state functional assignments, although President
Carter did try to improve intergovernmental management.

70

President

Reagan, however, quickly embraced New Federalism announcing in his first
inaugural address his concern with demanding "recognition of the distinction between the powers granted to the Federal Government and those
reserved to the states and to the people.

u71

In many respects Reagan s

view of federalism reflects a return to the states' rights philosophy of
earlier eras.
Tracing the theories of American federalism in an orderly way
from colonial times to the present administration helps to highlight the
varying interpretations and the persistent confusions which have accompanied the concept. Although some writers speak of evolving federal. 72
ism, and the idea of evolutionary progress may seem to be implied by an
historical overview, it would be a mistake to see these changes as truly
evolutionary. For the subsequent development of one theory did not serve
to chase its forerunners from the stage. Rather, the development of new
theories only resulted in the proponents of earlier theories hardening
their positions. "Thus, the stage became more crowded, more confused,
and certainly more noisy.“

73
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Models
As we have seen, attempts to sort out these various theories have
led a variety of scholars in several directions. Numerous comparative
models posit conditions necessary for the establishment and successful
maintenance of a federation. K.C. Wheare, for example, in an institutional analysis isolated the common features of four governmental systems
commonly understood to be federations and determined that somewhat
similar circumstances in the four countries produced somewhat similar
constitutional provisions.

74

These in turn led to the development of

comparable institutions and political relationships. Although a classic
study, Wheare's model has fallen into disfavor primarily because the
conditions he sets exclude most federations created after World War II.

W.S. Livingston's sociological approach to federalism has already
been mentioned.

75 Birch persuasively argues that Livingston's effort is

neither useful nor novel.

76

C.J. Friedrich and Karl Deutsch and his

associates have presented attempts to develop more flexible models that
77
see federalism as a process rather than a static pattern of government.
For them, federalism is the process of federalizing--the process of
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achieving a union of groups that retain their identity.

In this view

federalism operates both to integrate and to differentiate. The most
commonly identified integrating factors include the expectation of
economic advantage and the existence of social and cultural bonds which
influence a feeling of community. Following this line of reasoning,
Deutsch et al. identify nine essential conditions for any form of federal
union, but their emphasis on social, cultural and economic factors
excludes political considerations. 78
In contrast, W.H. Riker confines his analysis entirely to the
political. He presents a bargaining model which posits two conditions
necessary to successful federation. 79

The first condition is the

existence of politicians who desire to expand their territorial control
to meet an external military or diplomatic threat or to prepare for
military or diplomatic aggrandizement but who prefer to expand without
using force. They therefore offer the federal bargain. The second
condition is the existence of politicians willing to accept the bargain.
They compromise, giving up some independence, in exchange for union
because of some external military-diplomatic threat or opportunity.
Either they desire protection or they wish to join in the potential
aggrandizement. In brief Riker calls these "the expansion condition" and
"the military condition." 80

He

examined all the instances of the

creation of a federalism that he could discover between 1786 and 1964,
78
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the date of publication, and found that both conditions existed at the
origin of all the federalisms that survived. For those that failed, the
conditions never existed or existed only briefly. Birch finds Riker's
analysis particularly useful in considering the establishment of more
recent federations in Nigeria and Malaysia especially if modified to
include internal as well as external threats or perceived threats.

81

Glendening and Reeves have borrowed from most of the previous
theories to try to offer hypotheses as to how American federalism
actually works.

82

Their "pragmatic federalism" has five stipulations:

(1) Pragmatism characterizes the federal arrangement so the approach is a
problem-solving one rather than one based on a particular philosophic
view of federal, state, or local responsibilities. "Each problem is
dealt with in turn and similar problems have a variety of solutions in
different parts of the nation or at different times"; (2) The national
and state governments are increasingly interdependent. "This interdependence creates higher tension levels in the political arena at the same
time that shared administrative and program activities are on the rise";
(3) the national government has become the dominant partner--legally,
financially, and programmatically, but states still retain important
powers and functions and are important partners; (4) local governments
have become more influential, more powerful, and increasingly crucial to
the operation of the federal arrangement even though they are not true
partners; (5) undergirding the American federal arrangement is a web of
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intergovernmental relations that enables it to function even as it
constantly adjusts to pragmatic actions. 83

"At any point in time,

federalism can be understood in the context of current intergovernmental
relations."
Evaluations and Prescriptions
Centralization
There are numerous studies of federalism which are evaluative and
often pejorative. Some critics have argued that federalism is merely a
mask for privilege and economic and racial discrimination. William H.
Riker is perhaps most often cited. He argues that
One does not decide on the merits of federalism by an examination
of federalism in the abstract, but rather on its actual meaning
for particular societies. . . . The main beneficiary throughout
American history has been the Southern whites, who have been
given the freedom to oppress Negroes, first as slaves and later
as a depressed caste. Other minorities have from time to time
also managed to obtain some of these benefits; e.g., special
business interests have been allowed to regulate themselves,
especially in the era from about 1890 to 1936, by means of the
judicial doctrine of dual federalism, which eliminated both state
and national regulation of such matters as wage rates and hours
of labor. But the significance of federal benefits to economic
interests pales beside the significance of benefit to Southern
segregationist whites. The judgment to be passed on federalism
a judgment on the values of
in the United States is therefore
65
oppression.
and
racial
segregation
Grant McConnell shares this perspective. He notes that there is a "large
body of doctrine . . . which taken as a whole amounts to an ideology of
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Riker, Federalism, Origin, Operation, Significance, pp. 152-3.
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the small community.

4 • •

u86

However, he argues, it is important to

recall that a multiplicity of constituent units accentuates an inequality
of power distribution so that " . . . some interests are seriously

”
weakened and may be virtually factored out of the scheme of influence. 87
Thus, "government that is 'closer to the people' may not serve all the
people equally.

”88

Other critics of federalism see it as making national unity
difficult to achieve and maintain. They also express concern about its
inefficiencies and the frustrations it presents to attempts at solving
national problems. Understandably, these writers urge greater centralization. In this century these ideas are traceable to the Progressive
Era. For example, Samuel Hays has written of the Progressive conservation movement which he describes as fired by the gospel of efficiency. 89
This movement saw its role as transforming a loosely organized, wasteful,
decentralized society into a highly organized, technical and centrally
planned and directed society which could meet complex problems with
efficiency and purpose. 90
By 1939 Harold J. Laski argued that "the federal form . . . is
unsuitable to the stage of economic and social development that America
86
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has reached. . . . [T]he present division of powers . . . is inadequate
to the needs America confronts. • • . " 91

According to him, federalism

is insufficiently positive in character; it does not provide for
sufficient rapidity of action; it inhibits the emergence of
necessary standards of uniformity; it relies upon compacts and
compromises which take insufficient account of the urgent
category of time; it leaves the backward areas a restraint, at
once parasitic and poisonous, on those which seek to move
forward; not least, its psychological results, especially in an
age of crisis, are depressing to a democracy 9 pat needs the drama
of positive achievement to retain its faith.
A little over two decades later Harry V. Jaffa also argued for centralization sounding the same theme:
The case for a stronger national government rests upon one simple
proposition: The problems which face the American people . . .
are national problems. . . . The only agency which can marshal
all the resources of the nation, and order all its efforts to the
overriding purses which all share is the government of the
United States.
For these critics greater centralization is necessary to achieve national
goals and to protect the national interest--majority interests in Riker's
terms, "the public interest" in McConnell's--from the veto of local or
narrow interests.

94

For example, Jaffa points to the great disparity in

per pupil expenditures for education between New York ($426) and Mississippi ($158) in 1956 and concludes: "Such inequalities can no longer be
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matters of State and local option. As Mississippi has the same obligation to the nation to educate its children as has New York, so does New
York have the same obligation to the nation to be taxed, if need be, to
help pay for the education of Mississippi's children." 95
In addition, greater centralization was encouraged by major
crises such as World Wars I and II, the Great Depression and the election
of leaders such as Presidents Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy and Johnson who
perceived the responsibilities of the central government more broadly and
believed in taking a more active role. Together with the greater ability
of the national government to raise revenues and the growing negativism
toward the states, these events led ultimately to an increased national
presence in broad areas of American life. Johnson's Great Society and
War on Poverty provide classic examples. These programs were supported
by political liberals who wanted the government to do things and who
associated the states and "States' Rights" with conservatives who wanted
to halt social progress.

96

Distrust and doubt about the states' abilities and desires to
cope with public problems has a long history and grew throughout this
period to become particularly strong during the 1960s. Former North
Carolina Governor Terry Sanford listed several charges against state
governments: The states are "indecisive," "antiquated," "timid and
ineffective," "not responsive," "not willing to face their problems," and
"not interested in the cities"; and he concluded that the charges were
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" • • • true about all of the states some of the time and some of the
states all of the time."

97

Disenchantment with the states was not helped by the "Alabama
syndrome," the tendency to lump all states with the worst.

98

In the drafting of the Economic Opportunity Act, this 'Alabama
Syndrome' developed. Any suggestion within the poverty task
force that the states be given a role in the administration of
the act was met with the question, 'Do you want to give that kind
of power to George Wallace?' And so, in the bill submitted by
President Johnson to Congress, not only George Wallace but Nelson
Rockefeller and George Romney and Edmund Brownond all the other
governors were excluded from any assigned role.
In addition to the ideological conflict about what government
ought to do, there are questions about whether a fragmented decision
system provides the best way to do it. For example, a whole series of
laws from the 1960s to the present have imposed strict standards on state
and local governments on such matters as civil rights, occupational
safety and health, clean air and water, endangered species, employment,
education, handicapped persons, age discrimination, and so forth. Termed
"regulatory federalism" these laws are particularly reflective of the
100
problems faced in trying to make federalism work. Critics contend

that the fragmentation inherent in federalism makes implementation of
national policies extremely difficult. As one study notes:
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The basic dilemma . . . is how to achieve goals and objectives
that are established by the national government, through the
action of other governments, state and local that are legally
independent and politically may be hostile. These state and
local governments are subject to no federal discipline except
through the granting or denial of federal aid. And that is not
very useful, because to de m i the funds is in effect to veto the
national objective itself. L
Thus, as Anton has noted, proposals for new or increased governmental activities and responsibilities are often accompanied by debates
about whether they are necessary to serve a "national purpose" or whether
they are not properly matters for states to decide.

102 Since the

Constitution is ambiguous, . . . every proposal for some new public
responsibility [becomes] . . . an occasion to re-define the federal
balance."

103

And currently this tendency has been extended to ongoing

programs as well by concern over the federal deficit and proposed budget
cuts.

So far I have discussed evaluations of federalism which are
critical of its inherent fragmentation and see the decentralized sharing
of power with states as limiting the development of fair, responsive,
efficient and effective policies and hindering the achievement of
national objectives. Perhaps these views are best summed up as follows:
"Many intellectuals have argued that [federalism] is an archaic form of
government, a remnant of horse and buggy days of American civilization, a
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system that should be replaced by a national form of government.

” 104

I turn now to the voluminous literature which also evaluates
federalism negatively but sees the problem as too much rather than too
little centralization, as providing a national government that is too
strong rather than too weak.

Decentralization
Proponents of decentralization can be traced back to John Taylor
of Caroline and to Calhoun's doctrine of nullification both discussed
previously and forward to the pronouncements of President Reagan.
Sounding the states' rights theme President Reagan has said: "We have
seen the federal government take too much taxes from the people, too much
authority from the states, and too much liberty with the Constitution.
My administration is committed heart and soul to returning authority,
responsibility, and flexibility to state and local governments.

n105

Many

believe that the Reagan Administration is attempting the most radical
restructuring of federal priorities and responsibilities since the New
Deal. According to this view it is time to rethink federalism. Writing
of the federal role in the federal system over the last twenty years, the

ACIR foreshadows its argument in a 1980 volume entitled, "A Crisis in
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Confidence and Competence." The report indicts the federal system for
"administrative failures, red tape, . . . poor performance and inadequate
results, . . . excessive costs and waste, . . . and lack of control and
responsiveness.

"106

Part of the decentralization argument is an ideological one
concerning what the role of government ought to be as well as what level
of government should be involved. In "The Case for 'States' Rights',"
James J. Kilpatrick succinctly expresses this view when he writes,
"Government, it seems to me, ought always to be seen clearly for what it
is: a necessary evil.

" 107
For

him decision making should be retained at

the state and local level precisely because he believes that "local
government can be controlled in a way that the central government cannot
be controlled."

108

He sees fear of "Federal control" as prudent and

believes that federal control is "an inescapable corollary of 'federal

aid'."

109

He is not persuaded by the studies of "political doctors" who

assure him that the history of grant—in aid programs fail to support his
fear, nor by arguments that these programs are almost invariably locally
administered. Instead, he approvingly cites John Marshall's argument in
McCulloch v. Maryland that it was not the particular tax but the power to
tax which was of concern. "The same line of reasoning exactly persuades
106
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me to sound a warning against the growing absorption of responsibilities
110

by the central government.. And

he continues:

If the central government can aid our disabled, and pension our
old people, and succour our illegitimate children; if it can fill
our fish ponds and level our slums; if it can build our highways
and lay our sewers and vaccinate our children and finance our
college students, it can dominate our lives in such a way that
freedom is lost almether. It is the power to control that is
to be feared. . . .
Robert Carleson, Special Assistant to the President for Human
Resources, reflects similar concerns when he spelled out the current
administration's position in an interview on May 19, 1981. He said:
"The first question is whether there should be any government involvement
at all at any level.

If an idea or program passes that test, then we

basically set up a whole system of burdens of proof. Why isn't this a
local problem? Why is this a state problem? Only after going through
those hoops will we consider it in relation to other federal
priorities.

.112

Some see the failures of federalism as due to the over centralization begun during the New Deal, solidified in the 1960s and extended in
the 1970s. "Time and again during the past thirty years, federal
programs designed to achieve salutory purposes have worked deleterious
effects, and the federal government's 'solutions' have resulted only in
new problems."
110
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promised by centralized institutions the reality has been seen as far
different.

Looking at the " . . . fundamental issues and problems

federalism raises . . . we see serious instances of institutional
failure--failure of public institutions to sustain a set of political
decisions that maintain legitimacy, consensus among citizens, and hence
political authority.

.114

Blind faith in the nation—state has led

reformers to ignore the crucial relationship between community and
political authority. "The evidence is now mounting that as authority has
been centralized--i.e. taken away from citizens and local communities-legitimacy and social connectedness have also been lost.

.115

In part, Kilpatrick would argue, it was to prevent this that the
Framers invented federalism.

"The Founding Fathers wanted not only to

restrain all governments. They wanted also to preserve that sense of
.116
close community which is a starting point of political well—being.

Something precious is lost if that sense of community is dulled. "Let
local powers atrophy, and State prerogatives decline and the wellspring
of patriotism inevitably must run thin.

.117

For those who share this

view a fundamental realignment of our political institutions is long
overdue.
For the Reagan Administration this has meant a conscious attempt
" . . . to force political decisions and the struggles that accompany
114
115
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them down to the state and local level."

118

Besides making more sense

from the point of view of efficiency and the budget, the result would
also be more democratic and representative. As Carleson argued: "It is
a lot easier for the poor or elderly to take a crosstown bus to city hall
or a train to the state capitol than it is for them to come to Washington. It's at the state and local level that they can exert really
influential pressure. . • • „119
Critiques of federalism based on concerns about efficiency are
also common. Interestingly, these can be found directed at all levels of
government. They may be triggered by charges of official corruption or
misuse of public funds or they may involve perceptions of waste caused by
120
Basically the
program duplication or slothful government behavior.
efficiency framework argues that " . . . government should do its job at
the least possible cost to taxpayers, producing the maximum possible
„121 Currently, this message seems most
product per tax dollar spent.
popular when directed at the national government. That is, waste and
level.
fraud are generally thought to be the most severe at the national
The well—publicized 1983 Grace Commission report, for example, claimed
that eliminating government waste would result in very large expenditure
savings.

122

In earlier eras, as has been noted, the state and local
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levels of government were the ones most distrusted and efficiency was
thought to be more obtainable by centralized decision making.
Along another vein, Richard Childs argued that efficiency in
government is necessary in order to make democracy workable.

123

He

presented three rules for efficient government. First, elective office
must be visible--not numerous and obscure. Second, the constituency must
be wieldy--not so large that government is too big to be efficiently
administered and not so large that the scale means it is left to professional politicians. And third, governments must be well-integrated.
Childs believed that governments could be too big and that power scatteration should be avoided by eliminating complex and overlapping government
structures. For him fragmentation was inherently inefficient since it
failed the rule of integration.

124

Concern about efficiency is intermixed with calls for more
rational decision making. And often these arguments are focused on
government structure. Grodzins and Elazar, for example, say "to put the
matter bluntly, government in the United States is chaotic.

u125

In

addition to the central government, there are 82,340 units of state and
local government in the United States.
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Even worse, looking at this
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• • • multitude of governments . . . there is no neat division of
functions among them. If one looks closely, it appears that virtually
all governments are involved in virtually all functions.

1t127

As has been

noted this multiplicity of political units is seen by many as a pathological phenomenon characterized as a crazy quilt of duplicated functions
and overlapping jurisdictions.

128

The prescriptions which follow this diagnosis are varied. One
approach calls for sorting out functions in some clear manner that avoids
or reduces duplication and overlap. In his 1982 State of the Union
message, for example, Reagan proposed a "swap" of responsibilities
between the states and the federal government. He suggested that welfare
and food stamp programs and certain other social programs be transferred
to the states while Medicaid funding was to be shifted from the states to
the federal government. The plan has received less than enthusiastic
support. One of the problems involves concern over how responsibilities
should be divided. President Reagan's proposals " . . . seem obviously
motivated by his belief that The Constitution provides clear distinctions between the roles of the Federal Government and the States and
localities,' and that these clear distinctions ' . . . have become a
.129 However, these "clear"
confused mess' during the past twenty years.
distinctions were reflected in the doctrine of dual federalism and were
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followed by the U.S. Supreme Court until it gave up and abandoned them.
Constitutional scholars are now more likely to " . . . emphasize the
political character of the Constitution, hence the ambiguity of Constitutional language, and reject the notion that such language can determine
the substance of state or federal authority.

”130

An alternative way of sorting out functions is provided by
advocates of fiscal federalism. Richard A. Musgrave presented a multiple
theory of the public household in an effort to apply the principles of
microeconomic theory to the public sector.

131

He distinguished three

linked, but distinct functions: allocation, distribution, and stabilization. Allocation involves determining the desired trade-off between
public and private sector commodities and services. Distribution is
concerned with determining the socially equitable dispersal of income.
Stabilization involves the desired trade-off between inflation and
unemployment--or the stabilization of economic cycles by the use of

132
monetary or fiscal policy.

Presumably both stabilization and distri-

bution would be expected to be the responsibility of the national
government, while allocation might include a role for state and local
governments. Whether this approach provides a more useful answer to the
question of who ought to do what is very doubtful.
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There are conceptual problems in trying to separate the three
functions which Musgrave himself admits are linked. There are also
efficiency and equity problems with allocations involving local and state
agencies with more limited geographic coverage. Spill-overs of benefits
into jurisdictions outside the producing jurisdiction provide pure gain
for the non-paying recipients and will likely be cut back by the producers. If the non-paying jurisdiction remains unwilling to produce these
benefits, their availability may fall below a socially desirable level.
On the other hand, negative spill-overs may similarly reduce incentives
for solving problems dumped on one jurisdiction by another when the one
jurisdiction receives all the benefits and the other mostly the costs.
Equity problems relate to the disparities of resources among various
jurisdictions. Less wealthy areas may be unable to maintain socially

133
acceptable levels of service.
Advocates of fiscal federalism recognize these benefit-burden
imbalances and recommend ". . . that grants be made to producing jurisdictions equal to the portion of any given benefit that actually spills
over into other jurisdictions.

n134 However, providing major public goods

such as policing, education, clean air and water, is what government does
and these goods cannot be precisely allocated among resident and nonresident beneficiaries. So some have concluded that "despite its

133 Anton, "Models of American Intergovernmental Relations," p. 8.
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undeniable attractions, . . . fiscal federalism remains more a hope than

u135
a practice in American governance.
One way of dealing with the problems inherent in limited jurisdictions is to expand the boundaries to include the spill-overs and to
broaden the tax base and increase the financial resources available
within the jurisdiction. Advocates of realignment and government
consolidation argue that it is most important to emphasize the political,
economic, social, and psychological interdependencies which transcend
mere jurisdictional boundaries. H.G. Wells presented an early, ideal
statement of this approach.

136

He argued that government boundaries

should coincide with a well-contained socioeconomic community and that
growth of urban areas into industrial metropolitan areas creates a new
scale of community. He noted that industrial societies are fundamentally
different from pre-industrial ones and therefore he found pre-industrial
governmental and political arrangements inadequate to the demands of
industrial society. In essence, functionally underbounded metropolitan
government arrangements fail--both in their range of political authority
and in their ability to package and deliver services. The result is a
fragmented political system which is neither representative nor capable.
The solution according to Wells is to change the governmental
boundaries taking account of the fact that the metropolis has grown and
that its social, psychological, economic and political character has
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become different. Wells argues that what is needed are "wide views, wide
minds, wide areas.

.137

For him, local governments are incompetent

because of their small size relative to the metropolis. Fragmented local
governments are parochial and narrow-minded; they cannot even perceive
the real problems. This involves impracticality, causes disparities and
inequities, and results in the rich getting richer, the poor getting
poorer. Governmental boundaries come to be used as segregating devices
by the rich to separate themselves from the poor. Instead, Wells argues,
watersheds might be a more useful guide in establishing boundaries.
The idea of abandoning states in favor of larger regional units
of government is clearly neither new nor abandoned. Glendening and
Reeves note, for example, that "the first issue of both the Political
Science Quarterly (1886) and the Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science (1890) . . . carried articles condemning the
states and calling for the establishment of rational regional units of

.138

More recently, calls for total restructuring have come
139 The
from Rexford Guy Tugwell (1970) and Leland D. Baldwin (1972).

governance.

latter, for instance, recommends a consolidation of the existing forty140
eight contiguous states into fourteen "more rational" new states.
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On the other hand, advocates of public choice theory have
responded negatively to these sorts of consolidation proposals and to
141
concerns about overlapping jurisdictions and service duplications.
Like the fiscal federalism model, the public choice model assumes that
markets are superior to government for producing and distributing
benefits except in cases of market failure. As in the fiscal federalism
approach, public choice theorists argue that government is justified if
there are externalities which the market will be unlikely to compensate
for, if there are common property resources involved which a market could
not regulate, or if there exists a need for public goods which the market
is unlikely to produce. Unlike fiscal federalists, however, public
choice advocates additionally challenge existing government structures.
Empirically, they find public bureaucracies likely to be rigid, inefficient, unable to perform effectively, and unlikely to respond to citizen
interests. Conceptually, they oppose reliance on hierarchical government
agencies rather than market mechanisms. Since government-produced goods
and services do not carry a market "price" there is no effective way to
judge demand and since public bureaucrats have incentives to expand their
activities each year and feedback mechanisms are weak, producer rather
than consumer interests may dominate. And this results in the production
of goods that are neither desired nor beneficial.
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Charles M. Tiebout in "A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures"
presented seven precise assumptions which underlie public choice:
1) Consumers are fully mobile and will move where their
preferences are satisfied;
2) Consumers are assumed to have full knowledge of the differences
among revenue and expenditure patterns and to react to those
differences;
3) There are a large number of communities in which consumers may
choose to live;
4) Restrictions due to employment opportunities are not considered.
It may be assumed that all persons are living on dividend income;
5) Public services supplied exhibit no external economies or
diseconomies between communities;
6) There is an optimum size for communities;
7) Communities that are smaller than optimum size seek to attract
new residents to lower the average costs. Communities that are
larger than optimum size do the opposite.

143

For public choice, then, the explicit aim is to maximize the distribution
of governments in metropolitan areas. Having a large range of local
governments, most people could find one that closely approximates their
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preferences. People can and will "vote with their feet," and these
choices will be economically rational decisions.

144

Ostrom, Tiebout and Warren saw "a political system with a single
dominant center for making decisions . . . [as] 'gargantua.

, "They
145

argued for a polycentric structure which would aim to control for
externalities and indirect consequences and would supply pure public
goods--those that should be produced but cannot be packaged or priced-and merit goods--those the public wants the public sector to supply.
This is to be accomplished by establishing legitimate boundaries for a
governmental unit which would raise revenues to supply pure public goods
and respond to the demands of citizens for merit goods. Thus, the
boundaries of the government unit are seen as the "package" in which its
public goods are provided. Adequate "packaging" means externalities have
been successfully internalized.

146 Trade-offs in terms of tax burdens

and service levels would be clear so individuals could seek that jurisdiction which would provide them with the most services at the least
cost. Further, "where more than one public jurisdiction is capable of
rendering service in a single area, further competitive tendencies may
develop.

"147 Contractual arrangements for both the production and the

provision of services are recommended with the citizens to be viewed as
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associations of conumers.

This is preferable to the "gargantua"

alternative because the latter simply cannot be flexible enough to meet
the varied needs and interests of the public. Instead, it tends to
create bureaucratic monsters where individuals have little or no choice
and where the government is incapable administratively of supplying
least-cost services. Competition by contrast provides citizens with
quasi-market choices and forces governments to maximize efficiency and
responsiveness.

148

There is a vast and growing public choice literature as a recent
149 In fact, some see
and very useful annotated bibliography documents.
the growth of public choice theory over the last three decades as "one of
150 Yet it can be
the most impressive trends in the study of politics..
argued that it provides less a substantive theory than a rigorous method
of analysis. And as a method public choice rests on two fundamental
assumptions. First, ". . . a view that all statements about collectivities and collective action can be reduced to statements about a model
.151 Second,
individual without contextually substantial loss of meaning.
. . . the 'individual' of public choice theory is assumed to be a
rational (i.e. purposive, self-interested,

efficient) maximizer of

utilities . . . with rank-ordered preferences . . .
148

which must be
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asymmetrical, complete and transitive."

152 Thus, although its recent

advocates have touted public choice as a new paradigm or as an alterna153
tive to Marxism or Freudianism these claims are overly ambitious.
Rather, "the question of what public choice is must be understood in
”154
relation to the question of what it can be expected to accomplish.
A recent summary of public choice accomplishments notes that
public choice scholars have shown ". . . that highly fragmented systems
can manage problems without large-scale or comprehensive consolidation of
metropolitan jurisdictions, . . . that economies of scale in service
delivery are not necessarily related to the size of the jurisdiction. . .
[and that] the practice of interjurisdictional contracting of service
offers a means of combining both economies of scale and a diversity of
kinds and levels of service."

155

Further, they offer an explanation of

the origins of a typical American metropolis which is crucial to normative evaluation. For example, policy recommendations likely will vary
depending upon whether one believes that access to suburbs is universal
except as constrained by individual preference and income or whether one
believes that access is differential due to barriers such as unfair tax
laws, exclusionary zoning or biased transportation systems. Public
choice clearly accepts the former and thus sees metropolitan areas as
reflections of ". . . the accumulated actions of free individuals who are

152
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territorially differentiated and who reside in specialized lifestylepublic service enclaves, sifted out according to a process governed by
complex relationships between preferences and resources."

156

For those concerned with centralization and decentralization the
problem of representation ultimately boils down to whether representation
is best served by providing a means to determine ". . . the general
overall 'public interest' of an entire metropolitan area in contrast to
local, or specialized, interests of different locales within the
area.

”157

Traditional reformers favoring consolidation would see a

government responsive to specialized local interests as the antithesis of
good government while public choice advocates would see a government of
many units catering to diverse interests as the ideal.

158

A related idea concerns the appropriate role of voluntarism,
private initiatives, and public-private partnerships. According to this
view, "it is clear that the centralization of power is deadly both to
voluntarism and to the spirit of self-government. . . . In a centralized
arrangement, citizens do not make laws but merely obey them . . . .It is
thus doubtful that the centralization of power is consistent with [our]
ideals of self-government . . . we can have a centralized system--but it

“159
is highly doubtful that we can have a democracy too.
156
157

Although some
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may argue that the level of government which deals with our problems
doesn't matter so long as they are dealt with, Joyce believes it does
make a great deal of difference. He finds a tendency to rely on national
solutions "because only national action is capable of addressing [our]
problems everywhere with certainty. . . . But the sheer scale of these
attempted solutions leads inevitably to the loss of freedom and
initiative.

” 160For

this reason we must encourage private initiatives

-

and we must recognize that these " • • • cannot be coordinated or
directed by those who lay vague claims to understanding the 'public
interest' or the 'responsibilities' of private institutions. We may have
to accept the fact that such initiatives will be diverse, competitive,
and irregular, rather than uniform, efficient, and smoothly
coordinated."

161

Wildavsky, too, favors decentralization and diversity. He
advocates "birthday cake federalism," individualized program choices and
federalism characterized by "diversity, variety and not a little competition.

u162 Accepting birthday cake federalism means accepting that tastes

will differ state-by-state. But this is as it should be. "The virtue of
the central government is uniformity . . . the virtue of state governments is diversity.

0.63

If we maintain diversity, citizens can sort

themselves out according to the kind of government they want.

160
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For Wildavsky this approach would be more responsive, for others
it would be more efficient and more democratic.

164

But what about

Everyone recognizes that some states are richer, some are

equity?

poorer. Resource-rich states will be better off in many ways including
an

• • • ability to collect taxes paid, in effect, by consumers in

other states. Should [this] be considered a problem?

Some people are

065

Poor states have

born beautiful, others ugly--such are the breaks.

choices according to Wildavsky. They can choose to attract synthetic
fuel or nuclear energy plants--and if these are objectionable because
they are dirty or dangerous, then " • • . states can choose to be poor
and pleasant."

166

Still, many fear that if social programs were left totally up to
states, the states would cut these programs. There is evidence that this
belief is plausible. In fact " . . . it seems in part to have motivated
the Reagan program-swap proposals. Said Reagan of his proposal: 'It's
far easier for people to come to Washington to get their social programs.
It would be a hell of a lot tougher if we diffused them, and sent them
out to the states. All their friends and connections are in
Washington'

.067
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Wildavsky responds that if no government wants to buy food
stamps, for example, then that program presumably has failed an essential
political test in a democracy. If some states do and others don't, some
will be advantaged and others disadvantaged. But this " . . . is what
should happen in order to achieve variety and diversity. . . . Let people
sort themselves out. No telling what they will do.
what federalism is all about.

.168

For him this is

He sees some uniformity at the central

level as one thing, but a lot of uniformity as quite another.

Thus, he

argues that "there is no escape from a compelling truth: federalism and
.169
equality of result cannot coexist.

Finally, it has become popular to criticize federalism for being
overloaded and dysfunctional. "Walker . . . talks about 'supermarbleization' and 'hyperintergovernmentalization,' 'a system out of control,'
and about 'the collapse of cooperative federalism and the substitution of
170
a dangerously dysfunctional version in its place'."

Colella argues

that "government has become a monster of excessively pervasive and
inordinately complex proportions. . . . The proliferation of regulations
and programs and the extreme intergovernmentalization of implementation
have created a largely uncontrolled and unaccountable system--'Leviathan'
168
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run amuck."

171 The

•

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

(ACIR) has provided analyses and recommendations which have led Richard
Nathan to describe the ACIR as leading the "Henny-Penny school of
federalism which holds that the sky is falling [and] thus we urgently
“172
need to adopt basic institutional and programmatic reforms.
David B. Walker, who is Assistant Director for the ACIR, is a
leading spokesperson for this view of federalism. In Toward a
Functioning Federalism he chronicles our evolution from dual, to coopera173
tive, "to the overloaded, dysfunctional federalism of the present.”
He finds eight kinds of "overload." 174 Judicial overload which stems
from judicial activism and results in clogged court dockets in both state
and federal courts. Fiscal overload which is reflected in the increases
in federal-state-local tax levies and stems from rising outlays for
federal programs, overly sanguine assumptions about the economy and
over-reliance on governmental solutions instead of more appropriate and
less costly alternatives. Servicing overload which is characterized by
the mushrooming federal-assistance package that now includes not only
clearly national programs but also intergovernmental and even previously

171 Cynthia Cates Colella, "The Creation, Care, and Feeding of
Leviathan: Who and What Makes Government Grow?" Intergovernmental
Perspective, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (Fall,
1979), pp. 6-11. Quoted in Lovell, "Some Thoughts," p. 87.
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Address delivered to the National Tax
States and Localities."
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state-local and private undertakings. Administrative overload which is
symbolized by the increasingly futile attempts by the national government
to supervise or run programs actually administered by about 12 million
state and local civil servants and by the increasing frustration of both
Presidents and elected state officials. Regulatory overload which is
reflected in the ever-increasing number of direct regulations and
cross-cutting conditions imposed in attempts to achieve policy goals
through grants-in-aid rather than through independent regulatory commissions. Political overload which is characterized by greatly increased
interest group activity and the growing inability of political parties,
the national government or subnational governments to transcend these
specialized pressures. Intellectual overload which is felt by both
elected officials and the electorate and is caused by the bewildering
complexity, confusion and incessant changes in the contemporary system
which in turn cause low public esteem and a growing lack of confidence in
the federal government, its programs and political processes. Finally,
philosophic overload which arises from the lack of a coherent public
philosophy and the loss of traditional civic and social values and is
partly responsible for the current political climate where moderation has
been replaced by intemperance, accommodation by confrontation, and
restraint by assertiveness. Importantly, in this climate an earlier
pragmatism which
results . . .

H

H

. . . linked workability to institutional and social

has been superceded by

H

. . . a pragmatism that empha-

sizes short-term, narrowly political, positive results and ignores
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long-term societal and systemic consequences

,,175

Lovell responds that

the intergovernmental system certainly has increased in complexity, size
and scope but at the same time there has been more active participation
by state and local officials in the political processes and negotiations
that affect them.

176

And although the intergovernmental system has

become more complex and active, Walker's pejorative characterizations do
a disservice to more subtle reform needs. Walker wants a government
system that " . . . restores the capacity to deny funds to the fanciful,
the foolish, and the freeloaders • • • "

177

But, as Lovell notes, "At no

point does Walker indicate what particular programs represent his
candidates for elimination."

178

Walker says that the issue is a money matter and more. That is,
"the system itself is in question. Its traditional and much vaunted
traits of functionality and flexibility are at stake."

179

But Lovell

argues that "we are not going to turn back the clock to simpler less
over-loaded systems.

”180 Rather, we must work toward reforms that

empower the lower levels of government while developing " . . . systems
of articulated variety as needed to pursue broader policy objectives.
and
• • • We must learn by careful thought, theoretical development,
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empirical study how to understand, live with, and improve the complex
intergovernmental system . . . that will remain with us.

"181

Lovell notes that there are many observers who believe some
reform may be needed but would not agree with Walker that today's
transformed system is basically dysfunctional. For example, she cites
Anton who says, " the global pessimists who suggest that the sky is
falling seem . . . singularly unpersuasive.' If there is a 'problem' of
intergovernmental change, he says, it is primarily intellectual. He
thinks that we neither know enough about patterns of interaction to
sustain judgments about what the changes really are, nor do we possess
conceptual frameworks adequate for the task of organizing complex
behavioral 'data' into 'knowledge.

, " 182

Summary
This chapter began with several definitions of federalism noting
that their variety foreshadows the contradictions and confusion inherent
in the theories and models of federalism which follow. Next an historical review of the theories of federalism was presented beginning with
the colonial period and the Articles of Confederation and moving through
the sovereignty theories and the Civil War era to dual federalism and the
"modern" cooperative, creative, and new federalisms. It was noted that
although evolutionary progress may be implied by such an historical
overview, these changes have not been truly evolutionary. Rather the

181 Ibid., p. 96.
182
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variety of theories increased as did the competition and confusion among
them. Numerous scholars have attempted to sort things out by providing
various analytical models of federalism and these were presented next.
Finally, evaluative and prescriptive studies of federalism were reviewed.
Often pejorative, these approaches see the intergovernmental system as
unresponsive, inefficient, inequitable--even dysfunctional. But the
recommendations vary from increasing centralization to increasing
decentralization. These, too, have been spelled out and examined.
I turn next to a review of federal—state relations drawn from the
long history of American pablic lands and water policy.

CHAPTER III
THE HISTORY OF FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS
IN PUBLIC LANDS AND WATER POLICY

The previous chapter presented a review of the extensive
literature on federalism, finding it complex, confusing, and often
contradictory. Clearly, there are multiple ways of looking at
intergovernmental relations. Scholars and politicians have continually
found it necessary to invent new names, create new models, or make up new
metaphors for federalism. The list is enormous. To review just a few
there are: dual federalism, cooperative federalism, creative federalism,
"new federalism," picket-fence federalism, fiscal federalism, permissive
federalism, and, the most notable, layer-cake and marble cake federalism.
William H. Stewart has helpfully compiled an inventory of 326 metaphors
u183
and models of federalism ranging from "the serious to the silly.
Some of these ways of looking at federalism are descriptive of
what people think they see; others are evaluative and often pejorative,
reflecting what they would like to see. My purpose in this chapter is to
look at the real world of federal-state relations throughout the history
of public lands and water policy, unfettered by the constraint of a
particular framework. I propose to review federal-state relations in the
183
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broad area of natural resources, concentrating particularly on forest,
range, and water policy. Three questions have focused my study: What is
the role of federalism? Have some interests been served over others?
How has the federal system structured the sorts of politics that have
gone on in these location-based natural resources?
Public Lands Policy
The history of public lands policy can generally be divided into
four eras: acquisition, disposition, reservation, and management.

Acquisition
After the Revolutionary War, the thirteen states claimed
ownership of all British Crown lands which were not privately owned.
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Virginia, North and South Carolina,
and Georgia all claimed extensive lands based on colonial boundaries
drawn far to the west.

184

Maryland led the remaining six states in an

effort to force the cession of these western lands to the central
government. Their purpose was to more nearly equalize land resources
use in
among the states, to provide assets for the central government to
meeting the national debt, and to foster feelings of political and
economic solidarity resulting from common ownership of vast, valuable
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territory.

185

Between 1781 and 1802 the proposed cessions were made

comprising roughly 233 million acres. 186
The following year, 1803, 523 million acres were acquired from
France as part of the Louisiana Purchase.

187 In 1819, Florida was

purchased from Spain adding 43 million acres. The "Oregon Compromise"
with Great Britain avoided war and added 181 million acres in the Pacific
Northwest. As a result of the treaty ending the war with Mexico in 1848,

335 million acres in the Southwest were acquired. Texas sold 79 million
acres to the federal government in 1859. The southern borders of Arizona
and New Mexico were acquired by the Gadsden Purchase of 19 million acres
in 1853. Finally, Alaska's 365 million acres were purchased from Russia
in 1867. These acquisitions totaled approximately 1804 million acres of
land and 33 million acres of water.

188

Together they comprised the

public domain lands which Congress has over the years largely disposed of
in various attempts to raise money or to promote the orderly settlement
of the continent. At its height, three-fourths of the land lying between
the Atlantic and the Pacific and between Canada and Mexico (about 1441
million acres) was included in the public domain. Only about 411 million
acres or about 29 percent of the original public domain remained in
federal ownership by 1980. In addition to the remaining public domain
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lands, public lands now include additional lands acquired or reserved by
the federal government for national monuments, parks, forests, and other
specified uses.

189

Disposition
Although there are enormous overlaps it is useful to describe the
disposition era as lasting from 1776 until 1891 when Congress authorized
the President to proclaim forest reserves, even though practically
speaking the period of disposition ended with the adoption of the Taylor
Grazing Act in 1934 and technically it ended with the passage of the
Federal Lands Policy Management Act (FLPMA) in 1976. 1" The period of
reservation when lands were reserved or withheld from disposition lasted
from 1891 until 1905. Beginning in 1905 programs to actively manage
rather than to merely retain the public domain became prominent.

191

What

to do with the public domain lands and their resources has been a
persistent question throughout our history. The earliest disposals
reflected the young nation's lack of money. Land bounties were promised
to encourage military enlistments during the Revolutionary War and were
offered later to reward soldiers for service. The General Ordinance of

1785 provided that after survey and division into saleable tracts, lands
were to be sold at auction for cash to the highest bidders. Sales were
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slow and buyers were offered delayed payment plans. Sales increased, but
payments lagged. By 1820 cash sales were again required. 192
In part because surveying and land sales offerings proceeded
slowly, squatting on public lands became commonplace. Eastern Congressional representatives strongly objected to this practice because it was
not orderly and did not bring the maximum price for the lands. But by

1828 the composition of Congress had begun to shift as more and more
193
In the
representatives from newly admitted states took their seats.
newer states squatters were regarded as pioneer settlers whose enterprise
should permit them to buy the land they had settled without
competition.

194

Preemption acts, which in effect legalized squatting,

were passed in 1830 and 1841 and extended in 1853, 1854, and 1862. These
acts constituted victories for the West (the area between the original
thirteen states and the Mississippi River) for they emphasized actual
settlement over revenue production. The East not only objected to the
failure to retire the national debt, they feared that Western settlement
would drain the East of labor resulting in increased wages there.
Nevertheless, as territories became states disposal policies became
increasingly generous.
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The General Ordinance of 1785, which had provided for the
surveying and sales of the public domain, also reserved Section 16 in
every township for the states to support education. As the West gained
political clout these grants increased. Thus, twelve states received one
section per township, fourteen received two, and three states received
four. If granted sections were not available due to previous occupation
or reservation, the state could choose alternate lands. These have
become known as "in lieu" selections--and several states have still not
selected all the lands due them. Nevada, upon admission, demanded money
Instead of land arguing that the land they were to receive was worthless
desert. Recently Nevadans have claimed that the state was inadequately
compensated by Congress and have demanded their land selection rights.
In other states wilderness study areas and designated wilderness areas
also run afoul of the "in lieu" lands reducing the pool from which the
states can choose.

196

The Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890 further aided education by
providing the states with public land for establishing colleges of
agriculture and mechanic arts. In addition grants were made to support
wagon roads, river improvement, canals, swamp drainage, and other
internal improvements.

197

Railroad grants overshadowed all the others

amounting to more than 132 million acres of which 37 million acres went
to the states to benefit the railroads. These grants were intended to
encourage improved transportation between the Midwest, Far West and the
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The South feared this linkage of the agricultural West and

East.

industrial East out of concern for economic competition and because
better transportation would encourage Western settlement. Since the West
generally opposed the extension of slavery, the South worried that
increased settlement would lead to increased numbers of Western states
and Western representatives resulting in Southerners being outvoted in
Congress.

198

Thus it was in 1862 in the absence of most of its Southern
members that Congress passed the first Homestead Act offering 160 acres
to citizens who occupied and cultivated the land for five years.
Contrary to the myth that the West was primarily opened and settled by
these homesteaders, the truth is that most of the best land was occupied
before 1862 and successful homesteading mostly occurred in the upper
Midwest. The incredible efforts of homesteaders in the Great Basin
generally resulted in physical and financial ruin due to drought,
blizzards, dust storms, and the fact that 160 acres of semi-arid land was
insufficient to support a family.

199 New laws were passed liberalizing

the number of acres and reducing the time periods required but these too
were unsuccessful and the attempts to farm the Great Plains resulted in
the severe dust bowl conditions of the 1930s. Similar efforts to
encourage timber growing and irrigation on public land were also
failures.

200

All told more than 70 percent of the original public domain
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was transferred to other ownership.

Of this about 69 percent went to

individuals and institutions, 22 percent to the states and 9 percent to
the railroads.

201

The bounty of the public domain was a treasure nearly unique in
world history that has profoundly influenced American development. Soil,
timber, forage, wildlife, and minerals were widely available and it was
easy and respectable to evade laws designed to control their disposal and
exploitation. Yet by the turn of the century this laissez-faire approach
to the frontier was under severe attack as the crusade for conservation
and efficient use of resources was begun by concerned Easterners.

202

Reservation
The period of disposal was replaced by the period of reservation
and withdrawals and was initiated largely due to fears about forest
depletions and resulting watershed destruction. Reservations and
withdrawals can both be made largely at the discretion of the President
and the Secretary of the Interior. However, reservations designate areas
to be retained in government ownership for specific purposes. Withdrawals remove certain areas from the applicability of particular
disposition statutes without necessarily reserving them for any specific
purpose. Reserved lands sometimes allow additional uses if they are not
deemed incompatible; for example, mining is acceptable in forest reserves
but not in national parks.
201
202
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Early reservations were concerned with preservation rather than
management and the differences between parks and forests were not widely
understood. In 1864 Congress ceded Yosemite Valley and Mariposa Big Tree
Grove to the State of California for public recreation. There was
widespread dissatisfaction with California's administration, however, and
the land was receded to the federal government in 1906. Two million
acres in Yellowstone were reserved for park purposes by Congress in 1872
but no attempt was made to provide for their administration or protection
from fire or trespass.

204

Ultimately the U. S. Cavalry provided

supervision until the National Park Service was established in 1916 after
vigorous and sustained Eastern lobbying.
had already been designated for park use.

205

By that time thirteen areas

206

The earliest forest reserves were begun by New York in the

Adirondacks in 1872 and were part of the national trend to preserve
scenic areas and watersheds by withholding them from use. Early conser-

vationists shared with preservationists the idea that retention of lands
207
and resources by the federal government was the crucial first step.
And in 1891 the Forest Reserve Act was passed authorizing the President
"to set apart and reserve" timbered areas on the public lands.
Interestingly, the commonly accepted notion that the West
declared war on the reserves when the President began to create them has
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recently been called into question. The contemporary press in the West
and elsewhere voiced no dire forebodings. In fact, most of the reserves
created between 1891 and 1897 resulted from petitions by citizens in the
208
Still, these reserves were not
reserve areas requesting such actions.

unanimously well received. Some objected to the fact that no provision
was made for administration and protection. Others, including potential
settlers, miners, stock raisers and lumbermen objected to withdrawing
these lands from all use.

209

Few were satisfied completely and a

National Academy of Sciences Commission was appointed to make legislative
recommendations. Before it did so, however, President Cleveland neared
the end of his term and in the closing days created thirteen new
reserves, more than doubling the existing reserved areas. This action
was taken on the basis of inadequate studies made primarily by Eastern
academics and without consultation with either governors or elected
representatives from the affected areas.
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Congress was furious--unlike previous reservations these new
reserves included cities, towns, agricultural lands and important
developments. In an appropriations bill rider no mention was made of
revoking the reserves but President Cleveland was authorized to modify
the boundaries presumably to eliminate the unwise inclusions. Cleveland
pocket vetoed the bill leaving McKinley to call a special session on
appropriations. At this session the Organic Act for the Forest Service
208
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was passed as a rider to the 1897 appropriations bill. Main opposition
to the bill came from Western irrigation interests who saw any use of the
forests as detrimental to protecting the watersheds. They especially
objected to grazing and timber harvesting on forest reserves. On the
other hand, Western commodity users joined forest management advocates
211
and many preservationists to support the bill.
Management
The beginning of the management era in natural resources policy
is commonly associated with the Presidency of Theodore Roosevelt and with
his Head of the Division of Forestry, Gifford Pinchot. These men led
what was to become nearly a moral crusade to prevent the destruction,
waste, or monopoly of the public resources. To them conservation meant
the wise and efficient use of natural resources to provide "the greatest
good for the greatest number for the longest time." Like other Progressives they embraced the principles of scientific management, technical
212
efficiency, and non-partisan good government.
There were three basic parts to Roosevelt's conservation vision.
First, he emphasized retention of the public domain and during his
administration he attempted to secure federal ownership of all but the
clearly agricultural lands. Second, he attempted to create a self-suprevenues
porting funding system under which
generated from timber,
minerals and grazing on the public lands could be used for the admini-
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stration and further development of federal lands. Finally, resource
issues were viewed as matters requiring technical and professional
expertise rather than political consideration. Therefore, he attempted

213
to institute scientific management of all natural resources.
Forest and Range Policy
Soon after Roosevelt's election in 1904, the forest reserves were
transferred from Interior to Agriculture and receipts from forest
reserves were placed in a fund for use in protecting, extending, and
improving the reserves. Pinchot quickly re-organized the agency stressing decentralized decision making under national direction.

214

Though

enormously successful in recruiting professionally trained foresters and
fostering a strong esprit de corps, the Forest Service, as it came to be
called, was not able to steer itself clear of all conflict. The
Agricultural Appropriations Act of 1907, for example, reflected the
hostility of some Westerners and some Western Congressmen when it
abolished the special fund created from forest reserve receipts and
required the Forest Service to provide detailed accounts of all revenues
and expenditures. In addition, it forbade creation of further reserves
in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado without
Congressional approval. 215
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Since these states had the most desirable timberlands, Roosevelt
responded by proclaiming 16 million acres of forest reserves in these
areas just before he signed the 1907 appropriations bill into law. Once
again executive action had flouted Congressional intent and once again
Congress was infuriated. Recognizing the need to build public support,
Roosevelt called the governors of all the states and territories to a
conference on the conservation of the nation's natural resources. They
were joined by many members of Congress, professional organizations and
the press. This was the first time governors had gathered to discuss
national issues and the conference was quite successful. Follow-up
conferences and commissions also supported Presidential initiatives and
urged continued cooperation along these lines between states and between
the states and federal government.

216

Hostility from the West was related to the fact that despite
emphasis on conservation as wise use, the administration of Teddy
Roosevelt had withdrawn and reserved millions of acres of public land.
Since the development of the West was so closely tied to the use of these
resources anger surfaced when these resources were withheld.
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Then and

now the idea of states' rights to develop natural resources located in
the West was and is a powerful political force. Efforts were continually
made to get federal lands ceded to the states with the underlying purpose
being to remove them from public to private control. The zealousness of

Pinchot's young foresters frequently did not win friends in the West.
216
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Neither did the fact that many foresters were hostile to the use of the
forests for grazing, resenting that range problems took more time and
attention than did the silviculture for which they were professionally
trained. The "locking up" of water, minerals, and power sites which had
been available to the East in its development was strongly resented.
Further objections were based on the idea that removing lands from
settlement and development removes them from tax rolls and thereby
imposes an unfair burden on the area.

218

Finally, for Westerners

national forests were controversial and in case of doubt, they preferred
federal spending directed toward developing water projects and other
resources crucial to the West.

219

Interestingly, at the same time that cession of public lands to
the states was being advocated and enthusiasm for the Forest Service was
at a low ebb in the West, in the East support for national parks and
national forests was growing. Beginning about 1880 the idea of governmental purchase to protect large areas of land in the East steadily
increased. Eastern support came from three sources. First, Eastern
loggers, having logged their lands, wanted to sell these cut over lands
to the federal government as they believed they were otherwise worthless.
Second, Eastern preservationists, conservationists, and naturalists
favored acquiring these lands as a preservation measure. Third, these
cut over lands posed tremendous fire hazards and a great deal of the
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support in the East was tied to the reputation of the Forest Service as a
successful fire control agent.

220

The Weeks Act of 1911 ultimately provided for the purchase of
lands for national forests without specifying geographic limits. Thus
the Forest Service extended their work beyond the Western public lands
and became truly national. The consent of state legislatures where
purchases were planned was required in order not to infringe on state
wishes. Most states were enthusiastic and the consent requirement did
not interfere significantly with acquisition. A second provision of the
Weeks Act appropriated funds for the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with any state or group of states in protecting private or state
forests from fire in order to protect the watersheds of navigable
streams. Although the funds were limited, this action encouraged many
states to adopt effective fire control laws and to establish fire control
organizations.
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After 1912 when it appropriated money for roads for management
and fire protection, the attention of Congress began to shift elsewhere.
And with the coming of World War I resource policy drastically shifted
from conservation to exploitation.
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Even when actions were underway to protect forest lands, no such
measures were being undertaken on behalf of public grazing lands.
Initially stock raisers obtained land ostensibly for other uses or more
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commonly simply used the range as trespassers. Concern for title often
did not extend beyond needed water holes. After the invention of barbed
wire, huge areas were fenced off by large cattle barons despite 1885
legislation forbidding such enclosures and authorizing their destruction.
These laws were rarely enforced and, in general, little was done to
protect the public domain lands from overgrazing.

223

Livestock grazing on the forest reserves was also not without
problems. Foresters, as has been noted, were often hostile to this use
of the land despite the fact that in the early years the most numerous
users of forest lands were stockmen. Minimal range fees were charged
beginning in 1906 yet grazing revenues exceeded timber receipts from 1906
to 1910, equalled them from 1911 to 1917 and far surpassed them from 1917
until 1921. After 1910 range protection was given attention by the
Forest Service but often even meager management efforts met with hostility from the livestock industry.

224

However, livestock operators did not constitute a unified
single—interest group. Cattle growers warred against sheepmen. And both
opposed homesteaders and settlements that would limit their use of the
range or block cattle drives from winter to summer range. Often matters
were settled with violence and bloodshed.
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Because of the generally unregulated situation on the unreserved
public domain, grazing conditions there continued to deteriorate.
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contrast, on the forest reserves Forest Service efforts to impose minimal
fees and limit overgrazing eventually engendered some support. In two
crucial cases the U. S. Supreme Court in 1911 reversed a number of lower
court decisions and upheld the Secretary's authority to prevent damage to
the forest reserves.

226

Stockmen who were originally hostile gradually

came to see the advantages of having the Forest Service carefully draw
grazing allocations to protect water supplies, tree growth, and the range
itself. Grazing permits were issued with officially recognized livestock
boards successfully reducing inevitable friction.
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Efforts to initiate

a similar leasing plan for the public domain repeatedly failed. Still,
on 400,000 acres in California, range conditions became so bad that
cattle and sheep operators joined together to persuade Congress to add
these lands to the Modoc National Forest. When that bill passed, similar
228
requests flooded in from all over the West.

Other than the Stockraising Homestead Act of 1916, however,
little was done to limit grazing use on the public domain. The 1916 Act
provided for 640—acre ranch homesteads recognizing the impossibility of
success on 160— and 320—acre parcels in the arid West. Six hundred forty
acres also proved too small and the Act added a further problem when
mineral title was severed from the title to surface resources and the
former was retained by the government. By the 1960s and 1970s serious
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conflicts arose when the government began leasing the coal which underlies the ranch homesteads.

229

World War I brought over-exploitation of both the range and
forest lands. On the public domain there were no controls on overgrazing. On Forest Service lands the Forest Service was pressured into
issuing "temporary" permits to increase range use. Demand for meat was
high and increased production was encouraged. The results were disastrous for the depleted range and for the artificially over-expanded
industry. Economic hardship which followed made control even more
difficult in the succeeding years.

230 By the mid-1920s severe drought

coupled with the desire of the federal government to raise grazing fees
to help pay off the World War I debt brought on major conflicts.
Ultimately the whole concept of range management was challenged. The
fracas was conducted on a highly emotional level with tremendous press
and editorial attention. To conservationists, the Society of American
Foresters, the American Forestry Association, and many Easterners, the
stock operators' demands were unreasonable--even evil. In such an
atmosphere no constructive legislation could be agreed upon.
Furthermore, in the bitter dispute the Forest Service lost the support it
had been developing among the livestock industry.
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The situation was critical when in 1929 Herbert Hoover became
President. His Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture agreed that a
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leasing plan for the public range was needed but they could not agree on
which department should administer it. 232

Faced with no consensus,

Congress again failed to act. Hoover then decided that the land should
be transferred to the states because they could not do worse and might do
better. Congress held hearings on the proposal but never seriously
considered their passage since opposition was nearly universal. Eastern
states and conservationists who had a stake in keeping the lands as a
national resource feared private control and further deterioration and
voiced expected criticisms. But even Western states were not enthusiastic. The lands were so beat out they were considered a liability and two
potential income sources were at stake. Mineral rights were to be
retained by the federal government and the states stood to lose highway
funds distributed on the basis of the amount of federal land in each
state.
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The Great Depression and the severe drought and Dust Bowl
conditions which followed finally forced Congressional action. The
result was the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. This legislation ended the
period of free access to the public domain and represents the first
widespread effort to manage, conserve, or improve the public domain
lands. Following its passage, President Franklin Roosevelt withdrew
these lands from all further homestead entry. Stock operators were now
required to secure grazing permits, pay fees and use the public lands as
prescribed by the Department of Interior. Unfortunately, the operators
232
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had used these lands as their own for sixty years and they were not about
to give up their accustomed advantages. When provisions for allocating
the range were implemented, the most prosperous of the traditional users
completely dominated the permit process. Nomadic sheep grazers and
cattle operators, hard hit by the drought and economic collapse, were
virtually locked out. 234
Furthermore, in order to win approval of the Act, Interior
Secretary Ickes struck bargains which continued overgrazing for four more
decades. Among his promises were: that there would be no extensive
bureaucracy to regulate the use of the lands; that fees for grazing would
be tied to administration costs, not fair market value; and that Interior
could administer these lands for about $150,000 annually compared to the

235
Forest Service estimate of $1.5 to $2 million.

Thus he ensured both

low grazing fees and a weak collection and regulatory agency while
236
implicitly promising to protect and revitalize the public lands.
Furthermore, the conservation groups provided no counterweight. They
were either preoccupied with forest-to-park land transfers or refused
support to any effort not run by the Forest Service. In this way the
public domain lands became grazing lands, and the Grazing Service came to
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be run by the stock operators who controlled the Grazing Advisory
Boards.

237
Range conditions deteriorated even further in World War II than

they had in World War I. The war and the markets it created were as
beneficial to the livestock industry as they were devastating to the
land. The industry emerged stronger than ever and was virtually unwilling to tolerate any interference with the use of "their" range. The
Grazing Service proved totally inadequate to provide range protection.
Wildlife was also hard hit as ranchers did everything they could to rid
themselves of wildlife. Forest lands fared somewhat better as the Forest
Service tried diligently to prevent a recurrence of the World War I
overgrazing disaster. Nevertheless, the emergence of powerful livestock
and forest industries during the war meant that forest and range policy
came to be dominated by them.

238

The postwar years began to reflect a change in the nation's
values. It is commonly understood that for the first half of the
twentieth century the conservation movement had primarily been government
defined and government led.

239 Concerned interest groups had arrayed

themselves to support accepted government leadership and programs. In
the 1950s, however, new groups began to appear which were not so easily
accommodated. Ultimately a third great wave of conservation developed in
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which the initiative slipped from the government and was taken up by the
demands of new interest groups.
On the public domain lands yet another grazing fee controversy
arose in the mid-1940s. An attempt to triple the fees charged by the
Grazing Service (a rate half that levied by the Forest Service) was met
with a harsh response by Senator Pat McCarren of Nevada, head of the
Senate Public Lands Committee.

240

The Grazing Service was caught between

McCarren's Committee, which demanded lower fees, and the House Appropriations Committee, which insisted on higher fees. As a result, the Service
suffered an 85 percent budget reduction and virtually ceased to exist.
Out of the wreckage, by executive reorganization, the remnants of the
Grazing Service were merged with the General Land Office (G.L.0.) to form
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in 1946.
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The BLM began with distinct disadvantages. It had "no coherent
mission, no authority, and no statutorily defined existence. It was
rather like the lands it managed, a residual category, assigned to
administer the loose ends of over 3500 statutes randomly enacted over the
previous 150 years."
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Further, it had an acute financial crisis and

almost no personnel. The grazing boards ultimately contributed money to
pay BLM salaries. Finally, tying the BLM to the G.L.O. was at best
confusing. It meant that the BLM inherited the G.L.O.'s responsibilities
for all mineral leasing as well as for processing and recording all
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sales, entries, withdrawals, and leases on the public domain. The
reorganization was primarily the work of supporters of the large
livestock operators and was not intended to be the beginning of an era of
land stewardship. Despite the growing importance of preservation groups
and recreationists in other areas, the BLM continued to be ignored by the
public and dominated by commodity interests for the next twenty years.

243

Responding to new pressures, the Forest Service, on the other
hand, pushed through Congress its own Multiple Use and Sustained Yield
Act in 1960. At the time only the Sierra Club objected noting that the
Act gave the Forest Service nearly absolute discretion in setting
priorities and provided no clear criteria for evaluating competing
multiple uses.
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The 1960s generally reflected the growing strength of the
wilderness and recreation interests and saw the creation of the National
Wilderness Preservation System (1964), the National Wildlife Refuge
System (1966), the Wild and Scenic Rivers System (1968), the National
Trail System (1968), the North Cascades National Park (1968), and the
expansion of the Redwood National Park (1968). In the Forest Service a
big controversy developed over their clear-cutting practices--a commercial harvesting method that is quite ugly and fueled opponents' arguments
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that the Forest Service had "sold out" to industry
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The public domain lands generally continued to be unattended to
and underfunded. For example, they were completely ignored in the 1964
Wilderness Act.

246 However, some progress was made by the BLM when

Congress passed the Classification and Multiple Use Act which authorized
the BLM, for the first time in its history, to inventory and gather
information about the lands and resources under its jurisdiction.
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The

decade ended with the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 (NEPA) which mandated consideration of the environmental impacts of
major federal activities through preparation of environmental impact
statements (EIS's).
Environmental quality rather than concern about specific resource
uses became an issue in the 1970s. These years saw the passage of the
Clean Air Acts of 1970 and 1977 and the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1972 and the 1977 Clean Water Act, all of which greatly enhanced
the federal role in environmental issues. However, they did so in a
manner which reflected the Nixon Administration's particular brand of
federalism. They relied on the states, with federal financial aid, to
carry out most of the required regulatory functions. They hoped to move
control closer to the state and local levels, yet provisions for federal
overview of state programs and creation of the Environmental Protection
Agency prevented total delegation of authority to the states.
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For the public domain lands the 1970s were particularly significant. The Congress had earlier established the Public Land Law Review
Commission (PLLRC) to review public land laws and regulations and to
recommend changes. The Commission's report, entitled One Third of the
Nation's Land, was released in 1970. It recommended against large-scale
disposal of BLM lands and urged the need for a solid statutory base for
the agency.

249

The BLM finally was given its own organic act when the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) was passed in 1976. 250
This Act was truly landmark legislation. It provided a clear and
coherent statement from Congress on the administration of the nation's
public lands, and it set policy and standards for the Bureau to plan,
manage, and protect the public lands and their resources. Furthermore,
for the first time it formally declared it to be the policy of the United
States that the public lands should remain in federal ownership and
should be managed under the principles of balanced multiple use and
sustained yield.
Nevada cattlemen holding grazing permits from BLM perceived a
threat to their interests in the multiple use emphasis as it was interpreted and implemented by the Carter Administration. And the result was
the organization and spread of the Sagebrush Rebellion--the movement to
transfer ownership and control of public lands from BLM to the states in
which they are located. Soon other Western state legislatures joined
Nevada; bills were also introduced in Congress and hearings were held.
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In many respects, Sagebrush is the recent version of the older conflicts
which troubled BLM's predecessors, the General Land Office and the Taylor
Grazing Service.
In this same vein it is noteworthy that the election of Ronald
Reagan, a self-proclaimed Sagebrush Rebel and rancher, and his appointments of "Rebels" James Watt as Interior Secretary and Robert Burford as

BLM Director did not end the controversies surrounding the agency.

251

As

Culhane notes, "[Watt's] unpopular policies and his highly visible verbal
pratfalls ultimately proved so intolerable as to elicit a Senate 'no
confidence' motion." 252 Watt resigned under pressure in October 1983 and
was replaced by William P. Clark. He, in turn, was succeeded by Donald
P. Hodel. Burford has retained his position but his policies are
challenged on numerous fronts. Grazing policies believed to be turning
the public rangelands into desert and highly controversial wilderness and
mineral leasing policies are among those most criticized.
Once again grazing fee controversies have reached near range war
proportions. On December 31, 1985, the 1978 Public Rangelands Improvement Act expired. This Act governed how much sheep and cattle operators
must pay to graze their animals on BLM and Forest Service lands. Once
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again the controversy has hinged on whether to continue the current
practice of tying grazing fees to the cost of raising and selling
livestock which keeps the fees low or whether to increase the price paid
to reflect the cost of grazing on similar private land. A BLM and Forest
Service draft study reported that the 1985 fees on public lands are $1.35
per animal unit per month. Comparable private fees are $6.65. Operators
and conservationists can find no areas of agreement and the rhetoric is
emotional and highly reminiscent of the earlier grazing fee fights. A
leader of the National Cattlemen's Association insists that "the wildlife
community doesn't realize that the best friend they've got is the
rancher. We're trying to establish a cooperative working relationship
with wildlife people, conservationists and environmentalists to get them
253 On
to recognize those values [of the cowboy] and quit the bickering."
the other hand, a Wilderness Society representative argues, "That they
[the operators] won't even support something as weak-kneed as [the
subcommittee's draft] symbolizes that they want to continue the status
quo of overgrazing, bad management and the abuse of public lands in their
own selfish interests rather than acting responsibly in the public
interest.

“254

Federal range managers are also divided on the issue. The Forest
Service apparently favors higher fees; the BLM lower ones. Although
there have been numerous attempts at compromise, the two sides seem a
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long way from resolving the current edition of this 100-year old controversy. The National Journal argues that:
The problem is that the issue of grazing fees and public land
management is so loaded with the passion of cowboy mystique, the
western power politics that has predominated in Congress on this
issue for 100 years, and the long-simmering frustration of the
perpetually rebuffed conservationists that the cowboys and the
conservationists appear unlikely to accommodate each others'
zp5
point of view.
Rep. Jim Kolbe (R-Az.) said recently that the House Interior
Committee and the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee invested
a great deal of time and effort into reaching a compromise on this issue
that would resole some very real problems not handled in the 1978 law.
"In the end, a compromise was not possible, not because it was hog-tied
by lobbyists and Western politicians, but because the anti-ranching
rhetoric finally and irrevocably overwhelmed any spirit of reconciliation
and reform. As a result, the Committees . have tossed this hot
potato to the administration . • • ,,256 OnFebruary 14, 1986, President
Reagan issued an Executive Order directing the Secretaries of the
Interior and Agriculture to freeze the grazing fees for livestock on
federal lands at current levels.

257 The action leaves unchanged the

$1.35 fee per animal unit per month. Since the order has no termination
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date, this rate will continue until Congress acts.

258 Environmental

groups threatened legal action, but admitted that now little change is
likely this year. 259
Water Policy
The history of water policy has always been closely linked with
that of the land.

In tracing this history it is useful to divide our

discussion into four eras: (1) navigation and flood control; (2)
construction and development; (3) interagency conflict; and, (4) devolution. Simultaneously with the early territorial acquisitions, exploration of the new lands and rivers were undertaken. The Army Corps of
Engineers was created in 1802 and from the beginning it assumed a central
role in the exploration, protection, and utilization of the nation's
waterways.

260

Navigation and Flood Control
In 1824 Congress authorized the Corps to investigate and improve
navigation on the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers. This led to a series of
rivers and harbors bills which over time have resulted in numerous
"internal improvements" including river channelization, dredge and fill
activities and beach erosion control.
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By 1850, Congress had added flood prevention to the growing list
of authorized Corps responsibilities. The Mississippi River Commission
was established in 1879 to investigate and improve both navigation and
flood control in the Mississippi Basin. The Corps was chosen director
necessarily involving them in river basin planning and intergovernmental
relations.

261

Construction and Development
As settlement extended into the more arid lands of the West water
became an ever more crucial consideration. Recognizing the near impossibility of expecting individual landholders to carry out effective
irrigation programs by themselves, the Congress in 1894 passed the Carey
Act. It attempted to lure the states into participation by promising
them land. This plan had little success and by the end of the century it
was clear that federal help was needed. Nearly all feasible irrigation
projects that could be developed by individuals, private corporations, or
the states were already underway.

262

Pressure from the West, where

economic development depended on water, and support from Teddy
Roosevelt's White House led to the passage of the Reclamation Act of

1902, the beginning of federal irrigation activities. Initially the
Reclamation Service was organized within the U.S. Geological Survey to
administer the Act. But in 1907 the Service was made an independent
bureau and in 1923 it was renamed the Bureau of Reclamation. Its mission
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was to transform the arid West of cowtowns and barren desert waste into
prosperous modern communities supported by lush farmland.

263

To accomplish this, irrigation works were to be created in the
seventeen Western states funded by the sales of public lands which were
earmarked for the reclamation fund. It was expected that once these
projects were underway, the estimated costs of construction would be used
to calculate charges per acre which the water users would then pay back
over a ten-year period. Numerous problems developed in the ensuing
years, some technical, some financial. Sales of public lands did not
produce sufficient revenues to cover project costs and water users were
unable to meet the ten-year repayment schedules. The deadlines were
extended to twenty years and in 1921 supplementary monies were found by
diverting part of the oil, potash, and potassium royalties from public
lands into the reclamation fund. Still, money remained a big problem
forcing the Director of the Service to admit in a 1926 appropriations
hearing that, due to the number of uncompleted projects and the present
state of the fund, it would be inadvisable to take up any new work for
some years.
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Meanwhile the Corps' mission had again been extended by Congress.
Early river and harbor acts had dealt mainly with removing obstructions
from waterways. Then, typically, other functions had been added ad hoc
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with particular situations and projects leading to general statutes and
guidelines for future projects.

265

The 1909 Rivers and Harbors Act had authorized the Corps to add
hydroelectric power development to its project studies.

266 A broad

planning function began in 1927 with the "308" reports. Some 200 reports
on the potential of various rivers for multiple purpose development were
prepared over the next ten years emphasizing navigation, flood control,
irrigation, and hydroelectric power. Thus, in addition to its historic
mission of navigation and flood control, and later shore protection and
power, the Corps has become involved in a wide variety of other water
development. For example, irrigation was added in 1944, hurricane
protection in 1955, water supply in 1958, fish and wildlife management in

1958, storage for water quality in 1961, and recreation in 1944 (expanded
in 1965).
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Liberal readings of its authorities suggest the Corps

should have no difficulty in responding to almost any water-related
activity suggested by local interests. Nevertheless, there is evidence
that Corps involvement in these other activities has sometimes continued
to be justified as necessary for flood control. In one case a wildlife
preserve was recommended for an urban floodway but pains were taken to
point out that this was the only feasible method for handling the
potentially large amount of floodwater in the area. In another case the
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recreational uses of a site were expanded until they were well over half
the total expected benefits--still Congress was assured that this was
primarily a flood control project. 268
The New Deal years saw a resurgence of the Bureau of Reclamation.
When jobs were scarce, the best engineering graduates from Western
universities proudly joined the Bureau. In addition, the agency was
refinanced and the repayment period was extended to forty years.
Hydroelectric power generation had become an important part of water
resources development and the Bureau's Boulder Dam was an impressive
feat. Revenues from power sales also helped the agency re-establish
itself.

269

Interagency Conflict
By the 1950s, however, there was growing competition between the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers. Though the Bureau
tried to expand its mission to include Alaska, it was reminded that its
activities were limited to the seventeen Western states. Congressional
concern about duplication of effort was resolved in favor of the Corps.
Increasingly, reclamation projects were justified on the basis of
recreational benefits

270

By the 1960s the Bureau's interagency struggles became quite
bitter. As good dam sites became scarce, wilderness areas, national
parks and monuments were scouted by the agency. This involved the Bureau
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in fights with conservationists and the National Park Service in addition
to their continuing competition with the Corps. In a major defeat, for
example, the Colorado River Basin Bill of 1968 turned back a Bureau
proposal to build two dams in the Grand Canyon.

271

Meanwhile the Corps had become a virtual monopoly doing more
water resources development planning and construction than the Bureau
272
even in the Bureau's "own" area--particularly the Pacific Northwest.
By the 1970s when the environmental movement had grown strong, the Corps
was able to lay claim to a long-standing interest in pollution control.
It now began involving itself in the new urban studies and expanded
permits programs.

273

The Bureau of Reclamation, on the other hand, was

condemned by environmentalists and had great difficulty meeting the
extensive requirements inherent in the environmental impact statements
mandated by the 1969 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In
addition, their earth-filled Teton Dam collapsed causing extensive loss
274
of life and property and further eroding confidence in the agency.

Devolution
The election of Jimmy Carter in 1976 did not improve matters. In
a challenge to "water politics as usual" Carter tried to cut federal
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funds for nineteen ongoing water projects.

275

Of this "hit list," eleven

projects were under construction by the Corps, eight were being built by
the Bureau of Reclamation.

276

Southern and Western members of Congress

reacted angrily and were joined by Western governors. The storm of
protest apparently took the Carter Administration by surprise since
seventy-four members of Congress had just sent a letter supporting the
President's efforts at water reform. Four problems seem paramount: (1)
careerists in the Corps and Bureau of Reclamation did not share the
Administration's interest in limiting structural water development
projects; (2) governors and members of Congress were not warned in
advance about which specific projects were to be included; (3) the
seventy-four Congressional letter writers claimed they had intended their
support for limiting new projects, not those that were already underway;
and, (4) 1976 and 1977 were years of drought when interest in water
277
development was especially salient in the West.
Since four of the five largest Western water projects were on the
hit list, Westerners were particularly upset. Interest groups such as
the Western States Water Council and the National Water Resources
Association joined with Congressional allies, the Bureau of Reclamation
and the Corps, to fight for funding of all the projects. The six Western
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Senators on the Senate Appropriations Committee and the fifteen Western
Representatives on the House Appropriations Committee led the struggle.
Ultimately, in a compromise bill, the Congress decided to withhold
funding on the Auburn Dam pending completion of safety studies and to
delete funds for Fruitland Mesa, Narrows Unit, Oahe, and Savory Pot
Hook--all Bureau projects. Funds were reduced for the Central Arizona
Project (CAP).

278

Northern legislators who voiced strong objections to paying for
big Western water projects were influential in the decision. Local
opposition was the cause of Congress deleting funds for at least two of
the projects: the Oahe Diversion Project in South Dakota where farmers
and ranchers, the ostensible beneficiaries, objected, and the Narrows
Unit in Colorado. Further, the CAP, generally supported in Arizona, is
opposed by an organized local group called Citizens Concerned About the
. 279
Project.
Even those who fought the hit list recognize that times have
changed for Western water projects. Governor Lamm of Colorado for
example, notes lowered expectations and sees the days of Western water
projects coming to an end. He strongly believes that "there is a limit
to the carrying capacity of the West.

H280

Governor Lamm was not alone.

In addition, the Coalition for Water Project Review was formed by more
than twenty environmental groups in opposition to Corps projects. Both
278
279
280
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environmental and economic objections were raised. And as the conflict
broadened, the National Taxpayers Union, the League of Women Voters and
Common Cause also got involved.

281

In addition to his efforts to reform water policy by cutting
funds, President Carter called for increased cost sharing between the
states and federal government. Carter suggested that the states pay five
to ten percent of project costs. Secretary of Interior Andrus claimed
that states with good projects would be "
money where their mouth is.

H282

.

willing to put their

Congress refused to go along.

The Reagan Administration promised a new beginning in Western
water development.

Interior Secretary Watt told Western governors that

Carter's "War on the West" was over. Sensitive to the strong support
Reagan received from Western agriculture, ranchers and associated
businesses, the Administration appeared more sympathetic to the dependence of Western states on federal water projects. Accordingly, a 21
percent increase in the FY 1983 Bureau of Reclamation budget was followed
by another significant increase for FY 1984. In addition, the agency was
now renamed the Bureau of Reclamation after having been reorganized and
named the Water and Power Service in 1979.
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Interestingly, the FY 1983 budget also contained a request for a

26 percent decrease in Corps funding. Congress, however, continued the
funding levels of the previous two years. President Reagan also has
281
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tried to require the tates to pay a substantial portion of project

284
costs. The states have resented this push for major up-front funding
on omnibus water project bills, but have recognized that, given the
enormous federal deficit, they can choose between cost sharing or no
projects. So they accepted the idea in principle.

285

However, working

out the details proved a major stumbling block during 1985 Congressional
debates.
Meanwhile, the House in a 203-202 vote agreed to strip 31 water
projects from a supplemental 1985 spending bill. Appropriations Committee Chairman Jamie L. Whitten (D-Miss.) strongly argued for funding all

62 Corps projects, noting that there have been no new starts on federal
water projects in ten years. He added these are "not pork barrel. .
When did it get to be bad to look after your own country?

•

”286

Ultimately, the House passed an extensive omnibus water projects bill in
late 1985 which called for over 300 projects, costing $20 billion. The
Senate version authorized a more modest 181 new Corps projects, including
port development, dredging, and flood control, estimated to cost $11
billion. It passed the Senate on March 28, 1986. The Senate bill
requires non-federal interests to pay 25 to 35 percent of the
construction costs of various flood control projects. At least 5 percent
would have to be paid up front in cash. Port authorities, shippers, and
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barge operators would be required to pay a portion of commercial harbor
287
and inland waterway costs now paid by the federal government.
Other problems also beset federal-state relations in water.
Federal courts are chipping away at the power of states to keep water
within their own borders for their own citizens. The traditional notion
that states somehow "own" the water within their borders has been
288
modified recently by the U. S. Supreme Court in the Sporhase decision.
Along the same vein, El Paso, Texas, is trying to import large quantities
of groundwater from an unwilling New Mexico. The San Diego County Water
Authority is trying to purchase the opportunity to receive some 300,000
acre-feet of water from a private reservoir on the Yampa River in
Colorado. These waters are at least partially allocated by interstate
compacts and there has been an assumption underlying "the law of the
river" that the water allocated to each state is to be consumed in that
state. Proposed "water market" transactions will severely test that
assumption. 289

Furthermore, some believe that if the states are unable

to resolve their differences, Congress can and will act.
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Large Indian water claims also have yet to be resolved. In 1908,
the U.S. Supreme Court held that when the United States created Indian
reservations it implicitly also reserved enough water to accomplish the

291
purposes of the reservation.

Throughout the West, the amount of water

thus reserved for Indians greatly exceeds the amounts currently being
used on reservations.

292

Non-Indian users are likely to be displaced as

the tribes put their promised water to use. This will undoubtedly impose
some hardship and increase friction. It is probable that the federal
293
government will be called upon to offer assistance or compensation.
As the Mexican population and related water demand grows, it is
conceivable that pressure could built to reopen negotiations concerning
the division and quality of the Colorado River water flowing into Mexico.
To the degree that our national security is seen as being dependent on
Mexican goodwill and oil, the interests of the Colorado River Basin
states may be compromised in the name of overriding national needs.
Additional concerns include aggravated salinity problems and possible
water contamination by commonplace and exotic chemicals.
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CHAPTER IV
FEDERALISM ISSUES IN THE 1980s: FIVE CASE STUDIES
Tracing the long history of public lands and water policy as was
done in the preceding chapter highlights certain insights about federalstate relations which may not have been apparent to federalism scholars
concentrating on other policy areas. Times continually change, however,
and one may legitimately question whether lessons derived from the past
would hold up if confronted with today's federalism issues. For this
reason, this chapter considers five case studies involving federal-state
relations in the 1980s, It begins with the Sagebrush Rebellion and
proceeds through three wilderness designation cases in the neighboring
states of Arizona and New Mexico. These include the Aravaipa Canyon and
Arizona Strip areas of Arizona, and the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah,
and Fossil Forest of New Mexico. Finally, it takes up the always crucial
issue in the West--water--and considers the El Paso v. Reynolds lawsuit.

Case Study I: The Sagebrush Rebellion
What Is It?
The Sagebrush Rebellion is a catchy slogan for a number of
different events and issues, and one which has united a variety of
"uncommon interests."

294

Beyond this, figuring out the Sagebrush
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Rebellion gets more difficult. As BLM Director Frank Gregg commented in
the spring of 1980, "So much dust has been kicked up about the 'Sagebrush
Rebellion' that it's hard to see clearly anymore what it is and what it

, "295
isn t.
The term "rebellion" means "an act or show of defiance toward any
authority or established convention."

296

Symbolically, at least, the

following account represents what many believe the Sagebrush Rebellion is
all about.

297

On July 4, 1980, 300 people gathered in Moab, Utah, for

what appeared to be a typical Independence Day celebration. One of the
speakers, Harvey Merrell, Chairman of the Grand County Commission,
complained about the cancerous growth of the federal bureaucracy and
about its continual failure to listen to "the people." From the back of
a D-6 Caterpillar, Merrell told the crowd "We will take control of our
"298
destiny in Southeastern Utah and won't delegate it to a bureaucracy.
The bulldozer was started as the speeches finished. One man blocked its
path but was asked to move by a Grand County Deputy; when he did, the

295 Frank Gregg, "The Sagebrush Rebellion: What It Is and What It
Isn't, and Where It's Going." Remarks prepared for delivery at the
Intermountain Outdoor Symposium, Butte, Montana, May 15, 1980, p. 1.
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bulldozer began to cut a road into a BLM Wilderness Study Area and as it
scraped, the crowd cheered.
By mistake, the bulldozer stopped short of its goal and the
Commissioners sent it back another day o complete the road. Although
the July 4 action was not treated as very serious by the BLM, the second
effort was another matter. Ronald L. Rencher, U.S. Attorney for the
District of Utah, formally responded by sending the Grand County Commissioners a certified letter. In it, he informed them they had ten days to
restore the damaged area to its "pre-July 4" condition. Otherwise, BLM
would restore the area and bill the Commissioners for the cost, estimated
at $2,000.00. If they failed to pay, the money would be taken from other
federal funds due the county or otherwise collected. Rencher concluded:
I trust that officials of Grand County recognize and will comply
with the laws of the United States in the future and understand
that Congress makes the laws, and the various agencies, including
this office, will insure that the public lands of29 4he United
States are protected in a manner directed by statute.
A month later, the Moab case was the focus of an editorial by John L.
Harmer, Chief of Executive Officer to the League for the Advancement of
States Equal Rights (LASER). He noted:
In this so-called confrontation, we are given a classical example
of the abuse and oppression that the federal government ever
stands ready to inflict upon state and local officials who should
have the temerity to think they had any rights. In its own
modest way this situation vividly demonstrates the federal
government's contempt for local authority and interests and their

299 Certified letter to Harvey W. Merrell, Commission Chairman, and the
Grand County Commissioners from Ronald L. Rencher, U.S. Attorney,
District of Utah, July 22, 1980. Cited in Cawley, The Sagebrush Rebellion, p. 181.
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determination to eliminate any vestige of local control over the
public domain.
The Moab incident provides a good example because it begins, at
least, to capture a sense of the Sagebrush Rebellion. And it points
clearly to two of the key conflicts involved in it. As Cawley puts it,
"For the Sagebrush Rebels, the issue is domination and 'oppression' by
the federal government. For the environmentalists the issue is whether
the public lands will be managed for the benefit of the public, or for
the benefit of the few."

301

Background
Conflict over how and by whom the public lands should be managed
is not new. Similar movements occurred in the mid-1800s, the 1920s, the

1940s, and the 1950s. But the question of whether the federal government
should continue to manage unappropriated and unreserved public lands in
the West, or whether ownership and control of these lands should be
transferred to the states in which they are located arose again in the
late 1970s. The BLM's management of the 174 million acres of public
lands under its jurisdiction particularly drew fire.
The current rebellion is generally agreed to have begun in Nevada
in July, 1979.

302

The Nevada state legislature passed legislation

asserting the state's claim to some 49 million acres of land in Nevada
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owned and managed by the federal government.

303

There were only four

dissenting votes.
By most accounts, the initial leaders of the Rebellion were
Nevada State Assemblyman Dean Rhoads, Nevada State Senators Norm Glazer
and Richard Blakemore, and Nevada cattleman Bert Smith. All have been
credited by the rebels with stirring all this up.

304

Senator Glazer,

Chairman of the Committee for Federal Regulation Review and "father of
the Sagebrush Rebellion,

005 argued that Nevadans were "tired of being

pistol-whipped by the bureaucrats and dry-gulched by federal
regulations.

“ 306 Nevadans such as Glazer see the problem of federal

control as particularly severe in Nevada since 87 percent of the land
there is owned by the federal government. BLM lands in Nevada equal some

49 million acres, or 70 percent; in Arizona the comparable figures are
12.5 million acres, or 17 percent.

307

An Issue of States' Rights
Still the problem for which the Sagebrush Rebellion offered a
cure was seen very differently by different interests.
303
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Nevada Statute 633, 1979.
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in their reaction to the Moab case, the League for the Advancement of
States' Equal Rights (LASER) saw the problem as one involving who gets to
make decisions. These very active rebels have insisted that the West
wants control of its own lands, its own destinies. Representative Jim
Santini (D-Nev.) has claimed that in Nevada BLM must give permission to
make local decisions " . . . to expand a town, graze a cow, add a sewer
line, or put in an electrical light. The citizens of Nevada, I believe,
are capable of executing these profound decisions."

308

Representative

Ray Kogovsek (R-Colo.) presented the same message when he spoke of oil
shale development. He noted . . . we have energy development and
should, but right now the only leasing going on is on federal property
without the concurrence of the states and local governments around
309

hem.
t"

Or, as former Dean William Dresher of the University of

Arizona College of Mines argued, "The Sagebrush Rebellion is a public
reaction to an overly oppressive control of the lands which presumably
belong to all of us.

010

He told a Western Conference of the Council of

State Governments "The movement to overregulate has become a national
problem . . . you, my friends, at the state level . . . are in a position
to make yourselves heard on this issue. Not by a 'Boston Tea Party,' but
by a loud and firm protest about what a 'foreign' government--Washington -
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-is doing to your state!”

311 Thus, in these views, the issue is one of

states' rights.
An Issue of Regional Differences
Another view saw regional differences as the real problem
represented by the Sagebrush Rebellion. A theme running throughout the
Rebellion is that the East just doesn't understand or appreciate Western
differences. Coal mining regulations designed for Appalachia, clean air
standards necessary for the "dirtier" Eastern coal, and the 55 mile per
hour speed limit are among the Eastern notions seen as inappropriate in
the West. Rep. Kogovsek, for example, expressed this view voicing
particular concern about MX siting and nuclear waste dumping in the West.
Repeatedly, he asked, if you were a citizen of Nevada and wanted to stop
either of these, how would you do it? And he answered, you'd go to your
elected Congressman who would find himself in a 435-member body dominated
by Easterners and Californians.

312 In his view, "there are so few

Western Congressmen that it is hard for us to win on any one given issue,
because most of the things that are being done are being done to the
West, whether it is nuclear energy, whether it is where we are going to
put its waste, whether it is the MX missile, whether it is

the develop-

ment of oil shale. . . . When you are a Western Congressman, representing
Western states, and the people back East don't have the same appreciation
“313
as maybe you and I do, we lose on all these issues.
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These concerns are countered by others who note that all major
public land legislation in the last 80 years has been originated in
314 AdminiWestern-dominated committees and passed with Western support.

stration of these policies has also been dominated by Westerners. Paul
J. Culhane has pointed out that early statutes required higher level
Grazing Service, and later BLM managers, to be residents of Western
states and gave hiring preference to those with practical range experi-

ence. 315

These statutory requirements resulted in early employees being

ranchers or ranchers' sons.

BLM later began hiring management profes-

sionals but still followed the Western residency rule. Even now, the
line officers of BLM are still predominantly Western natural resources

professionals--26 percent of BLM's managers are Utah State University
316 As
graduates, 55 percent are graduates of other Western universities.
Utah State's Professor Bernard Shanks notes, this has hardly been Eastern
domination.

317

Nevertheless, many saw the Rebellion as a regional conflict. And
their fears were fanned by some of Secretary of the Interior Watt's
remarks. A newspaper report of his speech to Republican leaders in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for example, portrayed Watt as arguing that
Eastern states would force the federal government to
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nationalize' the development of Western national resources if
the Western states didn't swiftly do it for themselves. They'll
nationalize the lands to deliver to their Eastern constituents,
he warned. If the lands are developed by the federal government
rather than by tif st private sector, that will destroy our way of
life in the West.
The newspaper commented, "This is outrageous. . . . someone . . . should
sit him down and explain that his responsibilities are to all Americans,
not just Westerners.

019

An Issue About The Proper Role of Government
Perhaps, however, the problem is less one of regional differences
and more one of the proper role for government. Professor Barney Dowdle,
College of Forest Resources, University of Washington, argued in 1980
that our current system of land management "

.

represents a signifi-

cant departure from the intellectual and philosophical foundation which
underlies the economic and political institutions of the U.S.

020

He was

especially concerned that the switch from a belief in private ownership
and the use of the free market to allocate resources to a belief in
public ownership and the use of political and bureaucratic processes has
provided a system more closely associated with socialistic central
planning than the decent free enterprise on which the country began. One
of the most serious problems, according to Dowdle, is
the polluted climate of public opinion which exists as a result
of public ownership [and] the use of the political processes to
determine how federally owned resources are managed. Where
318
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political processés are substituted for price signals in determining how resources are to be used, the general public can be
expected to be inundaW with misinformation and deceptive and
misleading statements.
Former Dean William Dresher of the University of Arizona
basically agrees. He refers to Garrett Hardin's "Tragedy of the
Commons," to illustrate the idea that individuals will ruin unowned
(public) property if allowed to go their own selfish ways. Therefore, he
believes that the sheer economics of the marketplace in the hands of
private ownership will cause the owner to respect the property more than
otherwise.

322

Dr. John Baden, Director of the Center for Political Economy at
Montana State University, also believes that "property rights matter a
lot."

323

He advocates divestiture of public lands including the owner-

ship in fee simple of wilderness lands by environmental interest groups.
He argues that responsible behavior is encouraged by "clear and
enforceable property rights in a market system based on willing
exchange.

024

Fundamentally, he says " . . . governments cannot be as

sensitive inherently as owners.
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Nevada State Assemblyman Dean Rhoads also sounded this theme when
he noted that he had traveled throughout the West speaking on the
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Sagebrush Rebellion and had found that people really are concerned about
the federal government's control of the public lands. "They would really
326
like the federal government off their back . . • "
An Issue of Public Access
There are, of course, other definitions of this problem. The
Save Our Public Lands Coalition in Arizona, for example, attracted antiRebellion support from a variety of groups. Environmentalists, hikers,
fishermen, outdoor recreationists, and even hunters reacted to support
the BLM out of fears about the alternatives. Many were concerned about
losing public access to these lands if they were to be transferred to
state ownership or sold to private developers. As Attorney General,
Bruce Babbitt had upheld the right of public access on leased state
lands, but not everyone accepted the opinion, and the legislature never
confirmed it.

327

The Utah chapter of the Sierra Club argued that "State management
would quickly and substantially reduce public access to hunting, fishing,
and the wide variety of outdoor recreation currently available under BLM
stewardship.

“328

They cited the example of the Utah State Legislature's

refusal to buy the vast Deseret Livestock Company ranch at bargain prices
to maintain a large hunting area for Utah citizens. They saw that vote,
taken in financial good times, as a statement that the state was unwil-
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ling to finance public areas for outdoor recreation. And they noted that
even if it were willing to manage lands for free public access, it is not
clear that it could do so effectively.

329

An Environmental Issue
Others worried about the loss of wildlife habitats and the
possible destruction of watersheds and emphasized the national values at
stake. Charles Collison, President of the Public Lands Institute, a nonprofit citizens' organization dedicated to the good management and
conservation of the public lands, took this tack in opposing the Rebellion's efforts to turn public lands over to the states. He argued that
the vegetative cover on BLM lands "must be managed to protect the
watersheds, to prevent erosion and siltation of the streams and reservoirs, and to assure the recharge of aquifers..

330

He described BLM

lands as important for rangeland, wildlife, recreation, scenic, wilderness, and cultural resources. "These national values require national
policies that recognize and respond to needs of the nation--not the
conflicting and competitive purposes of the separate states.

.

An Issue About State Capabilities
Like many others, Collison also saw practical concerns regarding
state control of public lands. He asked whether the Western states could
find the money to carry on the wildlife habitat management, public
329
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recreation facilities maintenance or rangeland improvements now funded by
the federal government. He noted that in Colorado alone the U.S. Forest
Service was spending around $9.5 million per year and the BLM nearly $2
million for wildlife and recreation.

332

And more than $20 million was

being spent on ELM lands in the Western states for rangeland improvements.

333
These arguments run counter to beliefs upon which much of the

support for the Rebellion was based. That is, much of the rhetoric
argued that if the public lands were transferred to state ownership, the
states would realize greater economic benefits.

334

However, some

suggested that this assumption would not withstand close examination.

335

They argued that it was unlikely that most Western states would reap the
financial bonanza they might be expecting. A simple comparison of costs
and revenues shows that BLM pays more to manage these lands plus its
payments to the states in lieu of taxes than it receives in revenues from
all but three states.
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Roughly $737 million in revenues was generated

from the use of BLM-managed public lands in 1979, for example, while $917
337
In the three
million was spent in those same twelve Western states.
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states where revenues did exceed costs, the gain was due to substantial
mineral deposits in Wyoming and New Mexico, and valuable timber in
Oregon.

338 However, the federal government would have to transfer

subsurface mineral rights to Wyoming and New Mexico for the states to
reap this profit and that would seem unlikely. Interestingly, part of
the jockeying between House budget committee conferees and the Senate
budget committee in mid-1985 involved a recommendation to terminate the

$550 million per year which public lands states receive as their share of
royalties from oil, gas, and minerals production on public lands.
Obviously, New Mexico and Wyoming would lose the most. Some saw the
proposal as aimed at New Mexico's Senator Domenici, Chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee. He and others denied this saying it was really
aimed at all Westerners--and that it wouldn't get through either house
anyway.
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Robert Nelson looked at the revenues and costs for the surface

estate specifically and decried the drag on the federal taxpayer that the
public lands had become.

340

He found that "federal management of the

public domain surface estate incurred total costs in 1978 that were $130
341
million greater than the total revenues received."
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Paul R. Wieck, "Budget Knife Seems Pointed At West," Albuquerque
Journal, July 19, 1985, p. A4.
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Robert H. Nelson, "Making Sense of the Sagebrush Rebellion: A
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On the other hand, of course, even the BLM has admitted that the

342 Revenues could be
States could afford to manage the public lands.
significantly increased at least in the short term by increasing taxes,
selling off the lands, or accelerating leasing activities.

343 BLM has

argued that the better question is not whether the states could afford to
manage these lands, but rather whether such management best serves the
nation's interests.

344

When Cortner and Ingram examined what they termed "the transfer
scenario," they noted that "there has certainly been considerable
discussion about the economic gains or losses to the states if transfer
occurs. While some maintain that the states could not afford the costs,
others have argued that the costs are not insurmountable.

045 Cortner

and Ingram concluded that the uncertainties associated with the transfer
question were so diverse and numerous that for this reason alone transfer
was unlikely.

346

Sally Fairfax has presented an insightful and unusual twist to
the whole question of natural resources revenue sharing and payments in
lieu of taxes (PILTS).

342

347

She argues that despite rhetoric to the
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Sally Fairfax, "Federalism As If States Mattered Resource Revenues
and the Public Lands." Paper prepared for the annual meeting of the
Western Political Science Association, Eugene, Oregon, March, 1986.
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contrary, Western states have clearly benefited from " . . . their long
successful bargaining approach to the federal golden goose.

048

She

notes, however, that national austerity and the financially troubled
northeast may combine to bring about change. And she warns that " . . .
the previous patterns of paying the West for compliance to national
policies, supporting Western development, and protecting existing
beneficiaries may have reached its political as well as its practical
limits."

349

Still other serious questions have been raised about the capability and willingness of the states to manage the public lands. The
historical record on Western states land management is not favorable.
Many of the states public lands have been sold--Nevada sold most of its
lands before the turn of the century. The Constitutions of most Western
states provide that public lands management would be the responsibility
of state land departments, commissions or commissioners who are generally
required by law to manage the lands for the highest economic return and
commodity production. Only Montana and Washington have statutes authorizing multiple use. And only Washington includes non—revenue producing
uses such as recreation, wildlife conservation, and scientific research.
Governor Babbitt spelled out his worries about the state of
Arizona's capabilities in his Sagebrush Veto Message. In it he cited
numerous concerns about Arizona's ability to provide adequate land
management. Historically, he noted, the State Land Department sold state
348
349
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land to private developers for pittances. And more recently, it traded
agricultural land with good water rights for undeveloped land with
speculative water rights. He also pointed to many deficiencies in
Arizona law such as the lack of a provision for long-term commercial
leasing that have been identified but not acted on by the state legislature. Furthermore, he argued that the State Land Department lacks
sufficient personnel to adequately manage state lands it already has.
There are cases of trespass including extensive pumping of groundwater
which go unpoliced because of inadequate enforcement. Yet the legislature has refused to increase appropriations for additional management and
enforcement personnel.

350

An Issue of Conflicting Values
Finally, many viewed the Sagebrush Rebellion as a struggle over
conflicting values. Along these lines, former BLM Director, Frank Gregg,
has argued that the problem is one of the Old West versus the New West.
In his view
. • . it is an issue within the West--a regional version of the
continuing national debate over difficult and complex tradeoffs
among conflicting values and uses of limited pieces of geography.
And it represents, among other things, the changes that have
has given way to the largely urban,
occurred as the old w
sunbelt-booming New West.

is

Although leading Rebels denied this characterization, it is clear
that conflicts over changing values were central to the movement. In
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Babbitt, Veto Message: Senate Bill 1012. Phoenix, Arizona,

April 8, 1980.

351

Gregg, "The Sagebrush Rebellion: What It Is, What It Isn't, and
Where It's Going," pp. 3-4.
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Nevada, BLM grazing permitees and other traditional users perceived
themselves losing to other interests and reacted to changes in the
political equilibrium by organizing to build political support. The
livestock and mining industries had long been given favored treatment by

BLM, sometimes derisively referred to as the Bureau of Livestock and
352

But passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of
353 The FLPMA, BLM's
1976 (FLPMA) threatened that favored relationship.

Mining.

Organic Act, was " . . . truly landmark legislation. It provided for the
first time a clear and coherent statement from Congress on the administration of our nation's public lands. . . . It set policy and standards
for the Bureau to plan, manage, and protect the public lands and their
resources.

054

Furthermore, for the first time, it formally declared it

to be the policy of the United States that the public lands should remain
in federal ownership and should be managed under the principles of
balanced multiple use and sustained yields. Implementing the Act
Included conducting a formal review of the 174 million acres for possible
wilderness protection. At the same time, the BLM was also required to
prepare environmental impact statements on rangelands preparatory to
recommending herd reductions as part of the implementation of the Public

352
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Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978.

355

Understandably, the National

Cattlemen's Association and the National Woolgrower's Association fought
having herds reduced. Mining groups fought the "lockup" of natural
resources in wilderness areas. Supporting this view of the Rebellion is
the explanation given by Nevada Assemblyman Rhoads, sponsor of the first
Sagebrush bill. Offering his view of what the Rebellion was all about,
he said:
It has been 44 years since the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act
which closed the open range. There are far fewer livestock on
the public range today than in 1935. The number of sheep is a
fraction of what it was.
There are several reasons for the decrease in livestock on
the public range, but one of the main reasons has to be the
management of the range by range management agencies. As
regulations and restrictions increase, production
decreases. . . . Not only do we have to contend with present
management policies that restrict production, we must look ahead
apprehensively to wilderness review, grazing environmental impact
statements, and more rules, regulations, and restrictions. It is
these apprehensions and fears of what's coming next that has
contributed to a mood and movement in the West that has been
called the sagebrush rebellion. . . . This movement not only
embraces livestock grazing, but mineral and oil exploration and
development, recreation, and urban growth as well. Dissatisfaction, anxiety, and fears about future policies among all these
interests have led to frustrations and resentments of a reggnal
nature that combine into the so-called sagebrush rebellion.
As R. McGreggor Cawley notes in his excellent analysis, Rhoads saw
federal management policies as responsible for reducing grazing on the
public lands as well as for increasing the costs of and restricting the
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Science Association, San Diego, California, March 25-27, 1982, pp. 10-11.
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357
availability of mining.

He attributes both to the increasing emphasis

on environmental protection in public land management decisions in the

1960s and 1970s. As Cawley argued, there is evidence to support this
view. For example, authorized livestock AUMs (a forage measurement) were
reduced 36 percent between 1959 and 1978.

358

Of this decrease, 11

percent can be attributed to provisions required to support wild horses
and burros on BLM lands.

359

Requirements for forage and habitat for

game, nongame, and endangered species have also cut into allowable
livestock numbers.

360

Another 10 percent was expected to be lost as a

result of the court-ordered grazing EISs which would bring the total
reduction to 43 percent since 1959.

361

due to the wilderness review program.

And further losses were expected

362

As to mining, Cawley adds that according to the GAO, "at one
time, 90 percent of all federal lands were available for mineral explora-
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tion and development."

363

But beginning with the passage of the 1964

Wilderness Act, numerous withdrawals, under a variety of authorities,
have resulted in " . . . two-thirds of all federal lands now [having]
moderate to prohibitive restrictions on mineral exploration and develop-

ment. .364

Small wonder that a Phelps Dodge attorney deplored the fact

that the Carter administration had put more acreage in parks, wilderness,
and other public land withdrawals than any other administration in
history.

365

Or that a district geologist for Conoco said that this

"lock-up" could not be lived with; that it was preventing even an apprai366
sal of the full mineral wealth potential of the country.
Others, such as Nevada State Assemblyman Karen Hayes, argued that
urban development was hindered by the federal government's policies. She
described the city she represents, Las Vegas, as totally landlocked by
federal land. Therefore, she said that orderly urban expansion was made
impossible.

367

Operators of off-road vehicles (ORVs) also allied with the
Sagebrush Rebels. In 1974, the National Wildlife Federation (NWF)
brought suit arguing that federal regulations failed to comply with a
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1972 Executive Order issued by President Nixon on ORV use.

368

NWF won,

and the Carter administration issued new regulations in 1977. Letters
from 80,000 people flooded in, arguing that "the new regulations amounted
,”369
to a 'general ban against off-road vehicle use on federal lands.
As Cawley argues, clearly these examples indicate that the
Sagebrush Rebellion reflected a growing dissatisfaction with federal land
management decisions. And the focus of this discontent was the perception that over the last twenty years federal land management policies had
increasingly favored environmental protection interests at the expense of
other public lands users.

370

Sagebrush Strategies
Cawley has persuasively argued that the goal of the Rebellion was
to halt or reverse the trend in public land management policy which used
environmental protection values to restrict access to the public
lands.

371

To achieve this goal, the Rebels generally pursued legal,

legislative, and political strategies.
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Legal strategies. The

heart of the rebels' legal argument

372
pertains to the "equal footing" doctrine.

The Sagebrushers argue that

the fact that Western states were forced to renounce any claim to the
large amounts of unappropriated lands within their boundaries as a
condition of statehood violates the "equal footing" doctrine. This
argument holds that Western states were denied admission to the Union on
an equal footing with the original states.
The equal footing doctrine is derived from the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, which prescribed the method of governing U.S. territories
and the method by which these territories could be admitted into the
Union.

373

It states: "And whenever any of the said states shall have

sixty-thousand free inhabitants therein, such state shall be admitted by
its delegates, into the Congress of the United States, on an equal
footing with the original states, in all respects whatever.

074

It

added: "The legislatures of those districts or new states, shall never
interfere with the primary disposal of the soil by the United States in
Congress assembled, nor with any regulations Congress may find necessary
for securing the title in such soil to the bona fide purchasers.

075

So

both the equal footing doctrine and the authority of Congress over
federal lands had their origin in the Northwest Ordinance.

372 The discussion which follows on the equal footing doctrine is
drawn from R. McGreggor Cawley, The Sagebrush Rebellion, 1981, pp. 190-199.
373 U.S. Congress, House, Documents Illustrative of the Formation of
the Union of the American States, H. Doc. 398, 69th Cong., 1st sess,
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374
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However, shortly after its passage, the delegates to the Constitutional Convention assembled in Philadelphia. They debated the issue of
equal footing but voted to delete such language from the Constitution.
On the other hand, they did agree that "the Congress shall have the power
to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the
territory or other property belonging to the United States" and so
• 376
provided in the Constitution, Article IV, Section 3
With the single exception of Oregon, all of the contiguous
Western states, like almost all of the other states, were admitted to the
Union under state enabling acts which provided "that the state is
admitted on an equal basis with the 'original states." Eight of the
eleven and numerous others also had provisions that "the state 'forever
disclaim all right to title' of the unappropriated lands within its
boundaries." Thus it is difficult to substantiate the claim that the
Western states were treated differently.

377

Court cases dealing with the question of whether federal ownership of land within a state violates the equal footing doctrine can be
378
traced to the turn of the century. In 1900, in Stearns v. Minnesota,
the U.S. Supreme Court held that the equal footing doctrine applied to
political equality only. Further, since federal ownership of land was
held not to create a political hardship for the state, no violation of
the equal footing doctrine had occurred.

376
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In a controversy involving the question of ownership of resources
on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) off Texas, President Truman insisted
that the resources belonged to the federal government; that is, to all
the people of the country. 379

Texas argued that since Texas had been an

independent republic before admission, the federal government had never
exerted control over the OCS lands, and therefore could not claim them.
Revenues, therefore, should go to Texas. In U.S. v. Texas (1950), the
Court held that equality was a double—edged sword.

380

Texas, admitted on

an equal footing, had to relinquish claims to the OCS in order to avoid
becoming unequal with the other states.
Although neither the Stearns nor the Texas rulings offer much
help to the Rebels, some cases can be construed as favorable. In Coyle
v. Oklahoma (1911), the Court held that a preadmission requirement
imposed on Oklahoma became unenforceable once Oklahoma had become a
state.

381

This was because all states have the right and power to move

their capitals at will, and Oklahoma was admitted on an equal footing
with other states. Therefore, Oklahoma, too, could move its capital at
will, despite a preadmission requirement to the contrary.
When former Nevada Governor Robert List was state attorney

379
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general, he argued that Pollard 's Lessee v. Hagan (1845)
Corvallis Sand and Gravel Co. (1977)

383

382

and Oregon v.

were cases which upheld the

principle that under the equal footing doctrine, new states upon admission acquire title to soils underlying navigable waters within their
boundaries.

384

List argued that the court could extend the equal footing

doctrine to treat unappropriated public lands in the same way as soils
underlying navigable waters.

385

However, as Cawley notes, the hope these rulings offer is quite
slim. Coyle may cast doubt on the "enforceability of the preadmission
requirement that the states 'forever disclaim all right and title' to the
public lands.

086

But even if the states may lay claim to these lands,

it is still clearly up to the Congress to decide whether or not to
transfer them to the states. As to the attempt to link public lands and
soils under navigable waters one can certainly doubt that the Court would
choose to make this connection given the substantial differences
involved. 387
382
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Cawley suggests that the best hope for the Rebels seemed to lie
in the possibility that the Court would break significantly with precedent on this matter.

For this reason, the Rebellion leaders urged

passage of state Sagebrush bills.

They hoped that such laws would

persuade the Court that the political climate had changed and thereby
encourage the Court to break with past precedent. 388
An alternative legal theory argued that the Congress never
intended for the federal government to retain ownership of the public
domain in perpetuity but merely to hold it in trust for the states
temporarily. The Sagebrushers insisted that they wanted the issue
settled in the U.S. Supreme Court, and to this end, Nevada appropriated

$250,000 for legal action, and Arizona offered $60,000 more to aid them.
The Rebels claimed, however, that under the doctrine of sovereign
immunity the states could not sue the U.S. government unless the government agrees. Nevada officials, therefore, had to try to provoke
Washington into a lawsuit. 389
The BLM responded that whatever the Congress' original intent
with regard to disposing of the public lands, the Court had consistently
upheld the authority of Congress to do otherwise if it so chooses--which
is precisely what happened with the passage of the FLPMA. BLM believed
that they would win in the Court and they claimed they had invited
litigation. They also argued that the sovereign immunity argument is

388
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specious since sovereign immunity does not apply in land jurisdiction
disputes.

390

Legislative Strategy.

The legislative strategy followed in the

Sagebrush Rebellion involved action in both the Congress and in Western
state legislatures. By September, 1979, representatives in twelve
Western states had agreed to support S.1680, a bill introduced by Senator
Orrin G. Hatch (R—Utah) that would allow states to "reclaim" their lands.
Called the Western Lands Distribution and Regional Equalization Act of

1979, the bill was intended to create a process for conveying BLM and
Forest Service lands, including mineral rights, to the states. Specifically excluded from the transfer were national parks and monuments,
national wildlife and bird sanctuaries created before January 1, 1979,
military lands, and Indian reservations. A companion measure, H.R. 5436,
was introduced in the House by Rep. Jim Santini (D—Nev.).
By April, 1980 the Arizona state legislature had passed a Nevada—
like bill claiming some 12 million acres of federal land within its
borders. Governor Babbitt vetoed, but the veto was overridden. In the
Senate, the vote was 21 Ayes, 8 Nays, 1 Not Voting; in the House, the
vote was 46 Ayes, 8 Nays, 6 Not Voting. Members of the Nevada Rebellion
had argued for the bill in Phoenix and the text had been provided by the
conservative American Legislative Exchange.
By November, 1980, when an oversight hearing on the Sagebrush
Rebellion was convened in Salt Lake City, most Western states had taken

390
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some action in support of the Sagebrush concept.

391 New Mexico, Utah,

and Wyoming had quickly joined Arizona and Nevada. Alaska, Colorado,
Idaho, and California had passed study bills. Washington had passed a
favorable resolution, and Oregon had submitted a bill to committee. The
Wyoming legislation claimed national forest lands as well as BLM lands.
And after their original bills died in committee in the 96th Congress,
Sen. Hatch and Rep. Santini reintroduced their bills in the 97th
Congress. Arizona's statute excluded national parks, national monuments,
and national forests and wildlife refuges and other lands consented to by
the legislature. But some argued that if the legal theories were
legitimated by Congress and upheld by the Courts, then all federal lands
would be subject to transfer—not just BLM lands.
In any case, Western governors were lukewarm about the Sagebrush
bills. Governors Babbitt of Arizona, Brown of California, and Lamm of
Colorado vetoed such bills. And Assemblyman Rhoads characterized the
governors' reaction as "cold." Wyoming Governor Hershler's signing was
392 And by 1982,
described as reflecting politics rather than support.
legislative or executive actions had blocked Sagebrush efforts in
393
In
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and South Dakota.
Washington, the issue had been put to a vote of the people and had been
defeated. Earlier, a Rocky Mountain Poll of adult heads of households in
the eight-state region found 60 percent opposed to the idea of state

391
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seizure of BLM lands and 40 percent in favor of it.

Only in Nevada,

where the results were 56 percent in favor and 44 percent opposed, did a
394 Nevada, in fact, was the
majority favor a state seizure of BLM lands.
only state that consistently supported the Rebellion. Yet even there
395
Reno Republicans defeated a Sagebrush plank in a 1982 party statement.
Thus, not only was there little likelihood the Congressional legislative
sponsors would generate the Eastern support needed for passage, the West
itself was sharply divided on the issue.
A further setback for the Rebels came from the U.S. District
Court for Nevada. In a 1981 ruling on the Nevada lawsuit which began it
all, the district court upheld the traditional position of the U.S.
Supreme Court. The ruling affirmed that federal land ownership does not
396
violate a state's equal standing in the Union.
Political Strategy. Meanwhile, however, a third strategy had
proved more successful. This was the political strategy which was first
reflected in the 1980 electoral campaign. President Carter was perceived
by the Sagebrush proponents as having begun a war on the West with his
early "hit list" of water projects to be deauthorized and his proenvironmental posture. In response to the rebellion, he ordered BLM to
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be a good steward and a good neighbor in the Western states, but the

397
damage was done.
President Reagan, by contrast, is a self-proclaimed Rebel and
rancher who quickly appointed Rebels to high administrative posts. For
example, Jim Watt, an attorney who was president of the Mountain States
Legal Foundation, an industry-supported law firm set up to counter the
influential environmental law firms of the 1970s, was appointed Secretary
of the Interior. Under Watt's leadership, Mountain States Legal Foundation had fought in court against discount utility rates for Colorado's
elderly and disabled, federal strip mining regulations, wilderness
designation for a part of a Wyoming oil field, and a ban on motorized
rafts in the Grand Canyon.

398 Although Watt said he did not favor

massive transfers of federal lands to the states, a key item on the
Rebellion Agenda, he was well known for his identification with the
Sagebrush movement. As late as 1982, in an interview with U.S. News and

World Report, he acknowledged, "I was and am a Sagebrush Rebel, as is the
President." 399

In addition, Robert Burford, a rancher and one of the

acknowledged leaders of the Sagebrush Rebellion in Colorado, became the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management.
Reviewing initial Reagan appointments, Common Cause, a
Washington-based public interest group, reported that out of 16 top
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Interior Department officials appointed by Reagan and approved by the
Senate, 14 had ties

to the major interests

regulated by the

400
Department. The report said that the 14 had worked for segments of
the oil and gas, mining, utilities, timber and livestock industries; have
had them as clients; or have admitted some conflict of interest involving
a segment of one of those industries. The report noted that of the
fourteen, six had former ties with mining, three with utilities, three
with timber, and two with livestock.

401

Ironically, just when scholars had claimed that the BLM, particu-

larly, had at last broken free of its image of being "captured" by its
clientele groups,

402

key appointments combined with Interior Secretary

Watt's policies to reinstate a privileged position for the ranching and
mining industries. Determined to break up Interior subgovernments, Watt
retained or improved industry access while instructing both political
appointees and careerist Interior officials not to meet with environmental leaders or lobbyists.

403

Later this ban was extended to Congres-

sional committee staffers, especially to those from the House Interior
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Committee.

404

In addition, industry pressure was applied to Washington

lobbyists and consulting firms with environmentalist ties.

405

As Jay Hair, executive vice president of the largely Republican
National Wildlife Federation saw it, "Jim Watt did not make an honest
attempt to come to terms with our concerns. He kicked us out and slammed
the door behind us."

406

Watt admitted as much but argued shock was

necessary to beat back an inherited program too far in left field.

407

Reagan viewed his landslide election in the Western states in

1980 as a mandate to reverse the resource protection policies of former
Interior Secretary Cecil D. Andrus. Secretary Watt saw his mission as
defusing the Sagebrush Rebellion, mostly through management changes and
altered budget priorities.

408

And by September 1981, Watt " . . . told a

Western Governors Conference meeting in Jackson Wyoming that the Rebellion was over: 'I'm a rebel without a cause. You hardly hear about the
Rebellion in Washington anymore.

,"409

In an interview in June of 1982, Watt was asked whatever happened
to the "Sagebrush Rebellion"? He answered that it had been an "outgrowth
of hostile and offensive programs carried out by the Interior Department
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and government in general" and that it had been defused.

410

He went on

to list several steps he had taken to end the unrest.
First, "we have transferred nearly 13,000 acres of potential
recreation lands to the Western states."

411

This claim apparently refers

to the so-called "Good Neighbor" program, one of the centerpieces of the
Reagan administrations efforts to defuse the Rebellion. Using the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act of 1954, which gives the Interior
Secretary authority to convey parcels of federal land to state and local
governments, Watt invited Western governors to identify parcels that
could serve local needs. The invitation was issued on February 4, 1981,
and the governors responded with 361 separate requests. By April 1,
Interior had authorized use or disposal of 12,666 acres under the "Good
Neighbor" program.

412

Second, Watt said, "we also overturned the Carter administration's federal water rights policy and restored state control of waters
in the West.

”413

This-claim apparently refers to Watt's announcement on

September 11, 1981, that he was reversing the Carter policy which allowed
the federal government to appropriate unreserved water in the West for
wildlife and environmental protection on federal lands. Instead, federal
land managers would have to seek water for wildlife refuges or national

410 "James Watt Lashes Back," p. 42.
411 Ibid.
412 Joseph A. Davis, "Congress Decidedly Cool to Reagan Land Sale
Plan," Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, 40, No. 29 (July 17, 1982),
p. 1689.
413fl
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parks from state authorities. Most states, however, allow diversion only
for municipal, industrial, or agricultural uses, not for environmental or
wildlife protection.

414

Watt said the new water policy meant among other

things that the federal government could not simply appropriate unused
water for an MX site. Rather, the government would have to apply to the
states or adopt special legislation condemning the water for federal
use.

415

A further change in Western water policy came when BLM Director

Burford issued a directive allowing stock operators to file for water
rights on public lands. In effect, this meant the "back door privitiza—

tion" of substantial amounts of BLM rangeland.

416

Third, Watt said, "those who once found the government unrespon-

sive and offensive are finding that this administration now listens to
them and follows their recommendations. . . . "

417

This claim may refer

to the fact that under Watt federal acreage leased for oil exploration
more than doubled; land leased to coal companies quintupled.

418

Clearly,

ranchers were pleased that Watt had given more authority to local
bureaucrats because ranchers believed that they administer grazing rights
more sympathetically.

419

Further testimony was provided by Vern

414

Kathy Koch, "Reagan Shifts U.S. Policies on Public Land Management," Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, 39, No. 40 (October 3,
1981), p. 1904.
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Philip Shabecoff, "Watt's New Policies Formed in 'Sagebrush
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Ravenscraft, President of the Idaho-based Sagebrush Rebellion, Inc., who
said that many of the goals of the Sagebrush Rebellion had been
420
accomplished since James Watt became Interior Secretary.
Watt had said "I will err on the side of public use vs. preserva-

tion"

421 and many would agree that he did so. Cawley noted in 1982 that

BLM had revoked withdrawals of 680,000 acres to facilitate accelerated
multiple use on federal public lands. Wilderness study regulations were
amended to allow more mineral exploration in BLM WSAs and regulations
were streamlined for grazing, planning, and coal management programs.
This had resulted in decreasing public participation requirements and
increasing the influence of vested interests.

422

Others, such as David W. Tundermann, who resigned as Director of
the energy division of EPA's policy and resource management office in
April, 1982, said the environmental and natural resources agencies were
being drained of experienced senior staff. He noted that "a small group
of intensely loyal, close-knit, highly ideological people connected
with . . . Joseph Coors . . . [head these agencies] and they are trying
to force all the staff executives out."

423

Culhane argued that Reagan administration policies had shifted
priorities within budgets from conservationist activities to resource
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Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau, Coalition Comments, Vol. 4
(January, 1982), p. 6. Cited in Cawley, "Changes in Federal-State
Relations," p. 17.
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development accounts.

424

For example, the 1983 budget request for the

Forest Service contained increases of $6.5 million for minerals management and 29.9 million for timber sales administration while requesting
decreases $7.7 million for soil and watershed protection and $18.7
million for land acquisition.

425

Similar shifts were made throughout

426
1982 and 1983 for all public land agencies.
Following his stated intention to use the budget process to
achieve policy goals, Watt consistently refused to spend money specifically appropriated for the purpose of purchasing private lands to
complete national parks. He tried to divert acquisition monies to park
facilities improvements accounts but Congress refused to go along and, in
fact, added $106 million to the acquisitions fund. Watt responded by
imposing several kinds of de facto moratoria to avoid buying new parkland. The result was that some owners who needed to sell may have found
that since the Park Service wasn't buying the only available alternative
was to sell to developers. 427
Along these same lines, planning-programming-budgeting procedures
in the Fish and Wildlife Service were used to maximize commercial

activities--grazing, timbering, and oil and gas drilling--in national
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Watt Tampers With Land and Water Conservation Fund," Sierra
(May/June, 1983), p. 52.
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wildlife refuges.

428 Fifty-nine of the refuges have toxic waste

problems, but as late as 1985, the administration had no plans to clean

429

them up.

Environmentalists found much to criticize during the Watt years.
And even after Watt was replaced by William Clark and then Donald Hodel,
environmentalists expected little improvement. Clark had virtually no
experience in public land issues, and had continued nearly every
discredited policy begun by Watt, but many praised him as an improvement
over Watt. Hodel claimed not to be a Watt clone, but environmentalists
feared that the three were "ideological triplets" who could be counted on
to provide shabby treatment to the public lands for which they were
official stewards.

430

In a review of the past four years undertaken in early 1985,
environmentalists argued that ELM-managed lands were some of the ones
most abused. They noted that in "Watt's midnight raid on the wilderness"
in December of 1982, Watt had arbitrarily eliminated some 600,000 acres
from wilderness review consideration and by September 1983 had dropped

1.5 million acres altogether. Clark had refused to restore the lands,
arguing that the issue was before the court. But even the lands that
remained under wilderness review were by no means being kept protected
even though the law so requires. Instead, BLM was allowing "off-road
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vehicle races, road construction, water development, and other activities
that threaten to do so much damage to the land that it would no longer
qualify as wilderness ,,

431

At an oversight hearing in the summer of 1984, Clark promised to
be more vigilant. But four months later, seven miles of road were
bulldozed in an area considered to be the very best potential wilderness
area in the California desert.

432

And this may be only a small part of a

much larger pattern. In July, 1985, the Gannett News Service reviewed

BLM state office reports and found "conservatively, more than 1,400
authorized activities and more than 230 unauthorized ones in WSAs
nationally, the bulk of them occurring during the Reagan administra-

tion. 433

In ten Western states, California had 432 activities, while

Utah, Arizona, and Wyoming each had over 200. Further, BLM very seldom
took action against violators such as miners and ranchers who cut roads,
vandals who destroyed Indian artifacts, and ORV operators. But the
review found that BLM commonly altered management plans to sanction
unauthorized activities.

434

A Colorado physicist who follows wilderness issues sees this as
an attempt by BLM to desecrate wilderness study areas so "Congress will
say there's nothing left anyway.

”435

Interior Secretary Hodel has
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responded to complains about enforcement and other management problems
by saying BLM does all it can given its resources. However, according to
him, spending more money would not be efficient.

436

Karin Sheldon of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, sees things
differently. She says so much leasing makes it almost impossible for BLM
to really know what's going on. Environmentalists may sue charging that
leasing is destroying wilderness before Congress can act. A striking
example is presented by the Presilla area of New Mexico. There, "after
the leasing ban, BLM erroneously allowed an energy company to drill five
wells and build five miles of road in the WSA. Now both the firm and top

BLM officials refuse to approve money for rehabilitation."

437

Environmentalists say they have risen to the challenge--in their
own organizing, in the courts, and in Congress. They say Americans have
always responded heroically to catastrophes. And now they are responding

. . . to an ongoing unnatural catastrophe--the Reagan administration's
environmental policies.

”438

They add, We are seeing the emergence of

new environmental heroes in the Congress, among the state's governors,
and among ourselves.

u439

According to some 1986 media reports, all this means that the
"Sagebrush Rebellion has slowly but surely been quashed by a new wave of
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conservationists."

440

In President Reagan's first term, with Watt and

powerful industry interests in the lead, the movement's agenda of change
appeared inexorable. But it was halted by the courts and Congress and a
grassroots environmental groundswell.
Governor Babbitt recently told the New York Times that a dormant
conservation movement in the West has been energized and shows no signs
of fading. According to him, "the Sagebrush Rebellion is utterly dead,
buried, and forgotten.

"441

Much of the opposition has come from new-

comers to the West who resist "the traditional Western view of the land
as something put there by God to use, and, if necessary, to use up.

"442

Often urbanites who are not as dependent on natural resource economies,
these new Westerners value the open spaces. They came West to enjoy a
443
land and they want to preserve it.

Case Study II: Designation of the Aravaipa
Canyon Wilderness Area in Arizona
Description
The Aravaipa Canyon is a seven-and-a-half mile long canyon in the
east end of an arid portion of the Sonoran Desert in Southeastern
Arizona. Often referred to as the miniature Grand Canyon of Arizona, its
beautiful multicolored cliffs rise as high as 1,000 feet above the canyon

440, 'Sagebrush Saved: 'Rebellion Spawns Groundswell of Western
Conservatism," The Arizona Daily Star, March 13, 1986, p. 10A.
441
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bottom. Over the years, the Aravaipa Canyon has become nationally known
for its outstanding natural beauty. Its unique perennial stream on the
canyon floor provides a strong attraction for visitors and supports a
riparian habitat that contrasts with the desert plant communities on the
canyon slopes, side canyons, and tablelands above.
Three endangered or threatened plant species have been confirmed
as existing in the area; six others are probably to be found there. The
Aravaipa Creek supports eight of the twelve known native fish species of
the San Pedro River system and the introduced green sunfish. No other
Arizona stream is known to support so many native species so abundantly
with so few introduced species. The creek is home to the last reproducing population of loach minnow in southern Arizona. In addition to the
9 species of fish, Aravaipa Canyon has 6 species of amphibians, 35
species of reptiles, 25 species of mammals, and 202 species of birds.
Three animal species identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
endangered occur within the area. Several wildlife species identified as
in jeopardy in Arizona also are found within the area.

444

The geology of the Canyon area is also notable. Some of the
Canyon walls are of Galiuro volcanics--ash and lava flows 22 to 25
million years old. In some places the volcanics rest on Precambrian
porphyry more than 2.6 billion years old. The Canyon is rich as a
cultural resource as well, having been inhabited for perhaps the past
9,500 years. Prehistoric remains are primarily those of the Hohokam and
444

U.S. Congress, House, Additions to the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System and the National Wilderness Preservation System, H. Doc.
97-235, Pt. 11, 97th Cong., 2nd sess., 1982, Serial Set No. 13475, pp.
50-51, hereafter cited as Additions to Rivers and Wilderness.
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Salado. Along the creek the Sobaipuri Pima Indians farmed in past
centuries. They later integrated with the Papagos now known as the

Tohono O'Odham. Indeed, the name Aravaipa is probably drawn from the
445
Sobaipuri language, and most likely means small water or little water.

In recent times, the only Indian tribe to use the area is the
San Carlos Apache Tribe of southeastern Arizona. They have not
identified any continuing native American social, cultural, or sacred
values in the area.

446

The area neighboring the Aravaipa Canyon is rural and sparsely
populated. Ranching is the primary land use, and the inhabitants are
mostly ranch and farm families living along Aravaipa Creek and the main
routes into the Canyon. On lands considered for wilderness designation,
however, livestock graze only on the tablelands above the canyon and only
four livestock operations are involved.
Copper exploration, mining, and processing produces the most
income for the area, but little mineral exploration and development has
occurred within the area considered for wilderness designation. No valid
mineral claims exist in the area and prospecting and mining in the Canyon
and on some of the surrounding area is prohibited.
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A 1979 report of the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau
of Mines concluded that no minable ore deposits were known in the
Aravaipa Canyon area, and no mineral commodities had been produced there.
Some zeolite appears to exist in Cave Canyon, and in the western part of
Aravaipa Canyon, but mining costs there would probably be prohibitive
compared to mining near—surface deposits elsewhere. Here the zeolite
beds are in inaccessible positions, on vertical cliffs under large
amounts of overburden. The area also has low potential for metallic
minerals and any possible ore deposits would occur only at depths of at
least 600 feet and probably greater.

448

Recreation values are very high for the area. Many visitors
come for the outstanding scenery. The riparian community along the
stream is especially attractive because it provides a relatively rare
experience in the arid Southwest. Some visitors primarily come to see
the varied and abundant wildlife and birds. The geological formations
and different aged strata eroded by wind and water are also of great
interest. Hiking, camping, picnicking, and horseback riding are enjoyed
in the area. There is some good hunting but the terrain is quite
challenging.
Visitor use in the Canyon has been recorded since 1973 and has
shown an upward trend through 1977. Over half the visitors are from the
Tucson and Phoenix metropolitan areas. Those from outside Arizona
averaged about 11 percent.
448
449
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Background
Although historical and archaeological data show a long record
of human use of the Aravaipa Canyon, this use was relatively low until
the 1950s.

Occasional hikers and horseback riders joined the more usual

local ranchers and residents, miners, and hunters. During the 1950s,
however, publicity in Arizona and national magazines brought attention to
the area and its popularity soared. Increased visitor demands led to
vandalism, litter, and the destruction of some of the attractiveness of
the Canyon.
Regretting what had already happened to the Canyon as a result
of visitor overuse and fearing what would happen if visitor use were not
controlled, some residents joined with certain user groups to support
regulations for the area.

450

Aravaipa Canyon was first proposed for

retention in federal ownership and primitive area status in August, 1968.
Public hearings were held and showed strong local, state, and national
support. As a result, the Aravaipa Canyon Primitive Area was established
by order of the Secretary of the Interior on January 16, 1969.

451

At

first consisting of 3,957 acres of public lands in Arizona, it was
increased to 4,044 acres in 1971.

452

In October, 1969 the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) began a
primitive area management plan study. Extensive hearings and public
involvement occurred over the next year and wide public support developed
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for BLM's management plan decisions, which were announced a year later.
Strong opposition came only from off-road vehicle (ORV) groups opposed to
closing the canyon to motorized vehicles and from hunters who opposed
prohibiting firearms use in the canyon floor.

453

Subsequently, the BLM

has followed these plans in managing the Canyon as a de facto wilderness.
In practical terms, this has meant that not only are vehicles prohibited
in the Canyon, but there is a permit system limiting the number of
visitors allowed as well. Firearm discharge is banned on the canyon
floor, and livestock are permitted to graze only on the tablelands above.
Prospecting and mining have been prohibited but mineral leasing that
would not impair wilderness characteristics would be allowable at BLM's
discretion.

454

Designation of the Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness was proposed as a
result of the congressional mandate in Section 603 of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976. This mandate directed the
Secretary of Interior to require BLM to study all public lands under its
jurisdiction for their wilderness potential. Further, FLPMA provided
that all natural and primitive areas designated before November 1, 1975
were to be wilderness instant study areas which BLM was required to
review for wilderness potential using the guidance of 3(d) of the
Wilderness Act of 1964. Following these studies, the Secretary of the
Interior was required to report to the President by July 1, 1980 making
recommendations as to the suitability of the instant study areas for
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wilderness designation. The President, in turn, was required to submit
his recommendations to Congress within two years of receiving Interior's
report. Congress had no time limit on acting on these recommendations
but the designation by Congress of the Aravaipa Canyon to the National
Wilderness Preservation System would be permanent, subject only to change
by a further act of Congress.

455

As a result of the Congressional mandate in FLPMA and the BLM
studies it required, Secretary of the Interior James G. Watt recommended
designating Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness a part of the National Wilderness
Preservation System on January 19, 1982. The Aravaipa Primitive Area had
consisted of 4,044 acres, but BLM's review of it and the contiguous

roadless areas on public lands led BLM and Secretary Watt to recommend
wilderness designation for 6,670 acres. With his recommendation, he
submitted a draft legislation to this effect. In his letter to the
President, Watt notes that public notice of the proposed designation was
issued on September 27, 1979, and hearings were held in Safford, Tucson,
and Phoenix, Arizona on November 5, 6, and 7, 1979, in accord with the
requirements of the Wilderness Act of
Babbitt, the Graham and Pinal County

1964. Arizona's Governor Bruce
Boards of Supervisors, and all

interested elected officials, as well as federal and state agencies were
notified of the proposed action.
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The BLM wilderness suitability

report stated that the majority of comments approved the proposal to
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include Aravaipa Canyon and the adjacent public lands having wilderness
character within the National Wilderness Preservation System. 4 5 7
Legislative Action: Senate
On September 13, 1982, President Ronald Reagan transmitted to
Congress legislative proposals to designate three areas as additions to
the Wilderness System and eight areas as additions to the National Wild
and Scenic River System. Included in the former were two areas managed
by the U.S. Forest Service and the Aravaipa Canyon Primitive Area,
managed by the BLM.
Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Az.) introduced S.626, a Bill to
Designate the Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness in the State of Arizona for
himself and Senator Dennis DeConcini (D-Az.) on March 1, 1983.
Senate Hearing on S.626, Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness. A hearing
before the Subcommittee on Public Lands and Reserved Water of the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources was held on May 17, 1983.

458

The Chairman of the Subcommittee was Senator Malcolm Wallop of Wyoming.
The other members were: Mark O. Hatfield, Oregon; Chic Hecht, Nevada;
John H. Chaffee, Rhode Island; Peter V. Domenici, New Mexico; Dale
Bumpers, Arkansas; Henry M. Jackson, Washington; Spark M. Matsunaga,
Hawaii; and John Melcher, Montana. James A. McClure, Idaho, Chairman of
the full committee, and J. Bennett Johnston, Louisiana, ranking minority
member, were ex officio members of the Subcommittee. Only Senators
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Wallop, Domenici, and Hecht attended the hearing of May 17, held in
Washington D.C.
Senator Goldwater was the first witness to testify. He noted
that he first walked through the Aravaipa Canyon around 1932. He spoke
strongly in support of the legislation and noted that "it is a very
special place . . ." and " . . . a little bit of heaven."

459

He also

called attention to the fact that the Defenders of Wildlife have had a
significant interest in the area since 1972 when they first bought land
at Aravaipa. They and the Aravaipa Trust have subsequently devoted much
time and energy and over $3 million to the purchase, maintenance and
management of these lands. The proposed legislation, Goldwater said,
reflected the joint effort of the BIM, the Aravaipa Trust, and the
Defenders of Wildlife over many, many years. Further, President Reagan
had recommended the area for wilderness designation the previous fall.

460

Senator DeConcini's statement on behalf of the bill was read
into the record by Senator Wallop. He noted that he was the cosponsor of
this legislation, and called attention to the fact that "there is strong
consensus among industry and the environmental community that this area
displays all of the characteristics and qualities for wilderness and
should be so protected." He added, however, that there were numerous
other areas in Arizona that were deserving of wilderness consideration
and that he preferred to see Aravaipa considered in the much broader
context. He said there was no question about placing Aravaipa under

459 Ib 1 d., pp. 23-24.
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wilderness protection, but many other spectacular areas in Arizona were
of equal wilderness value. He recognized, however, that " • • . some no
doubt may present controversy and reaching a broad consensus will not be
an easy task.

u461

Representing the Department of the Interior, Frank A. Edwards,
Assistant Director, Land Resources, BLM, repeated the Department's
support for the bill. He noted that "We believe that designation of the
Aravaipa Canyon area will result in no adverse impacts on the nation's
security, mineral needs, or economic well being.

”462

Further, all

interested elected officials were notified of this proposed action but no
major objections from any of them had been presented. He concluded, "Mr.
Chairman, we know of no basis for opposition to this bill, and we
heartily recommend that it be enacted.

”463

A panel of environmental groups followed, including Sherman
Cawley, a volunteer representative from the Sierra Club, Grand Canyon
Chapter; John McComb, director of the Washington Office of the Sierra
Club and former Southwest Representative of the Sierra Club; Alison
Horton, Associate Legislative Director of the National Audubon Society;
and Toby Cooper, Programs Director of the Defenders of Wildlife. All
offered testimony strongly favoring the bill. As Toby Cooper noted
"Wilderness and wildlife advocates nationwide have been awaiting the
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opportunity to see which area will become the lead designation for BLM
wilderness, and a more fitting choice could not be found.

.464

Mr. Cooper also explained the history of private conservation
efforts in the area, noting that these began at Aravaipa in 1970 when the
Nature Conservancy began purchasing lands around the Canyon perimeter.
In 1972, Defenders of Wildlife, a national non-profit organization
dedicated to representing the best interests of wildlife in governmental
decision making, purchased the Conservancy's acres and began an acquisition program to create the George Whittell Wildlife Preserve. This
Preserve was intended to provide a buffer zone of wilderness character
lands around the BLM's primitive area. In 1974, the Aravaipa Trust was
founded to consolidate acquisition and management of the Preserve in
Tucson. By 1983, Che Trust owned or leased 26,104 acres adjacent to the
primitive area; 6,029 of these acres were deeded lands, 20,075 acres were
leased from the state or BLM. The acquisition effort was intended to
continue not only to preserve wildlife habitat, but to protect the
watershed of the Aravaipa Canyon. As had Senator Goldwater, Cooper
remarked about the strong partnership that had been forged between
Defenders, the Aravaipa Trust, and the BLM.

465

Terry Sopher, representing the Wilderness Society, provided the
only discordant note at the hearing. He expressed concern about Secretary Watt's policies over the two years since the 1980 completion of the
"so-called wilderness inventory" which identified approximately 24
464
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million acres of BLM lands which contained wilderness values. He said
Wilderness Society members were very concerned that the program was not
being implemented consistent with the law. Instead, Mr. Watt's policies
were seriously undermining FLPMA's mandates for sound wilderness

. 466
review.
Senator Wallop rather sharply pointed out that this was not an
oversight hearing. Mr. Sopher responded that he understood, but was
concerned that this bill involved only one BLM area while many others in
Arizona and elsewhere were not receiving the kind of protection and
consideration necessary for Congress to have its opportunity to fairly
consider them for wilderness. He went on to note that the Aravaipa was
only one of 51 instant study areas and the only one to be reported by the
Administration on time. Reports as to wilderness recommendations on the
others were already over two years late.

467

Senator Wallop responded:
That is fair enough. Just for the record, though, there was
another President at another time who was in office in which they
were to be done. Let the accusations fall on all shoulders
equally if you will, but nonetheless, it remains the prerogative
of the elected officials of the State to offer the legislation.
That we somehow or another won't ever find a way around because
we cannot sort of just concoct bills without the support of the
Interested people from those areas. We have it on gig one and I
expect we will have it on others as they come along.
Senate Committee Report. Two months after the hearing, on July

21, 1983, the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources by
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unanimous voice vote favorably reported S.626. The Committee adopted two
amendments and recommended that the bill be passed by the Senate if
amended. Both amendments were minor. The purpose of the first amendment
was to delete the reference to the FLPMA and to leave only the reference
to the Wilderness Act of 1964 as the proper act for management of the

Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness. The purpose of the second amendment was to
conform management of the BLM wilderness lands to the Wilderness Act and
to delete and unnecessary provision related to interim regulations.

469

This change was suggested in the hearing by Terry Sopher of the Wilderness Society.

470

The Committee also noted that Senator Goldwater and others had
requested that the BLM conduct rigorous planning involving the full
community and especially consulting with all adjacent landowners in
developing the Aravaipa management plan.

471

This language had been

specifically requested by Senator Goldwater during his testimony.

472

It

may have been prompted at least in part by the concerns expressed by Dr.
Don Geldmacher, a representative of the Aravaipa Canyon Property Owners
Association. Although he did not testify at the hearing, he submitted a
nine-page letter for the record. In it he said that the property owners
group now supported the wilderness designation but had not always done
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so. He wrote that the majority of the twenty-four families living on the
west access road to the Canyon had developed a lasting distrust of the

BLM due to the " . . . confrontation, abuse, deceit, and aggressiveness
by State and District Bureau of Land Management Officials.

.473

Senate Floor Action. The bill was brought to the Senate floor
and passed on September 13, 1983. Senator Goldwater offered the only
remarks describing S.626 as " . . . a noncontroversial bill, having the
support of the surrounding community residents, local and national
environmental organizations," the President, and the unanimous report of
the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

474

Legislative Action: House
On April 25, 1983, Representative James McNulty (D-Az.) introduced H.R. 2724, the companion bill to S.626, for himself, Mr. Udall (DAz.), and Mr. McCain (R-Az.). However, in the House Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee, there was an effort underway to consider an omnibus
wilderness bill for Arizona. Thus, on the very day that the Aravaipa
Canyon wilderness measure passed the Senate, it was heard for the first
time in the House. That hearing, on September 13, 1983, before the
Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, also considered H.R. 3562, the Arizona
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Strip Wilderness Act of 1983. hearing was chaired by Representative John F. Seiberling (D-Ohio). The other members of the Subcommittee
included: Democrats--4 members from California and 1 each from Arizona,
Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Guam, and the Virgin Islands; Republicans--2 members from California and 1 each from Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Missouri, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming. Judging by the questions and
comments in the hearing record, the only Subcommittee members present
were Seiberling, Udall, and Hansen (R-Utah).
Representative McNulty, a member of the full committee, began
the testimony on behalf of the Aravaipa Canyon wilderness bill. He
described a recent trip through the Canyon taken in preparation for the
hearing and urged the bill's passage, noting that the Canyon area " . . .
adequately fulfills in every respect the legal and emotional definitions
of a wilderness area . . • "

476

Representative McNulty was followed by Robert F. Burford,
Director of the Bureau of Land Management and then by Toby Cooper,
Director of National Issues, Defenders of Wildlife. The statements of
both Mr. Burford and Mr. Cooper paralleled the testimony provided by BLM
and Defenders of Wildlife at the earlier Senate hearing. Both urged
passage of the bill.
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The remainder of the hearing on September 13, 1983, was devoted
to H.R. 3562, the Arizona Strip Wilderness Act of 1983. It is to this
bill that we now turn.

Case Study III: Arizona Strip Wilderness
Description
The Arizona Strip is that portion of the state of Arizona which
lies north of the Grand canyon to the Utah border, and west of the
Colorado River to the Nevada border. It is a unique area of natural
beauty that attracts millions of visitors yearly for sightseeing and
recreation. There are 6.5 million acres in the Strip. The BLM or the
Forest Service manage 52 percent, or 3.4 million acres. The Kaibab
Indian Reservation is also located in the area. Even when the Grand
Canyon National Monument, the Grand Canyon National Park, the Kaibab
National Forest, and the Lake Mead National Recreation Area are omitted,
the Arizona Strip still encompasses about 2,710,000 acres of public
domain. 477
In addition to spectacular geologic formation and topographic
features, the Arizona Strip provides an important wildlife habitat for
bighorn sheep, golden eagles, prairie falcons, and other species.
Leisure activities include primitive recreational activities, photography, spelunking, horseback riding, hunting, sightseeing, and so on.
Livestock grazing and timber harvesting also occur. The area is rich in
minerals, particularly uranium. Others such as gypsum, gold, silver,.
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iron, lead, manganese, tungsten, copper, nickel, cobalt, mica, and noncommercial quantities of oil and gas are also known to exist.

478

Background
Long recognized for its spectacular canyons and vast acreages of
land, it was not until the 1950s that people began to consider seriously
the mineral potential of the Arizona Strip. At that time the Orphan Mine
was discovered on the south rim of the Grand Canyon. By the mid-1970s,
geologists argued that if there was one such ore body--the Orphan mine-there ought to be others. Extensive evaluation and exploration efforts
led to the conclusion that the Strip area is the only area in the United
States which has the potential to produce relatively high grade uranium
ore capable of competing with foreign sources of the material. Whereas
most uranium bodies run between two or three pounds of uranium per ton of
ore, ten to twenty pounds per ton are not unusual in the Arizona
Strip.

479

Energy Fuels Corporation, a private rather small mining company
headquartered in Denver, Colorado, conducted what was recognized as one
of the most aggressive uranium explorations in the world in the Arizona
Strip. They owned and operated three mines in Hack Canyon and were
developing the Pigeon Mine hoping for full production there by 1985.
Between 1981 and 1983, they spent over ten million dollars per year in
exploration almost exclusively in the Arizona Strip. Their geologists
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identified well over 1,000 targets which they believed would contain the
480
same potential as the Hack Canyon and Pigeon Mines.

Unfortunately, from Energy Fuels' point of view, many of the
uranium targets identified and the discoveries made were in the 44 areas
designated by the BLM as wilderness study areas. As such, they were
managed according to the "nonimpairment" standard. Section 603(c) of the

FLPMA

481

requires management in a manner that does not impair suitability

for preservation as wilderness. The nonimpairment standard meant that
the right to develop and mine an ore body after discovery was uncertain
at best. Further, costs of exploration under this standard were judged
to be five to ten times greater than normal.

482

Energy Fuels recognized

that the study areas in the Arizona Strip, about 775,000 acres, would
probably not be released by the Congress for multiple use until 1991,
perhaps later. Faced with this considerable uncertainty and with
increased costs, the corporation decided to initiate efforts to see if
the wilderness issue and the exploration concerns could be resolved
sooner than 1991 through consensus and compromise rather than conflict
and confrontation. They began by introducing a variety of people
including environmental groups, local citizens, and government agencies
to the nature of the ore bodies and to the nature of their mining
exploration activities. For example, they explained that these uranium
ore bodies are vertical, literally standing on end, so their mines are
480
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relatively small occupying five acres or less of total disturbance even
under full production. They then proposed getting together with environmental community representatives to see if there was any way to negotiate
a resolution. Included were the Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, the
Arizona Wildlife Federation, the Audubon Society, and the National Parks
and Conservation Association.

483

Although everyone was skeptical initially, the meetings began in
the fall of 1982 and continued over four or five months. Often they were
held in the BLM offices in Phoenix where the participants had access to

BLM studies and maps of the area. Throughout this process the mining
corporation had sought to obtain release of lands in the Wilderness Study
Areas within the Arizona Strip which were considered to have a high

484
degree of mineral potential.
For the environmentalists, the concerns were different but no
less strong. They believed that although in the past the area had been
sufficiently remote to retain its unique and pristine quality, visitor
use was on the increase. Therefore, the Strip was a top legislative
priority for wilderness protection. However, about the same time that
environmentalists gave the Strip priority, mining companies began to
discover large uranium deposits. The environmentalists saw the advantages of early resolution because they believed BLM's authorizations of
mining exploration activities often resulted in an overall reduction in

483 Ibid., pp. 107-8.
484 Ibid., p. 108.
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the pristine qualities in the area, qualities which they were determined
to protect.

485

The conservationists and Energy Fuels Corporation found several
additional areas of agreement when they established the working group to
consider the problem. First, all agreed that the public interest would
not be benefited by prolonged conflict. Second, they believed that in
most cases conflicts between wilderness and other values could be
resolved. Finally, both sides agreed that it was necessary both to
preserve significant amounts of wilderness and to develop significant
minerals.
While they were full of praise for Energy Fuels,
conservationists complained that the BLM created conflicts where there
were none. In their view, the wilderness review and recommendation
process under BLM was not working. BLM's draft environmental impact
statement, for example, recommended a total of 26,186 acres as suitable
for wilderness--only 3 percent of the Wilderness Study Area acreage in
the Strip. Predictably, public reaction to the BLM proposal was highly
negative. Because of the great disparity between public desires and BLM
recommendations both the environmentalists and Energy Fuels Corporation
foresaw and feared an extended battle. Thus, both sides felt the need to
negotiate and compromise.
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Ultimately their joint efforts bore fruit. By the beginning of

1983 a consensus had been reached about which areas should be released
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for multiple use and which should be retained as wilderness and added to
the National Wilderness Preservation System. 487
Once tentative agreement had been reached efforts were begun to
solicit the views and support of others interested in the Strip.
Beginning in April, 1983, a series of intensive meetings were held with
other mining companies, local and state cattlemen's associations, local
businesses, civic groups, and local, state, and federal governmental and
regulatory agencies. Energy Fuels helped persuade other mining companies
to join in support. Environmental groups such as the Wilderness Society
met with the livestock industry and reassured them about grazing policy
under wilderness designation. Assurances were obtained from the
governors of both Arizona and Utah that they would trade state lands
within the recommended areas for less problematic BLM lands.

488

Three

months after these efforts began, the necessary adjustments had been made
and the various interests pledged their support.

489

In this highly

unusual manner, the Arizona Strip Wilderness Proposal was readied for
Congress.
Legislative Action: House
On July 13, 1983, the Arizona Strip Wilderness Act of 1983 was
introduced in both houses of Congress, sponsored by the entire Arizona
delegation, the majority of the Utah delegation, and Representatives

Seiberling (Ohio) and Young (Alaska).
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Introduction and Provisions of H.R. 3562, Arizona Strip Wilderness. Known in the House as H.R. 3562, the Arizona Strip Wilderness Act
of 1983 was introduced by Representative Stump of Arizona for himself and
Udall, Rudd, McCain, and McNulty of Arizona; Marriott, Hansen, and
Nielson of Utah; Seiberling of Ohio, who was the Subcommittee Chairman;
and Young of Alaska, who was the ranking minority member. The bill was
referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. H.R. 3562
proposed to designate nine areas in northern Arizona and southern Utah as
wilderness and to add them to the National Wilderness Preservation
System. In addition, it authorized release of other lands in the area
for multiple use purposes which had been under study for wilderness
designation and were being managed so as to not impair their wilderness
values. Specifically, the bill proposed to designate approximately

395,000 acres of northern Arizona and southern Utah lands as wilderness,
and to add them to the National Wilderness Preservation System. These
included approximately 6,500 acres in the Arizona Strip BLM District, to
be known as the Cottonwood Point Wilderness; 36,300 acres in the Arizona
Strip BLM District to be known as the Grand Wash Cliffs Wilderness;

77,100 acres in the BLM Strip area and the Kaibab National Forest, to be
known as the Kanab Creek Wilderness; 14,600 acres of BLM Strip land to be
known as the Mt. Logan Wilderness; 7,900 acres of BLM Strip land to be
known as the Mt. Trumball Wilderness; 84,700 acres in the BLM Strip to be
known as the Paiute Wilderness; 110,000 acres located in the BLM Strip
District in Arizona and the Cedar City District in Utah, to be known as
the Paria Canyon-Vermillion Cliffs Wilderness; 38,200 acres in the Kaibab
National Forest to be known as the Saddle Mountain Wilderness; and 19,600

170
acres in the BLM Arizona Strip District and the Cedar City, Utah District
to be known as the Beaver Dam Wilderness. Previous classifications of
the Paiute and Paria Canyon Primitive Areas were to be abolished.
Previously established grazing uses were to be allowed to continue. The
lands were to be managed under the provisions of the Wilderness Act of

1964. Finally, lands in the Arizona Strip BLM District and those
portions of the Starvation Point Wilderness Study Area and the Paria
Canyon Instant Study Area, and the contiguous units in the Utah Cedar
City District not designated as wilderness by this act were to be
released from the non-impairment management standards required by FLPMA
Section 603(c). Further, certain lands in the Kaibab National Forest
known as the Red Point, Big Ridge, Burro Canyon, and Willis Canyon

roadless areas, and the portion of the Kanab Creek RARE II roadless area
not designated as wilderness areas by this Act were to be released from
further wilderness review by the Department of Agriculture.
House Hearing. A hearing was held by the Subcommittee on Public
Lands and National Parks on September 13, 1983, in conjunction with the
hearing on the Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness Bill. The hearing began with
the introduction of a written statement by Rep. Bob Stump, who was not
present. In it, Congressman Stump recognized the efforts of "divergent
groups, who would usually be viewed as adversaries, [who] have worked
together to form a consensus on wilderness designations and multiple use

, 490
for the Arizona Strip.' Among those in support of the bill are the
Arizona Cattle Growers Association and the local governments and civic
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organizations in the Strip.

491 He noted that 800,000 acres were included

in BLM Wilderness Study Areas in the Arizona Strip. H.R. 3562 proposed
to designate about 165,996 of those as wilderness, together with 122,604
acres in the Paria and Paiute Primitive Areas and the Vermillion Cliffs
Natural area. The remaining 620,000 acres (79 percent) were to be
released for multiple use. He concluded:
The Arizona Strip Wilderness Act of 1983 represents the hard work
and general consensus of the diverse groups who use and have a
direct interest in the Strip. While I do not generally advocate
wilderness designation of public lands, I nonetheless am encouraged by the process by which this bill has come about, and how
the question of multiple use of public lands has been addressed.
The key and important factor in this agreement is that it
expresses the needs and desires of the ranching, mining, local
government, public land managers, and environmental communities.
It is indeed a creative and positive approach to the wilderness
question, and is an example of business interests and environmental concerns working together. Such joint efforts deserve our
strong support.
Congressman Stump's emphasis on the unusual origins of this bill
and the consensus apparent was reflected in the remarks of others. Mr.
Hansen of Utah noted the importance of the measure to his state, calling
attention to the fact that it would designate 22,500 acres in Southern
Utah as wilderness. In addition, due to the relative isolation and
remoteness of the area from most of Arizona, in some ways the Strip lands
and their users are quite closely attached to interests in southern Utah.
For example, ranchers who live in Utah or have agricultural operations
based in Utah may have grazing interests located in the Arizona Strip. A
similar situation exists for industrial, conservationist and other groups
491
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or individuals interested in the Strip. Yet the long process of review,
evaluation, negotiation, compromise, and give and take with the wide
variety of interests concerned resulted in a compromise acceptable to
virtually all. Mr. Hansen also introduced a letter of strong support
from Utah's Governor Scott Matheson and commented on the fact that the
bill had the co-sponsorship of the entire Arizona and Utah delegations.
He expressed his appreciation to Rep. Seiberling for also joining as
cosponsor in recognition of the principle that the Committee and Subcommittee chairs would not oppose a unified delegation's wilderness proposal.
Mr. Burford, Director of BLM, testified in strong support of
H.R. 3562. Noting that the BLM had not been an active participant in the
direct negotiations among the varied and competing interests, however, he
argued that the agency had served as a catalyst for the process and had
provided requested assistance.

493

Representatives Seiberling and Hansen

both expressed pleasure at having the Department of the Interior supporting wilderness bills. Mr. Hansen commented "It is a refreshing
experience to sit on this subcommittee and see the unanimity and the
cooperation. It's just like a 'love in,' isn't it. . . .
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However, the testimony of J. Lamar Beasley, Deputy Chief of the
Forest Service, ended the possibility of a hearing with total harmony.
He noted that the release language involving the five areas with approximately 49,000 acres located in the Kaibab National Forest provided
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release from further review of the wilderness option only for the first
generation of land management plans. Instead, he strong recommended
permanent release from any further wilderness consideration for these
areas. 495
In addition, Beasley urged adoption of language that would
resolve another difficult wilderness issue. He noted that the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had affirmed a lower court decision in
October 1982 that the environmental impact statement (EIS) for RARE II
was legally inadequate. For this reason, the Forest Service announced on
February 1, 1983, that it would reevaluate all roadless areas examined in
the RARE II process in those states where Congress had not yet acted on
wilderness designations. He urged the Subcommittee to insert in this
bill a declaration that the RARE II EIS for Arizona was legally adequate.
This would eliminate the need for revisions to land management plans for
national forests in Arizona. Finally, he said, the Forest Service was
reviewing the boundaries proposed by H.R. 3562 and really were not sure
yet whether there were any problems or not. 496
Chairman Seiberling was not pleased. He expressed shock that
the Forest Service was asking for permanent release language. He
reminded Mr. Beasley that the release and sufficiency language included
in every RARE II bill was worked out with the Chief of the Forest Service
. . . sitting right in this room working it out with us.

I just think

it ill behooves the Forest Service, after all this time, and knowing the
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position of this committee and the House of Representatives, to try to
renege on that compromise that was worked out--not only with the Forest
Service, but with representatives of the environmental groups and the
National Forest Products Association."

497

After a brief exchange, Mr. Beasley remarked that the Forest
Service Chief could just go so far. Mr. Seiberling quickly cut him off,
saying
I would just like to say that I think it is about time this
administration recognized that the Congress has spoken loud and
clear on this subject. . . . So let's quit this game of playing
around and trying to grab a little bit more and trying to, in
effect, change the intent of the Forest Management Act. . . . We
are trying to preserve all of their [the Forest Service's]
options. Chief Peterson himself . . . testified . . . that there
are times when . . . even if [an area] has been released, they
will want to manage it the same as though it were in wilderness,
and possibly some day even make recommendations for further
wilderness. . . .
So I just think it's deplorable that we can't get a concession out of this administration. It doesn't do any good to have
them sit there and say, 'Oh, now we're going to be good and we're
going to support wilderness' when they keep on pressing this
point and beating a dead horse. I wish you would convey that to
the Chief and to Mr. Block, that I am very, very unhappy with the
continued hard-nosed stonewalling of the administration on this
release issue. . . . Now I am sorry to inject a sour note on what
I thought was going to be a happy consensus on some non-controversial legislation that has been worked out. By taking this
position, you have kicked that right out of the ball park.
As far as the areas that are to be covered by sufficiency
language, there is sufficiency language in this bill, the
standard form of release and sufficiency language, which covers
the areas released. I see no basis for extending it to all of
Arizona because there are certain parts of Arizona that aren't
covered by this bill. . . . we wanted to try to dispose of as
much as we could on a consensus basis. If you're now going to
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try to sweep in all the other areas, then you're going to kick
498
that consensus . . . right out the window.
Mr. Udall, Chairman of the full Committee, agreed completely
with Mr. Seiberling's remarks to Mr. Beasley. He pledged to work with
the Subcommittee and the Forest Service and all the people in Arizona to
come up with a constructive, positive settlement of the issues. He said
he certainly did not want to go back to square one in a new Congress, so
he supported the Subcommittee's goals and he also shared their concerns
about an attempted runaround of a long-established committee policy. He
also noted that one procedural option being considered was to marry the
Aravaipa and the Arizona Strip bills as separate titles into a RARE II
bill for Arizona. If that alternative were to be chosen, Udall indicated
that it would be very difficult to explain why Title II, the Arizona
Strip section, would break from the usual practice and follow different
release language while the other titles would follow the standard
compromise language worked out by the Subcommittee chairman.

499

Mr. Seiberling then thanked Mr. Beasley and said he hoped that
he would not take these remarks personally but would relay the Subcommittee's concern about the policies of the Department and the administration. He said he had made it his objective to get as much of RARE II
completed as possible as these issues were now dragging into a third
Congress. And he said he thought Mr. Peterson and Mr. Crowell and Mr.
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Block needed " . . . to think long and hard about whether they really
want to get RARE II behind us.

000

A panel composed of Mr. John Adams, Chairman of the Board of
Energy Fuels Corporation, Mr. Jerry Grandey, Vice—President of Energy
Fuels Corporation, and Mr. Brad L. Doores, corporate counsel, Energy
Fuels Corporation, followed. Mr. Grandey generally explained Energy
Fuels' role in initiating this legislation and in response to questions
said they were very pleased with the release language that had been
developed. He also stated that all of the Wilderness Study Areas which
they had identified as containing mineral potential would be released and
that they felt very, very good as a result of the negotiations that those
areas with the same kind of mineral potential as their current mines
would be released to multiple use.

501

Grandey's prepared statement concluded that:
The benefits to be had from the passage of the Arizona Strip
Wilderness Act of 1983 are clear. The wilderness question will
be decided once and for all ending many years of potential
controversy and debate. In the areas released to multiple use,
our Company and others with active programs in the Arizona Strip
will be able to conduct exploration in a cost effective and
responsible manner. Discoveries that are made will be able to be
developed, thereby adding to the nation's mineral wealth and
reducing the dependence upon foreign imports. American taxpayers
will be saved countless dollars which will otherwise have to be
spent by the BLM and Forest Service on their lengthy wilderness
evaluation programs. With the final disposition of the public
lands clearly defined by Congress, other interested citizens will
be free to utilize the land as prescribed without the current
uncertainty.
The Arizona Strip Wilderness Act represents the consensus of
opinion of a very broad base of constituents. We have come to
50
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grips with the complex and controversial issues associated with
the wilderness debate, and we have smceeded in satisfying the
concerns of almost everyone involved.
Michael D. Scott, Regional Southwest Director of the Wilderness
Society, testified next noting the unusual genesis of the Strip bill and
commending Energy Fuels Corporation not only for giving so openly and
freely of its time but also for going out of its way to involve the
public. He also praised them for the spirit of their participation,
commenting that when they agreed that an area should be wilderness, they
promised not to explore or develop any claims they had in that area--they
didn't give partial commitments. He then pointed out some specific areas
that he wished to call to the attention of the Subcommittee in the hope
that the final bill or Committee report might reflect the concerns of the
working group. For example, he noted that the Grand Wash Cliffs, which
are a spectacular series of north-south cliffs that fall from the
Colorado Plateau to the flatlands of Nevada, had nearly led to an impasse
for the working group. The upper, or northern, portion was agreed upon
as wilderness but the southern portion had been left out due to high
mineral potential. Ultimately, the group agreed that the southern area
should be managed to allow reasonable mining and grazing uses while being
sensitive to scenic, aesthetic, and wildlife values. Mining would use a
minimal impact approach and access roads would be temporary and reclaimed
after the mining activities were completed. Livestock improvement
actions that leave little impact would be unhindered, but no new permanent roads or chaining would be permitted. In another case, they noted

502 Ibid., p. 284.
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that they had left open a small dirt road through the Mt. Logan Wilderness, as it provided important access for livestock allotments in the
area.

503
The final testimony on H.R. 3562 came from a panel consisting of

Russell D. Butcher, the Southwest Regional Representative of the National
Parks and Conservation Association, who also testified for the National
Audubon Society, and Debbie Sease, Washington representative of the
Sierra Club. Both were strongly supportive, repeating the praises for
the process which led to this consensus. Mr. Butcher described the
negotiating process as . . . an enjoyable experience--in fact, an
”504
exciting adventure in the democratic process. Miss Sease especially
appreciated BLM Director Burford's testimony on behalf of the bill,
noting that earlier BLM had recommended only 28,000 acres for wilderness
on the Strip. "It is gratifying that a concerted effort by interested
citizens has caused the Bureau to reassess its earlier recommendation and
to support wilderness for almost 395,000 acres of the Strip." 505
House Subcommittee Report. On February 9, 1984, the
Subcommittee reported favorably H.R. 2724 and its companion bill, S.626,
the two Aravaipa Wilderness measures, and H.R. 3562, the Arizona Strip
Wilderness Act to the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee by voice
vote.
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Legislative Action: Senate
Senate Hearing on S.1611, Arizona Strip District Wilderness.
Known in the Senate as Arizona Strip District Wilderness Act of 1983,

S.1611 was introduced on July 13, 1983, by Senator DeConcini for himself
and Senator Goldwater, and for Senators Garn and Hatch of Utah. The bill
was referred to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and a
hearing was held by the Subcommittee on Public Lands and Reserved Water
on February 9, 1984. 506 The same hearing also considered H.R. 2155, the
Utah Wilderness Act of 1984. As during the Aravaipa hearings, the
Subcommittee chairman was Senator Wallop of Wyoming. Other members were
the same, except that Daniel J. Evans of Washington replaced Henry M.
Jackson, also of Washington, and John H. Chaffee of Rhode Island was
replaced by Carl Levin of Michigan. Senator Wallop and two professional
staff members were present. Senator Wallop noted that schedules were
particularly tight as it was the day before recessing.
Senators Goldwater and DeConcini were the first to testify, both
stressing the beauty of the area and the multiple conflicting interests
in the area. Goldwater noted that "the beauty of this portion of the
State of Arizona is literally spellbinding and awesome--it's a kaleidoscopic spectrum of elevations, providing an open textbook on ecology and
geology, that must be preserved.
506
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the importance of the legislative compromise worked out among miners,
ranchers, local and 'state officials, the timber industry, environmentalists, and other interested citizens represented by the bill. Congressman Bob Stump of Arizona submitted a written statement of support
for the record, which was similar to his House testimony. James M.
Parker, Associate Director, spoke for the BLM, strongly supporting
enactment of S.1611.

508 J. Lamar Beasley, Deputy Chief of the U.S.

Forest Service, repeated his desire for permanent release language as he
had done in his House testimony. He also noted that Representative Udall
had recently introduced a statewide Arizona wilderness bill, H.R. 4207,
on February 1, 1984. S.2242 introduced by Senator Goldwater contained
similar provisions except that it did not include the Arizona Strip lands
contained in S.1611. Beasley preferred the statewide bills, which would
provide designation of some wilderness areas and release other lands from
further study.
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Calvin Black, Chairman of the San Juan County, Utah Commission,
spoke in favor of the bill on behalf of San Juan and Kane Counties in
Southern Utah.
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He described himself as • •

advocate of wilderness."

511

•

anything but an

Yet he urged the bill's passage without

change because it represented a negotiated resolution with environmental
groups and users. Because of the importance of uranium mining and
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milling to San Juan and Kane Counties, he was particularly pleased that
along with the approximately 338,000 acres of wilderness proposed by

S.1611, 558,000 acres in the Strip would be released for multiple uses.
As he put it, "all sides 'win' with the timely passage of the
Bill . . • ."
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A panel consisting of Gerald W. Grandey, Vice President of
Energy Fuels Nuclear, Inc., Ed Ware of Rocky Mountain Energy Company, and
John Atkins of Pathfinder Mines Corporation followed. Mr. Grandey noted
the importance of the Arizona Strip of Uranium mining, noting that
discoveries made by Energy Fuels are five to ten times as rich as those
found in Wyoming, Utah, or Colorado.

513

He detailed the process by which

his company led the diverse interests toward the compromises represented
in the bill. Approximately 389,000 acres of Forest Service and BLM lands
would be designated wilderness, while 556,000 acres would be released to
multiple use. Mr. Atkins and Mr. Ware concurred in Mr. Grandey's
testimony. Mr. Ware noted in particular that his company had a considerable stake in the area as they planned an active exploration program to
begin in 1984, which would involve spending several million dollars over
the next two years.
Terry R. Sopher, Director of BLM Public Land Program for the
Wilderness Society, testified that the Strip area was a top legislative
priority for his organization because of the unique and pristine quality
of the area combined with the recently increased use by outdoor
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enthusiasts. Simultaneously, mining companies began to discover rich
uranium deposits. The need to avoid protracted conflict and to find a
means to achieve a fair compromise among the conflicting interests was
clear. Mr. Sopher noted that what was unique about this negotiation was
not that everyone talked to each other. Rather success came because
"first, . . . each of the interests recognized the legitimacy of all the
uses of public lands, including wilderness. And, second, . . . each of
the parties recognized that balancing of these interests required equal
compromise by all involved."

514

Paul Pritchard, President of the National Parks Conservation
Association and Russ Butcher, Southwest Regional Representative of the
same organization, added their support. Pritchard noted that "we are
protecting . . . what has been described as the American Tibet, a
beautiful, rugged area with unique resources that are really unknown at
this time--30,000 head of cattle, 3,000 people, but also bighorn sheep
and the great resources that are in that area.

.515

Rob Smith, Assistant Southwest Representative for the Sierra
Club, concluded the testimony on S.1611, noting that the Arizona Strip
Wilderness bill is a success not only on its merits, but because it
served as a positive influence on wilderness designations for lands in
Arizona south of the Grand Canyon.
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H.R. 4707: The Arizona Wilderness Act of 1984
House Hearing: Mr. Smith's remarks foreshadow the discussion
which follows for support had been growing for an omnibus wilderness bill
for Arizona. On February 21, 1984, Representative Udall convened a
hearing of the Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks of the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on behalf of the Subcommittee
Chairman John F. Seiberling to consider H.R. 4707, the Arizona Wilderness
Act of 1984, which he had introduced on February 1, 1984.

517

Rep. Udall

explained that H.R. 4707 would designate about 750,000 acres of new
national forest wilderness below the Grand Canyon and would designate a
segment of the Verde River in Arizona as a wild and scenic river. In
addition, H.R. 4707 would combine the Arizona Strip Wilderness bill and
the Aravaipa Canyon Wilderness bill as both had already been marked up
favorably by the subcommittee. The Aravaipa Canyon provisions appeared
in H.R. 4707 as Title II, Sections 201 through 205, and the Arizona Strip
provisions became Title 3, Sections 301 through 304.

518

Fifteen witnesses were called, but their testimony generally
referred to the new wilderness proposals rather than to the Aravaipa or
the Arizona Strip. Toward the end of the hearing, however, a heated
exchange occurred between Rep. Udall and John Olson of the Arizona Cattle
Growers Association over the inclusion of the Arizona Strip bill in an
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omnibus wilderness bill. According to Mr. Olson, Strip ranchers believed
their acceptance of the Strip bill meant that " . . . that bill would
remain sacrosanct, as it were. That it would remain separate and be
introduced and passed that way.

u519

And they saw its inclusion with

other wilderness proposals as a breach of the original agreement.
Udall said he could not understand their position.
I appreciate all the advice I get on legislation, but I rarely
see folks getting hung up on how, on . . . procedure. . . . I
think we need to support the bill. I support it, I included it
in the bill, not a word has been changed. For people to tell me
they would withdraw support for legislation because the bill
happens to be packaged with some other things on thsAame
subject, to me is not very logical or very justified. . . .
Mr. Olson responded that the Arizona Cattle Growers Association
has historically opposed the addition of any wilderness for Arizona. And
the ranchers on the Strip were as conservative and anti-wilderness as any
until the recent compromise on the Strip bill. Then, "they decided that
they could live with this bill. They decided that maybe waiting would
bring something worse, but for one reason or another, they decided to
accept the legislation. But there is a little bit of paranoia running
through our ranks and our ranchers don't necessarily trust the people who
are promoting a lot of wilderness for Arizona . • . ”521
Representative Udall was not persuaded.

He noted that the

cattle industry had previously " . . . strongly supported somebody in the
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Senate putting a rider on unrelated legislation that they favored . . .

"522 And he added: "I am committed to get that Strip bill passed, to
get it in this Congress this year. I think we are entitled to a little
bit of flexibility in terms of procedure . . . "

523

Representative Larry Craig (R-Idaho) was more sympathetic. He
said he shared the frustration of the traditional land use people from
the multiple use standpoint. "We would like to think that we could
designate once and for all a certain amount of wilderness, . . . then get
on with the business of saying this Nation will have x number of acres of
wilderness and there will be no more; the rest will be multiple use.

"524

But he added:
That is not going to happen. To my disappointment, to a good
many people's disappointment, we have a variety of laws that are
in place that keeps this cycle moving. In Arizona we have
developed a variety of groups who make their livelihood from that
and in so doing they will continue to promote it whether we w3gd
like it or not. That is just the nature of the system. . . .
House Subcommittee and Committee Action. On March 8, 1984,

the Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks favorably referred HR

4707 as amended to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. On
March 21, 1984, the full Committee ordered the bill, as amended, favor-
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ably reported by voice vote.

526

The Committee Report noted that Title I

addressed the President's wilderness recommendations stemming from the
RARE II process that ended in 1979, augmented by recommendations of
Arizona conservation, business and industry groups, forest user organizations, and private citizens. In addition, it accepted a Forest Service
recommendation to designate a segment of the Verde River as a Wild and
Scenic River.
Title II addressed the BLM's recommendation to designate

Aravaipa Canyon as wilderness. Title III included the legislation for
the Arizona Strip Wilderness including both BLM and Forest Service lands
developed by user groups, conservationists, and others. The Committee
recommended these proposals as a balanced fair means to end uncertainty
over management of these lands while preserving lands and water " . . .
of surpassing beauty and outstanding environmental importance.

.527

House Floor Debate and Vote. H.R. 4707 was brought to the
floor of the House on April 2, 1984, for debate. It passed the House on
April 3, 1984, 335 to 56, with 41 not voting. 528 The Arizona delegation
split its vote with Udall, McNulty, and McCain voting for the bill and
Stump and Rudd opposing it. Those favoring the bill emphasized the
compromises which had resulted in what McNulty termed " . . . a fairly
526
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decent consensus."

529

McCain noted that "the pressures brought to bear

on the members of the Arizona delegation have been tremendous and I
personally have spent hundreds of hours visiting the proposed areas and
meeting with interested groups. While I believe there are additional
modifications which may need to be made . . . I believe Chairman Udall
has done an excellent job of bringing the various groups together and
minimizing the conflicts.

“530

Udall emphasized the roll of Arizonans in crafting the proposal,
noting that "we made every effort to have this built from the bottom up
in Arizona, not imposed on Arizona from Washington.

031

Rudd and Stump argued that too many acres and resources were
still being locked up as wilderness and that provisions in the areas of
release and grazing language failed to address some of the concerns of
the traditional land users.

532

Both of them also objected to the

inclusion of the Arizona Strip bill within H.R. 4707 and Rudd also
specifically opposed the inclusion of the Aravaipa Canyon bill as well.
In addition, he also opposed the designation of the Verde segment as a
wild and scenic river. Judging by the lopsided vote, these concerns
apparently didn't carry much weight in the House. Some of them, however,
became important in the Senate.
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Senate Amends and Passes H.R. 4707. Senate bill S.2242,

the

companion measure to H.R. 4707, was introduced in the Senate on February

1, 1984.

No hearings were held. Once H.R. 4707 passed in the House it

was ordered placed on the Senate calendar on April 4, 1984.

At a

business session on May 2, 1984, the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources recommended by unanimous vote of a quorum present that
the Senate pass S.2242 if amended.

533

reached the floor of the Senate.

Both Arizona Senators Goldwater and

On August 9, 1984, the matter

DeConcini urged passage of the measure noting that additional compromises
had been worked out resolving the release language and some boundary
problems. The text of S.2242 was amended with a substitute introduced on
behalf of Senator Goldwater. The new S.2242 was then inserted after the
enacting clause in H.R. 4707. And H.R. 4707 passed the Senate as amended
on August 9, 1984. 534
House Passes H.R. 4707. The following day, August 10, 1984, the
House accepted the Senate amendment and gave final approval to H.R.

4707.

535

Congressman Udall explained that since the April passage of the

bill by the House he had worked closely with Senator Goldwater to refine
and modify the proposal. The result was that "in most important respects
the amended bill closely tracks the bill passed by the House.
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Title
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I designates 658,580 acres of national forest lands south of the Grand
Canyon as wilderness. The proposed Sheridan Mountain Wilderness was
dropped from the House bill, but Strawberry Crater and Escudilla Mountain
areas were added. For some areas, the boundaries remained unchanged
while for others the number of acres changed due to recalculation by the
Forest Service. In the Red Rocks-Secret Mountain area, the boundaries
were changed only slightly, while the acreage calculation was substantially reduced. The name of the Arnold Mesa Wilderness was changed to
Cedar Bench Wilderness, and the San Francisco Peaks Wilderness changed to
Kachina Peaks. Slight alterations were made to permit a narrow underground utility corridor for possible observatory development on top of
the mountain and provision was made for access across Black Rock Wash
road to the Santa Theresa Wilderness Area.

537

The management directives and the provisions for grazing rights
remained the same as in the House bill, as did the provisions to designate a 39.5-mile segment of the Verde River part of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. An 850-acre parcel called the Bonoita Creek Area was
added to the Chiracahua National Monument at the urging of Sen. DeConcini
538
to integrate an important watershed into protective status.
The language releasing Forest Service lands not designated as
wilderness to other uses was changed to reflect a compromise worked out
among Udall, Rep. John Seiberling, and Sen. James McClure (R-Idaho)
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Chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee.

539

Seiberling and environmentalists had favored a "soft" release formula
which would allow reconsideration of released lands for wilderness
relatively soon. McClure, the Reagan administration and industry users
had favored "hard" release language that delayed reconsideration for
decades or longer and encouraged development in the meantime.

540

For

example, Rep. Rudd had personally preferred "that those lands not
designated as wilderness be released to multiple use once and for all,
041
But
and not be subject to any further review by the Forest Service.
he said that he would agree to a January 1, 1998 date if the Forest
Service would be precluded from reviewing the land for wilderness
542 Rep. Stump preferred January 1, 2000. 543
potential before then.
The release compromise required review of the wilderness option
at least every fifteen years. However, areas not designated as wilderness
or wilderness study areas need not be managed to protect their suitabil-

ity for wilderness pending future revisions.

544

The compromise release language applied to lands in the Arizona
Strip as well as to lands south of the Grand Canyon; otherwise the
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provisions of the Arizona Strip bill were unchanged. The Aravaipa Canyon
proposal also remained unchanged in the final passage.

545

President

Reagan signed the Arizona Wilderness Act of 1984 on August 28, 1984.
Case Study IV: Wilderness in the Bisti,
De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah, and Fossil Forest

Description
The Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah Wilderness Study areas
are located in northwestern New Mexico, south of the city of Farmington
and north of the Chaco Canyon National Historical Park in the San Juan
Basin. The area is characterized by spectacular "badlands" of eroded
clay towers, pinnacles, and spires which coincide with rich deposits of
strippable coal. In addition to its moonscape appearance, there are also
petrified logs and the remains of prehistoric vertebrates, invertebrates,
and plants. An area known as the Fossil Forest is particularly noteworthy for paleontological study.

546

The Bisti WSA consists of 3,968 acres which receive an estimated

675 visitor-use days per year.

547

Its rugged topography offers eroded

sandstone formations called hoodoos, shale-capped sandstone towers and
mushroom shaped formations that have become almost synonymous with the
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Bisti badlands.

548

The area abounds in "colorful minerals, unworldly

mounds of clay, and spectacular pinnacles and spires. . .

049

The De-na-zin WSA is connected to the Bisti WSA along a badlands
area twenty miles long and five miles wide.

550

It consists of 19,922

acres that have wilderness preservation values and it receives about

3,387 visitor-days annually.

551

The larger size and less accessible

nature of the De-na-zin makes possible hiking in the area for days
without sighting significant human intrusion.

552

In general, the De-na-zin contains fewer mushroom-shaped formations but more colorful surface minerals, red sandstone-capped bluffs and
mesas, and important fossils. It is one of only a half-dozen places in
the world where the transition from the Age of Dinosaurs (the Mesozoic
Era) to the Age of Mammals (the Cenozoic Era) can be found.

553

The Ah-shi-sle-pah WSA consists of 6,563 acres with an estimated

1,116 visitor-days per year. This area also offers significant opportunity for solitude, primitive recreation, and scenic appreciation. The

Ah-shi-sle-pah Wash cuts through the surrounding uplands to create a
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valley floor one-half to one mile wide. Nearby are eroded badlands
features and petrified logs, as well as one of the best examples of
native grasslands in the region.

554

Views within the area are generally

restricted to the south, where the buttes and mesas of Chaco Canyon can
be seen.

555
The Fossil Forest has the geologic and scenic features of the

Bisti WSA, but it also contains one of the world's finest records of
prehistoric forest life. Hundreds of petrified tree stumps, many still
in their original upright positions, can be found there. In addition,
materials from the forest floor of 65 million years ago are still
available for study. The diversity of fossil types and their exceptional
degree of preservation makes the Fossil Forest almost unique among the
world's fossil areas.

556

Land uses within the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah WSAs
include recreation, livestock grazing, and paleontological study. Some
Navajo Indians use these lands to gather medicinal and ceremonial plants.
They are also used by the Navajo as offering points and for other Navajo

557
ceremonies as well as for burial sites.
Grazing has historically been a major land use in the area,

558

but it is limited by the scarcity of vegetation in the Bisti and De-na-
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zin.

Some grazing occurs along the washes and on the more open, rolling

areas of the southern Ah-shi-sle-pah.

559

The majority of operators are

individual Navajo families who run small herds of sheep and goats to and
from their nearby dwellings daily. Valid range condition data on the
area does not exist.

560

Recreational uses of these lands include photography, hiking,
backpacking, horseback riding, sightseeing, and collecting plant fossils
and petrified wood.

561

Approximately 1,484 acres (37 percent) of the Bisti WSA was
inventoried for archeological resources, but no sites were found. In the

De-na-zin, about 3,527 acres (18 percent) were inventoried, yielding
fifty-two archaeological sites. All the major cultural groups spanning
the 10,000 years of known human presence in the San Juan Basin were
represented in these sites. In the Ah-shi-sle-pah 480 acres (7 percent)
were inventoried for archeological resources, and eight sites were
identified within the WSA. One site, which had been recorded earlier in
the Bisti, and numerous sites in the other two areas were recommended as
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
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In addition,

the three areas are within a region known to contain a system of prehis-
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toric roads that appear to link major Chacoan Anasazi sites throughout
the San Juan Basin.

563

Approximately 104 species of terrestrial vertebrate wildlife
have been verified in the Chaco Planning Unit in habitat types similar to
those of the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah areas. These included
564 There are
21 mammal species, 74 bird species, and 9 reptile species.
also spiders, scorpions, and terrestrial insects. Game birds include the
scaled quail and mourning dove.

565 Non-game birds include raptors and

swallows, as well as passerine songbird such as horned larks, blackthroated sparrows, and Say's phoebes. Mammals common to the area are
black-tailed jackrabbits, cottontail rabbits, deer mice, and coyotes.
There are several snake and lizard species, and one turtle species.
Fish, toads, and salamanders are occasionally found in temporary
ponds.

566
Although the potential exists, there are no known populations of

federally listed threatened or endangered plants. Four species of

567
special concern to New Mexico are found on or near the three WSAs.
Endangered animals rarely encountered in the areas include the
bald eagle, the peregrine falcon, and the black-footed ferret.
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Bisti and the De-na-zin each have an active golden eagle nest.

There is

an active prairie falcon nest in the De-na-zin and ferruginous hawk nests
occur in all three areas.

569

Beginning around 1950 with oil and gas development,

570

the San

Juan Basin increasingly has become the center of intense interest in
energy resources development. The primary mineral development of the
Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah areas is coal. Approximately 200
billion tons of recoverable coal reserves underlie the San Juan Basin if
one includes state, private, Indian, and federal coal. There are 30
billion tons of recoverable federal coal reserves in the Basin. Of this,
three-tenths of 1 percent occurs in the Bisti, more than four-tenths of
1 percent occurs in the De-na-zin, and nine-tenths of 1 percent occurs in
the Ah-shi-sle-pah.

571

Most of this coal is relatively low sulfur and is ranked as
high-volatile bituminous C, producing slightly below-average heating
values.

572

Depth to the coal ranges from just under the surface to over

500 feet. Surface mining would be likely in areas less than 400 feet
deep.
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Much deeper than the coal are a number of oil and gas
formations. In addition, there are a few small uranium deposits which
have been found scattered in the area. It is most likely that the
majority of the mining claims in the WSAs have been for uranium. 574
Other than coal, oil and gas, and uranium, no other significant mineral
resources have been identified.

575

Background
During the Carter administration, on November 28, 1979, the
BLM's State Director formally identified the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ahshi-sle-pah as wilderness study areas, acting on the basis of FLPMA's
wilderness inventory requirements.

576

Two years later, under a new

administration in November, 1981, the BLM held three scoping meetings to
gather public opinion for the draft environmental impact statement (EIS)
on the proposed wilderness designation for the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ahshi-sle-pah areas.

577

The following year, the Draft EIS was released.

It proposed to designate the Bisti and the De-na-zin as wilderness, but
to release the Ah-shi-sle-pah to multiple use by designating it nonwilderness

578

The Ah-shi-sle-pah was recognized as containing outstanding
opportunities for solitude, recreation, and special features and good
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characteristics of naturalness, but the conflicts with other resource
values were judged to offset the advantages of wilderness designation.
The Draft EIS argued that the same conflicts were not present in the

Bisti and De-na-zin areas because the Bisti's coal would not be mined
under any designation, and the De-na-zin's could be mined using underground techniques. The Ah-shi-sle-pah coal, on the other hand, was
surface minable and the area was blanketed by Preference Right Lease
Applications (PRLAs).

579

PRLAs are defined by the BLM as

a formal request made to the BLM for a noncompetitive coal lease.
PRLAs were issued by the Secretary of the Interior in the San
Juan Basin between 1971 and 1973 to the holders of prospecting
permits. These individuals or companies were required to
demonstrate that, during the period of 8(5he permit, they had
discovered commercial quantities of
Environmentalists argued that although PRLAs were intended to encourage
discovery and development of new coal, they did not work as intended.
Rather, companies used the program to snap up areas of known coal
potential at bargain prices. The Congress formally disallowed the
program in 1976. Applications which were in process were frozen short of
approval. These are the PRLAs which are of concern here.

581

Those opposed to mining in the Bisti region have argued that
instead of merely processing these PRLAs as fast as possible, the BLM
could, by strictly applying federal regulations, assure that any mining
done was truly in the public interest.
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Tribe, Paul Frye, cogently made the argument that the Secretary of the
Interior could insist on lease stipulations for such environmentally
sensitive areas as these which would make the lease unprofitable.
Furthermore, there is the requirement that applicants must show discovery
of "commercial quantities" of coal. This they cannot do for "it is
undeniable that there is no economically feasible method for transporting
coal from the San Juan Basin to the markets (if any) for the coal.

583

Water, land reclamation (if possible), and relocation costs for displaced
Navajo families would also increase costs if BLM insisted on their
inclusion and the adjusted equations would reveal these applications to
be uneconomic.

584

BLM, however, even though ultimately recognizing

potential negative impacts, did not relate these costs to the applicants.
And it continued to assume the construction of the Star Lake-Bisti
railroad to provide transportation even though the New Mexico legislature
earlier killed such a proposal.

585

In addition, Attorney Frye argued, there is serious question as
to whether these PRL applicants have made any "new discoveries." None of
the lands in question are unclaimed and undeveloped; rather they contain
current or abandoned oil and gas wells. In some cases, the same PRL
applicants even conducted the earlier oil and gas explorations digging
through coal to find oil and gas. And as early as 1907, workable coal
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586 Further, the very fact
was known to occur in many of these areas.

that much of the coal in the Ah-shi-sle-pah can be seen on top of the
ground tends to refute the claim of discovery required by the Mineral
587
Leasing Act of 1920.

Mr. Frye concluded, "Frankly, my investigation

of the law and the facts here suggests to me that the question of valid
existing rights for preference right leases in this area is not a real
and substantial question.

”588

The BLM, by contrast, noted that issuance of the 26 PRLAs in the
San Juan Basin was expected to result in the development of an estimated

2.3 billion tons of federal coal from those PRLAs. Although 5.3 billion
tons of in-place coal reserves would be available, considerably less was
expected to be developed. The BLM identified issuing all 26 PRLAs as
their preferred action alternative in the Final San Juan River Regional
Coal Environmental Impact Statement, March, 1984. 589
In December, 1982, while the Draft EIS on the wilderness study
areas was still being reviewed, Interior Secretary James Watt eliminated
some 800,000 acres of land from the wilderness study.
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U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,
Miscellaneous Public Lands, Conveyances, and Wilderness Designations in
the States of Arizona and New Mexico, Hearings, before the Subcommittee
on Public Lands and Reserved Water on S.285, S.626, S.862, and S.1042, S.
Hrg. 98-449, 98th Cong., 1st sess., May 17, 1983, p. 83.
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Bisti WSA was among those dropped, but later the Secretary agreed to

591
continue the wilderness study process for that area.
Meanwhile, during the fall of 1982, there had been a confrontation elsewhere in New Mexico over the drilling of an oil well in a
wilderness area located within a wildlife refuge.

592

The dispute raised

the split estate issue (federal government has surface rights, the state
has sub-surface mineral rights) and involved both the state and federal
governments and an oil and gas company. This issue, the issue of Indian
Allotment land, and the issue of land selected by the Navajo tribe as
part of the Navajo-Hopi Settlement Act, were all potential conflicts in
the wilderness study areas.

593

New Mexico's Senator Pete Domenici was clearly upset by the
notoriety and the conflict brought on by the split-estate drilling
incident. 594

He evaluated the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah Draft EIS

in light of that wilderness incident, and found it seriously wanting. He
felt that the Draft EIS glossed over potential conflicts and that even a
supplemental EIS would not be enough to resolve these potential
problems.

595

Domenici therefore, "in order to speed up the process,

decided to intervene in the on-going

591

Ib1d., p. 88.
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process

rather

than

wait

for an
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inadequate study to continue.

u596

On January 31, 1983, he introduced for

himself and Senator Jeff Bingaman a bill to designate the Bisti Badlands
Wilderness in New Mexico.

597

The bill proposed to make the Bisti part of

the Wilderness Preservation System and to keep the De-na-zin subject to
review for wilderness designation until March 1, 1985.
Legislative Action on Bisti Badlands Wilderness
Senate: S.285.

A

hearing was held on S.285 by the Senate

Subcommittee on Public Lands and Reserved Water on May 17, 1983. 598
Assistant Interior Secretary Garrey Carruthers objected to the process of
designating the Bisti wilderness before the BLM wilderness study for the
area was completed. Further, he noted that underlying the Bisti alone
are 158 million short-tons of coal worth approximately $3.16 billion, and
he warned that making the trade-offs between wilderness and minerals was
going to be very difficult. 599
Environmentalists representing the National Audubon Society, the
Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, and the New Mexico BLM Wilderness
Coalition generally supported the Bisti designation but opposed a
piecemeal process. They objected to the possibility that the De-na-zin
would lose WSA status if no action had been taken by the bill's deadline
of March 1, 1985. And they stressed the importance of designating as
wilderness not only the Bisti and the De-na-zin, but also the Ah-shi-sle-
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pah. In addition, they urged that special protective status be given the
Fossil Forest. 600
House: HR 1575. The following weekend on May 21, 1983, a field
hearing was held in Santa Fe, New Mexico by the Subcommittee on Mining,
Forest Management, and Bonneville Power Administration and the Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks, both of the U.S. House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

601

The joint hearing was

chaired by James Weaver (D-Oregon), chairman of the Mining Subcommittee
and member of the Public Lands Subcommittee.
The purpose of the hearing was to take testimony on the Department of Interior's proposed coal lease sale in the San Juan Basin, the
pending approval of preference right lease applications, and H.R. 1575, a
bill to designate the Bisti Badlands Wilderness.

602

H.R. 1575, the

companion measure to S.285, had been introduced in the House by Representative Manuel Lujan on February 22, 1983.
Among those in attendance were New Mexico Congressman Bill
Richardson, who had requested the hearing, Senator Jeff Bingaman,
Governor Toney Anaya, and a panel of other New Mexico state officials
including Paul Bardacke, Attorney General; Jim Baca, Public Lands
Commissioner; Paul Biderman, Secretary for Energy and Minerals; and Brant
60
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U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Federal Coal Leasing Policy and the Bisti Badlands Wilderness Proposal
Oversight Hearings, before the Subcommittee on Mining, Forest Management,
and Bonneville Power Administration and the Subcommittee on Public Lands
and National Parks, Serial No. 98-12, 98th Cong., 1st sess., May 21, 1983
and June 7, 1983 (Hereafter referred to as Federal Coal and Bisti Badlands).
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Calkin, Deputy Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources. Several
New Mexico state legislators, representatives of coal leasing firms,
environmentalists, and Jicarilla Apache, Pueblo, and Navajo Indians also
took part. In all, 90 witnesses testified for nearly 10 hours. 603
Much of the concern of the Subcommittees involved policies and
procedures for leasing federal coal instituted by Secretary Watt. Of
particular concern was the Powder River Basin coal lease sale which took
place in April in Wyoming and Montana. 6" As Chairman Weaver noted,
charges that the Powder River Basin coal lease sale was grossly mismanaged had recently been examined and substantiated by the Congress, which
had found that the sale was rife with improper and possibly illegal
procedures.

605

A report of the House Interior Appropriations Subcom-

mittee revealed that fair-market value had not been obtained and that the
Public Treasury had lost over $60 million on this sale, which had been
conducted during a glut on the market. Changes in Interior's established
606
techniques for determining fair market value were also criticized.

Somewhat similar conclusions were reached by the General
Accounting Office (GAO) for the Investigation Subcommittee of the House
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. An earlier report by the Office
of Technology Assessment also questioned the procedures used in their
603

Ibid., p. 153.

604

The Powder River Basin coal lease sale involved competitive lease
sales and should not be confused with the non-competitive preference
right lease applications (PRLAs).
605
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Powder River Basin sale.

607

Weaver noted that Secretary Watt had begun

an unprecedented effort to transfer to the private sector ownership of
billions of tons of federally owned coal and that he was attempting to
accomplish this by changing established lease sale procedures.

608

As a

result of the GAO and other reports, Interior Committee Chair Udall and
three subcommittee chairs introduced H.R. 3018 on May 12, 1983. This
bill was intended to prohibit the Secretary of the Interior from issuing
any future federal coal land leases until certain stipulations
recommended by the GAO had been implemented.

The deferral of coal

609
leasing was to last for a minimum of one year.

At the May hearing, Governor Anaya estimated that if procedures
used in the Powder River sale were to be used in the proposed December,
1983 San Juan Basin coal lease sale, the loss to New Mexico would amount
to $47.7 million.

610

He urged a moratorium on federal competitive coal

leases through fiscal 1984 and a phased offering of delineated tracts at
611
such a time as leasing became more economically viable.

He also

stated that he supported the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah for
designation as wilderness areas, and urged the subcommittee to amend any
legislation to include all three areas.
607
608
609
610
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612

Senator Bingaman and Chairman

206
Weaver both expressed deep appreciation for his leadership and testimony,
noting that he had strengthened the hand of both subcommittees and moved
the discussion very far ahead.
The various New Mexico state officials also supported the one.
613
year moratorium on leasing.

Brant Calkin urged the subcommittee to

give all three WSAs wilderness designation and added that recommendations
would be forthcoming about what kind of protection would be best for
Fossil Forest.

614

State land commissioner Baca pledged to expeditiously trade out
state lands in or near the wilderness areas. He noted that a state
section within the Bisti had already caused considerable controversy when
coal mining operations were started there. He recognized that allowing
those conditions to continue defeated the whole point of wilderness, and
he pledged to the BLM and to the people of New Mexico to make the
necessary trades.

615

Among the others who testified many commented on the hazards
that would result from uprooting Navajo residents, the loss that would
result from the destruction of world-renowned archaeological and
paleontological sites, the difficulties that would result from the
diversion of scarce water resources for possible coal slurry lines, and
the irreplaceable losses that would result from the degradation of the
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three wilderness study areas.

616

Coal company representatives argued

that long lead times were necessary to develop western coal and that the
accelerated leasing proposed by Watt was needed to protect the American
617
consumers from future high coal prices.

The need for jobs and the

problems of starting a new town were discussed.

618

H.R. 3766, San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1983
House Hearing. In August, 1983, Representative Bill Richardson
introduced H.R. 3766, the San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of
1983. This bill proposed to designate 3,968 acres of the Bisti, 23,872
acres of the De-na-zin, and 7,193 of the Ah-shi-sle-pah areas as wilderness and to provide Congressional protection for the 2,720 acre Fossil
Forest. A hearing by the Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks
was held on H.R. 3766 and on the Bisti wilderness bill, H.R. 1575, on
October 21, 1983. 619
Richardson explained that the original Bisti bill had been
introduced around the time Secretary Watt and the BLM had introduced the
San Juan Basin action plan, a complex leasing and land management plan
616
617
618
619
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H.R. 1575, Congressman Lujan's
House, Additions to Wilderness.
the
Bisti.
However,
at the October hearing,
bill, would protect only
should
be
extended
to the De-na-zin and
protection
Lujan agreed that
Fossil Forest. He also agreed to consider protection for the Ah-shisle-pah although he thought there were potential problems there. Ibid.,
p. 12.
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for the area.

620 Under this administration proposal, 1.5 billion tons of

strippable coal from the San Juan Basin were to be offered at a
lease/sale on December, 1983. This amount would have been three times
the amount of federal coal under lease in New Mexico since the beginning
of federal leasing policies in 1920. An additional 2.2 billion tons of
preference right lease application coal was to be opened to noncompetitive development. Serious impacts on proposed wilderness areas and the

621
Chaco Culture National Historical Park were feared.

Congressman

Richardson noted that the San Juan Basin is in his district, so he
immediately began to hear from constituents regarding this highly
controversial action plan. He initiated a two-day fact-finding mission
which including the hearing of May 21 in Santa Fe and the trip to the
proposed wilderness areas the following day. As a result of what he
learned, he introduced H.R. 3766, the San Juan Basin Wilderness
Protection Act.

622

620 The San Juan Basin action plan involved the following separate
Coal Preference Right Leasing; San Juan
but interrelated proposals:
and Ah-shi-sle-pah
River Regional Coal Leasing; Bisti, De-na-zin,
New
Mexico Generating
Wilderness Study Areas; Ute Mountain Exchange;
to
addressing these
Station; and Bisti Coal Lease Exchange. In addition
proposals in environmental impact statements, they were also considered
in a Cumulative Overview. The Cumulative Overview analyzed the cumulative, significant impacts of the separate proposals. See USDI, BLM Final
San Juan Basin Cumulative Overview and Comment Letters, September, 1983,
USDI BLM San Juan River Regional Coal Environmental Impact Statements:
Draft, November 1982; Second Draft, October 1983; Final, March 1984; and
USDI, BLM Final Environmental Impact Statement on Public Service Company
of New Mexico's Proposed N.M. Generating Station and Other Possible Uses
of the Ute Mountain Land Exchange, Nov. 1983.
621
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Representative Richardson argued that his was a very modest
proposal to designate about 32,000 acres of the vast, sprawling San Juan
Basin as wilderness. "It is so small, in fact, that the three tracts my
bill proposes to make wilderness contain less than two percent of the
coal reserves of the entire basin. This bill is not designed to lock up
all of the northwest portion of our state from mineral development.

u623

Nevertheless, Secretary Watt, who had visited the area in
September with Assistant Secretary Garrey Carruthers, strongly opposed
this legislation.

624

And the Department of the Interior's position

remained unchanged even after Watt's departure.

625

Mr. J. Steven Grues,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Land and Water Resources at the Department
of the Interior, presented the views of Secretary Watt and Assistant
Secretary Carruthers at the hearing in October, noting that they were
committed to the creation of the Bisti Wilderness only.

626

He objected

to the significant increase in the size of the wilderness proposed for
the De-na-zin (23,872 acres in H.R. 3766; 18,554 in BLM study) and the
Ah-shi-sle-pah (7,193 acres in H.R. 3766; 6,563 in the BLM study). And
he argued that no action should be taken on these areas until further
mineralization and geological studies of the areas had been completed.
He also objected to providing special protection to the Fossil Forest.
Again he argued that " . . . detailed mineral surveys

623
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of the

areas have
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not been completed, although we do know there are significant coal
resources under the area because of its location in relation to the coalbearing formations in the San Juan Basin."

627

Subcommittee Chair Seiberling repeatedly pushed Mr. Griles to
acknowledge the very low amounts of coal presented in the Draft EIS for
the Ah-shi-sle-pah. Mr. Griles consistently insisted that the EIS
information was prepared by BLM personnel who were not the experts of

USGS and the Bureau of Mines; therefore, more study was necessary.
Seiberling finally advised him:
• . . if there is information you think we ought to have that you
have in your possession, you had better not wait • . . You better
just get that information to us now. And I really cannot believe
that when we are dealing with something that involves 1 percent
of the coal reserves in the San Juan Basin that it is going to
make one damn bit of difference, from a coal development standpoint, whether it is in wilderness or not. But if I am wrong
about that then og had better get the information to me that
shows I am wrong.
The administration's position contrasted sharply with that of the State
of New Mexico. The State of New Mexico formally supported the legislation designating the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah as wilderness
areas, and providing protection for the Fossil Forest. In a statement
entitled, "Position of the State of New Mexico on H.R. 3766, the San Juan
Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1983" Congressman Richardson was
commended for his leadership. "Working closely with the involved Indian
people, the N.M. State Land Office, and the staffs of several other New
Mexico state agencies, he has put together a vehicle which avoids

627
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potential conflicts, directs development of other resources in the
energy-rich San Juan Basin away from the particularly sensitive sites,
629
and gives these areas the formal protection they deserve."
The local residents, Navajo Indians, also supported preserving
the area as wilderness. Paul Frye, Attorney for the Department of
Justice of the Navajo Tribe of Indians testified that the Navajo Nation
supported the designation of the Bisti, De-na-zin, and Ah-shi-sle-pah as
wilderness and that they supported protection of the Fossil Forest as
well. Frank Sandoval, a Navajo leader representing the Huerfano Chapter
of the Navajo Nation, noted that his Chapter covers about 15 square
miles, including the Bisti and De-na-zin areas. The Huerfano Chapter is
the fourth largest of the 108 chapters of the Navajo Nation and represents about 4,000 people. Mr. Sandoval testified that his chapter
wholeheartedly endorsed preservation of all four areas mentioned in the
bill. He added, " . . . I am right from where you are talking about, so
I, if you have any questions, I would be glad to answer them.

H630 Since

some of the lands in the areas proposed for protection had already been
selected by the Navajos as part of the Navajo-Hopi Resettlement Act,
there was a long discussion about the problems and possibilities of
exchanging out these lands. Both Mr. Frye and Mr. Sandoval thought this
could be worked out.

629
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A panel of environmentalists all supportive of H.R. 3766
followed, beginning with David Glowka, who represented the Rio Grande
Chapter of the Sierra Club. He argued that three factors made preservation of the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah, and Fossil Forest especially important and urgent. First, he said, these badlands are the most
diverse and scenic in New Mexico, rivaling any others in the nation.
Second, the three WSAs in the Bisti region are the only roadless,
federally owned badlands in New Mexico large enough to be managed as
wilderness. And third, the scenic, wilderness, and scientific resources
in all four areas are highly endangered by the Administration's frenzied
push to lease and develop the coal resources in and around the badlands
area. 632
Jonathan Teague spoke on behalf of the Rio Grande Chapter of the
Sierra Club and the Friends of the Earth. Among other concerns, he
mentioned grave doubts about whether the lands, if surface-mined, could
ever be successfully reclaimed. He noted that no demonstration of any
such reclamation to beneficial use exists, despite decades of active
strip mining in the Four Corners area of the state.

633

Alison Monroe represented the Southwest Research and Information
Center, a non-profit public interest group located in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, which provides information to public and citizen groups on
environmental and energy issues. Her group was especially concerned
about the impacts of coal development or wilderness designation on the
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rights of the Navajo people who live and work in the area. She stated
that the Center supports wilderness designation for the areas under
consideration but wanted the committee to make clear that existing uses,
rights, and occupancies by the Native Americans would be allowed to
continue.

634
Michael Scott, Southwest Regional Director of the Wilderness

Society, clarified for the Subcommittee why the acreage being requested
for wilderness in this bill was larger than in the BLM Draft EIS. In the
De-na-zin, there were several state sections recommended for inclusion by
the state which had been eliminated by the BLM because of their split
ownership. For the Ah-shi-sle-pah one additional section had been
recommended to extend the Ah-shi-sle-pah washout and protect the badlands
area.

635
Debbie Sease, Washington representative for the Sierra Club,

commented that she continued to be surprised by the Administration's
duplicity on wilderness. She argued that earlier testimony that the Dena-zin and Ah-shi-sle-pah should not be declared wilderness because they
had not been fully studied seemed a mere sham since the Administration
approved the Bisti designation and all three were in the same study
track. Secondly, she noted that the Administration claimed that they had
been adequately protecting these areas and implied that because they were
no longer issuing new leases in wilderness study areas that they never
had. In fact, she argued, they had issued dozens of post-FLPMA leases in
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the areas under consideration which had helped to create constituencies
opposed to wilderness designation. And it had only been in response to
Congress that they had finally halted this policy.

636

Mr. Richardson expressed concern about the further delays
requested by the Administration. He worried that the Administration
might interpret current protective legislation in a way that would result
in opening the De-na-zin and Ah-shi-sle-pah for development. Subcommittee Chair Seiberling agreed:
. . . I think the issue of the President's authority to release
areas without Congressional approval poses a serious threat and
that is one reason why I agree . . . that we should not wait
until they have dotted all the i's and crossed all the t's on
these other two areas. If we think the areas qualify as wilderness, I see no reason on Earth why Congress shouldn't put them in
if we are only talking about an infinitesimally small fraction of
the total coal reserves in the area and pOody claims there is
anything else--that is my reaction to that."'
House Subcommittee Report. On November 17, 1983, the Subcommittee on Public Lands and National Parks adopted an amendment to H.R. 3766.
The amendment recognized the claims of the Navajo to lands in the three
WSAs and the Fossil Forest which resulted from the Navajo-Hopi Settlement
Act and provided for alternate land selections within 36 miles to the
east of the Navajo Reservation.

636

The bill, as amended, was then

Ibid., pp. 72-73.
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U.S. Congress, House, Congressional Record, 98th Cong., 2nd
sess., June 18, 1984, pp. H5978, H5982.
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favorably reported to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs by a
639
roll call vote of 15 Yeas to 7 Nays.

On May 23, the Committee on

House Committee Report.

Interior and Insular Affairs adopted an amendment in the nature of a
substitute H.R. 3766 by voice vote.

640

The bill as amended would

designate two new wilderness areas, the Bisti and the De-na-zin,
comprising 27,840 acres on the San Juan Basin, New Mexico. The Fossil
Forest area was to be managed to protect its permanent paleontological,
scientific, and natural values. The bill slightly expanded the boundary
and reaffirmed the ongoing wilderness study status of the Ah-shi-sle-pah
WSA.

641

The substitute bill also reduced the distance from the Navajo

Reservation from which the Navajos could select alternate lands from 36
miles to back to the original 18 miles provided in the Settlement Act.
The bill, as amended, was reported favorably by voice vote.

642

643

House Passes H.R. 3766. Mr. Seiberling on June 18, 1984 moved
that the House suspend the rules and pass H.R. 3766, the San Juan Basin
Wilderness Protection Act of 1983, as amended. Mr. Richardson explained
the provisions of the bill, noting that it was a compromise bill that had
resulted from months of hard work, negotiations, and cooperation among
639

U.S. Congress, House, The San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection
Act of 1983. H. Rept 98-834 to accompany H.R. 376, 98th Cong., 2nd
sess., 1984, p. 12.
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all interests. He stressed the strong support for the bill by the State
of New Mexico and its governor, conservationists, archaeologists, and the
Navajo Nation. He noted with thanks that Mr. Lujan had made a major
contribution to the legislation and had shown himself to be environmentally sensitive and fair.

644

Mr Seiberling and Mr. Lujan also spoke in

support of the bill. The question was taken and two-thirds voted in
favor. Thus, the rules were suspended, and the bill, as amended, passed
the House.
H.R. 6296, San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1984
House Accepts Senate Compromise. On October 3, 1984, however,
the issue was again before the House, now designated as H.R. 6296, The
San Juan Basin Wilderness Protection Act of 1984. Mr. Richardson
explained that following House passage in June, 1983, the bill had
languished in the Senate and it became apparent that it would not be
reported by the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources during
1984. Accordingly, a compromise was sought with Senators Bingaman and
Domenici and the concerned members of the House by which new legislation
would be introduced which could be used to move substitute legislation
forward. After lengthy negotiations, agreement was reached on H.R.
6296.

645

Briefly, the substitute bill designated the 3,968-acre Bisti
Wilderness and the 23,872-acre De-na-zin Wilderness just as they were
proposed in the earlier House-passed bill. The substit
ute protected the
644
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2,720-acre Fossil Forest from mineral leasing, coal development, mining,
or any other significant surface or subsurface disturbance. The major
change in the substitute resulted from dropping all mention of the Ahshi-sle-pah. This area was left as a wilderness study area pursuant to
Section 603 of FLPMA.

646

Mr. Richardson expressed disappointment about the change, noting
that he was persuaded that wilderness designation was most appropriate
for the Ah-shi-sle-pah. He referred to BLM studies that indicated it
might be " . . . the most significant area of all in terms of dinosaur
fossils alone."

647

The new agreement, he noted, would allow the ongoing

wilderness study of the area to go forward but it " . . . may mean that
the bulk of the area which is currently under selection by the Navajo is
transferred in trust to the Navajo Nation in the near future.

”648

He

concluded that the substitute reflected the best possible compromise that
could be reached under the circumstances and he joined Mr. Seiberling and
Mr. Lujan in urging its passage.
The amendment in the nature of a substitute was agreed to and
H.R. 6296 passed the House on October 3, 1984.
Senate Amends and Passes H.R. 6296.

On

October 5, 1984,

the Senate took up H.R. 6296 and added five additional amendments.
Senator Bingaman explained that two of these were key. The first
clarified the Navajo-Hopi Resettlement Act to provide that the Navajos
646
647
648
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would receive the surface and subsurface rights to all federal lands they
649
selected contingent upon the processing of PRLAs for the area.

The

second preserved New Mexico's existing share of royalties from coal on
federal lands transferred to the Navajos under the Navajo-Hopi
Resettlement Act. The amendments were adopted and the bill, as amended,
650
passed the Senate on October 5, 1984.

House Agrees to Senate Amendments.

The

House accepted the

Senate amendments later the same day. Mr. Richardson noted that the
wilderness proposals were exactly the same as had passed the House on
unanimous consent two days earlier. Both he and Rep. Lujan emphasized
that this was compromise legislation that had the support of the entire
New Mexico delegation, the State of New Mexico and the Navajo Nation.

651

The President approved the legislation on October 30, 1984.
649

In August, 1984, the Relocation Commission authorized the Navajo
tribe to choose alternative land selections to avoid conflicts with the
proposed wilderness areas. The adjustment worked out removed conflicts
for the De-na-zin, left some overlap for the Fossil Forest, and consolidated the Tribe's selection to cover nearly all of the Ah-shi-sle-pah.
The San Juan Wilderness Act requires the Fossil Forest overlaps to be
traded out. The Tribe's selections in the Ah-shi-sle-pah remain and this
federal WSA will probably become Indian land once all the Tribe's
selections are made. Environmentalists voiced concerns. The first was
that when the PRLAs were processed, the BLM might decide that the
applicants for leases should receive them. If this were to happen, the
land would probably be mined and there would be little the Tribe could do
to prevent it. The second was that since the San Juan Wilderness Act
gives the Tribe surface and subsurface rights on lands they have selected, the Tribe itself now seems interested in mining the Ah-shi-sle-pah.
"San Juan Wilderness Bill Becomes Law," The Chaco-Bisti News, No. 8,
(Fall-Winter, 1985).
650
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Case Study V: El Paso v. Reynolds
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of water in the
American Southwest. In the arid states, water is a life-giving property
and there is rarely too much of it. Where it is scarce, as it is here,
water often takes on almost mystical qualities. For Southwesterners,
water availability is associated with survival itself. Drought joins
famine and pestilence as "an age-old threat against which it is inconceivable to have too much security.

”652

Water is also the key to

prosperity--water can make the deserts bloom or transform a dusty

653
crossroads into a thriving metropolis.

Where having water can make so

much difference, deciding who gets it and who does not assumes a very
special importance. For this reason, it is instructive to consider a
continuing conflict over water allocations and water rights in the Rio
Grande Basin.

Background
The waters of the Rio Grande begin in the San Juan range of the
Rocky Mountains in Colorado, and they flow south through New Mexico and
Texas. At El Paso, Texas, the river becomes the boundary between the
United States and Mexico for 1,200 miles. It then empties into the Gulf
of Mexico at Brownsville, Texas. For 1,800 miles or more, the Rio Grande
drains approximately 182,000 square miles--89,000 square miles are in the
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Helen M. Ingram et al., Saving Water in a Desert City. Report to
the Office of Water Research and Technology. Unpublished Draft, 1982, p.
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United States and 93,000 are in Mexico. The Conejos and Costilla Creeks
in Colorado; the Honda, Taos, Chama, and Red Rivers in New Mexico; the
Pecos and Devils Rivers in Texas; and the Conchas, Salado, and San Juan
Rivers in Mexico form the Rio's major tributaries. 654
The Rio Grande region is arid to semiarid with low erratic
rainfall which ranges from a low of eight inches in the valleys to a high
of 30 inches in the high mountains. Heavy summer thunderstorms combine
with snowmelt to provide the waters of the upper Rio Grande. In this
area, from the headwaters south to about 80 miles below El Paso, all
streamflow is consumed. South and east of El Paso in the lower Rio
Grande at a point called Fort Quitman, Texas, the river essentially dries
up. Further on, it rejuvenates itself and becomes a significant stream
to the sea.

655

However, it is primarily the waters north of Fort Quitman

that are at issue in the current controversy.
Conflict along the Rio Grande over water is far from new.
Rather, water development in the region evidences a long history of
controversy. Following Coronado's exploration in 1540, Spanish and
American settlers in the succeeding centuries began to irrigate and
develop areas along the river. By 1851, New Mexican settlers had moved
north and had begun irrigating the fertile San Luis Valley of southern
Colorado. By 1871, more than 50,000 acres were under irrigation and the
number increased to 122,000 acres during the next seven years. From 1880
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between the United States and Mexico (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1966).
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to 1890, the number doubled to almost 200,000 acres.

656

Downstream in

New Mexico and Texas, water supply problems were aggravated by the
increased demand to the north. By 1880, New Mexico itself had 183,000
acres under irrigation and Texas was experiencing border conflicts with
657
Mexico. Water shortages began to be felt as early as the 1890s.
The stage was set for a controversy that lasted over twenty
years. Army Engineer Anson Mills recommended a dam be built three miles
north of El Paso to enhance supply by capturing floodwaters usually lost.
Others preferred a dam at Elephant Butte, New Mexico, about 125 miles
north of El Paso. Ultimately the Elephant Butte site was chosen for the
dam, which was constructed in 1916 as part of a federal reclamation
project known as the Rio Grande Project.

658

Meanwhile, the U.S. State Department had negotiated a treaty with
Mexico covering the Rio Grande to Ft. Quitman. Signed on May 21, 1906,
659
this treaty guaranteed Mexico 60,000 acre feet of water annually.
Thus, both the Project and the treaty were in operation by the time
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas got together to apportion the streamflow
above Ft. Quitman. As a result, this agreement, the Rio Grande Compact
of 1938, has different provisions for the Colorado-New Mexico allocations
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than for the New Mexico-Texas allocations.

660

That is, Colorado is

required to provide a certain quantity of Rio Grande water to New Mexico
at the New Mexico state line. On the other hand, New Mexico was not
required to provide any set amount to Texas at the Texas border.
Instead, New Mexico was required to let down a quantity of water from
Elephant Butte proportional to the amount of runoff measured at Otowi
gauge in north-central New Mexico.

661

The compact has not been a panacea. Texas and El Paso have
unsuccessfully sued New Mexico previously and Texas and New Mexico joined
together to sue Colorado over compact compliance.

662

In times of

shortage, the states have strained to meet their delivery requirements
and thirsty users have chafed at the restrictions, but overall "the
compact has worked with the help of the not-infrequent prodding of the
u663
federal courts and careful monitoring.

In addition to the Rio Grande Compact of 1938 and the Mexican
Convention of 1906, there are other allocation agreements which result
from the Rio Grande Project. Specifically, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, which was responsible for building Elephant Butte Reservoir and the
related drains and canals, contracts to supply water to the Elephant
660
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Butte Irrigation District (EBID) in New Mexico and the El Paso County
Water Improvement District No. 1 in Texas. The water delivered under
these contracts is mostly for irrigation and is allocated according to a
formula based on water rights acreage. The Project serves 159,650 acres,
with 90,640 acres of water rights lands in New Mexico and 69,010 acres in
Texas. The United States also contracts with Hudspeth County Conservation and Reclamation District No. 1 to allow the Hudspeth District to use
return flows, drainage, and operational waste available downstream from
El Paso.

664

The City of El Paso also contracts for Rio Grande water for
municipal use. A 1941 contract between El Paso, the United States, and
the El Paso District allows El Paso to acquire 2,000 acres of Project
water rights land in Texas and to receive water for the city from the
retired acres. An 1949 contract between the City and the District
provided the City of El Paso with "excess waters" from the Rio Grande
Project. The City, the District, and the United States further contracted in 1962 to allow the city to acquire Project water from small
landowners in the City and the District. By 1980, Project water rights
lands amounting to about 3,500 acres had been obtained by El Paso.

665

El Paso Initiates Action: The Current Controversy
The current controversy between El Paso and New Mexico was triggered
by the city's recognition of its phenomenal population increase and its
concern about finding future water supplies to meet ever—increasing
664
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growth and development demands. El Paso sees this developing regional
water management transformation, which it initiated, as the result of its
efforts to plan ahead for water in order to avoid an acute, severe crisis
at some future time. El Paso argues that it is already the 28th largest
city in the country and the third fastest growing large city. Within the
last 10 years, El Paso has grown by more than 100,000 people. According
to a recent Texas Department of Water Resources study, between 1.1 and

1.4 million people will hook up to the water system within the next 50
years.

666

Extrapolated, this forecast suggested to El Paso that more

than 2 million people would live in the city within 100 years.

667

El Paso calculated total water demand for its future population
by multiplying the number of people expected by a factor representing the
amount needed per person. The factor used was 200 gallons per day per
capita in 1980 reducing to 192 gallons per day per capita by 2030. On
this basis, they concluded that El Paso's total need for water would
approach three times its current values, or about 300,000 acre feet per
year in 50 years. Based on a population of 2,100,000 in 2080 and a per
capita use of 180 gallons per day at that time the total water needs for
El Paso would be around 425,000 acre feet per year in 100 years.

668

More than 80 percent of the total water used in the El Paso
region is for agriculture.
666

Surface water combined with some recycled

Pete Schenkkan and Lee Wilson, "Some Issues in Interstate Water
Transfer—The El Paso Case." Unpublished manuscript, undated, p. 2,
hereafter cited as "Issues in Water Transfer."
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wastewater and shallow ground water provide the main source of supply for
this use. Although surface water is a renewable resource, regional
demand exceeds supply. Moreover, nearly 30 percent of the total surface
water available is "lost" to El Paso due to evaporation, percolation, and
downstream flows.

669

Municipal and industrial uses are primarily supplied by ground
water. There are two large ground water aquifers in the region, the
Hueco and the Mesilla Boisons. Both extend along the Rio Grande from
southern New Mexico into western Texas and the Republic of Mexico. The
Hueco Bolson lies east of the Franklin Mountains and runs from New Mexico
through El Paso into Mexico. The Mesilla Bolson is mostly in New Mexico
and lies west of the Organ and Franklin Mountains. El Paso pumps from
the Texas portions of both bolsons.

670

For years, however, El Paso has taken the bulk of its water from
wells in the Texas portion of the Hueco Bolson.

671

Although there are

estimates of 30 million acre feet of fresh water in the Hueco, most of it
is in New Mexico and some of it underlies Ft. Bliss. El Paso's Hueco
water account, therefore, consists of 10 million acre feet which includes
the Ft. Bliss share.

672

Some of the Hueco is in Mexico, and all of the

water used in Juarez is drawn from there.
669
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According to El Paso, pumping of the Hueco Bolson is substantially greater than the rate of replenishment. In El Paso, the water
table is dropping up to three feet per year. In Juarez, pumping is
causing a drawdown of up to 10 feet per year.

674

As pumping increases

with population growth, the water reserve will go down even faster.
Depletion is expected around 2013; perhaps it can be postponed to

2035.

675

As El Paso sees it, their alternatives are few. They are already
conserving more than Albuquerque or Las Cruces, and "what remains to be
done will have a relatively small impact.

”676

They have also gone as far

with recycling as they can since they have a $30 million Hueco Bolson
recharge project which is intended to put reclaimed sewage wastewater
into the Hueco aquifer and thus into the city's water supply. Desalinization is not a feasible near-term alternative because of enormous cost,
large energy requirements, unreliability, and environmental problems
related to brine disposal.

677

Taking more surface water from the Rio Grande is presented as an
attractive alternative even though the quality of this water is seen as
mediocre and the cost is relatively high. But there are two obstacles.
First, the legal structure of the entire Rio Grande Project would have to
674
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be overturned since river flows are controlled by the Project. This
would mean condemning farmland and destroying the traditional agricultural community within a few years. Second, the likelihood of drought
678
makes the river too unreliable to provide a solution for El Paso.

Ground water from elsewhere in Texas is another possibility. The
scattered Trans-Pecos aquifers, however, have only about 7 million acrefeet of fresh water and all of it is being used. Even if it were
available, it would be enormously expensive. Pipelines would have to
extend 100 to 150 miles and these costs plus pumping costs would make
this water 3 to 5 times more expensive than the current supply.

679

As a practical matter, then, El Paso concluded it must obtain
significant quantities of ground water from the Hueco and Mesilla Boisons
in New Mexico. The New Mexico portion of the Hueco is literally at El
Paso's city limits so pumping and transportation costs would not be much
more than they are at present. Most of the water is beneath federal land
so drilling rights need not be purchased from private owners. And the
New Mexico Hueco is little used.

680

The Mesilla Bolson is an even larger aquifer with at least 60
million acre feet of fresh water in New Mexico. El Paso's interest is
confined to water beneath the mesa close to El Paso. This mesa water
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mostly underlies federal lands and amounts to about 30 million acre feet.
681
It, too, is little used.

From El Paso's point of view the choice was obvious. Obtaining
access to ground water in New Mexico would provide a reliable supply,
more than enough for the next 100 years, and would save El Paso citizens
$5 to $10 billion over the next 50 to 100 years. 682 The only obstacle
was a New Mexico statute 72-12-19, N.M. Stat. Ann. (1978) which, with
minor exceptions, expressly prohibited the transport of ground water from
New Mexico for use in another state. El Paso believed, however, that
this statute could be challenged successfully in court.

683

From New Mexico's point of view, on the other hand, El Paso was
seen as having taken considerable water from the Rio Grande and the Hueco
Bolson in Texas. The City used the resource lavishly, charging very low
prices and permitting more than 30 percent of all the water available to
be used for landscaping.

684

In time, El Paso became concerned about

supply and especially worried about future costs. The most obvious
supply could be had from condemning agricultural land along the river and
turning that water to municipal use. "Not unnaturally, it occurred to El
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Paso that it would be a far more congenial resource if it could take the
water from New Mexico and get it free.

”685

To that end, El Paso commissioned a report by Lee Wilson, an
expert with experience in analyzing water sources. His job was to make a
case for getting New Mexico water into Texas. He was assisted by Mr.

Hickerson, the head of the El Paso Water Utility and Mr. Schenkkan,
counsel for El Paso in this cause. Mr. Wilson's study made a 100-year
projection which became the basis of El Paso's argument even though "the
longest previous planning study was 50 years and not even the El Paso
side thinks Wilson's long-range population figures to be accurate.

”686

El Paso spent $400,000 to $500,000 to prepare for its onslaught
(the figure was $670,000 by December 31, 1981). And when it was quite
ready, El Paso filed suit in September, 1980.

687

This suit, brought in

the U.S. District Court in Albuquerque, New Mexico, challenged the
constitutionality of the New Mexico statute and sought a court order to
prohibit its enforcement.

688

The New Mexico State Engineer then declared administrative basins
covering portions of the Hueco and Mesilla Boisons in New Mexico on
September 11, 1980.

689

New Mexico law provides that the State Engineer

can declare underground waters to be public waters, thereby bringing them
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under his control and supervision, if he finds that they have reasonably
ascertainable boundaries.

690

El Paso was ready and quickly applied under

New Mexico law for ground water which was almost entirely under federal
lands. 691

El Paso filed permit applications with the New Mexico State

Engineer for some 326 wells to appropriate 296,000 acre feet annually--a
capacity of 17 million acre feet.

692

New Mexico follows a prior appro-

priation doctrine with regard to surface water rights, as do most
southwestern states.

Prior appropriation allocates water rights to

beneficial uses on the basis of time priorities. Those with earlier
appropriations have a "senior" water right over later or "junior"
appropriators. This is the well-known "first in time, first in right"
decision rule.

693

Thus, by filing first, El Paso insured that its

applications to appropriate water from both basins would be senior to
later applications. Therefore, El Paso would be entitled to available
unappropriated water in preference to subsequent applicants.

694

The New Mexico State Engineer, Steve Reynolds, denied all 326
applications on the grounds that Article XVI, 2 and 3 of the New Mexico
690
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Constitution, precluded the use of New Mexico ground water outside the
state's borders. 695
Federal Court Litigation: El Paso v. Reynolds
The plaintiffs, the city of El Paso Water Utilities Public
Service Board (El Paso) and its individual members, filed suit on
September 5, 1980, in the U.S. District Court in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The suit sought a declaratory judgement that a New Mexico statute
prohibiting the export of ground water was unconstitutional and an
injunction against its enforcement.

696

The contested New Mexico statute

reads: "No person shall withdraw water from any underground source in New
Mexico for use in any other state by drilling a well in New Mexico and
transporting the water outside the state.

“697

The defendants were those New Mexico officials that are specifi-

cally responsible for enforcing this statute. These officials included
S.E. Reynolds, State Engineer, Jeff Bingaman, Attorney General, and Lalo
Garza, District Attorney for Dona Ana County, New Mexico. Three parties
were also permitted to intervene as defendants. Defendant-Intervenor
Elephant Butte Irrigation District has the responsibility of distributing
federal reclamation project water to the New Mexico recipients of Project
water. Defendant-Intervenor City of Las Cruces, New Mexico, which is
located on the Rio Grande in southern New Mexico, and is the secondlargest area water user. Defendant-Intervenor Stahmann Farms, Inc.,
695
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best-known for its pecans, is a New Mexico agricultural corporation that
uses both Rio Grande Project surface water and ground water for its
crops.

698
The issue presented by this case was whether a state can consti-

tutionally ban the export of ground water. In a very clear, concise,
easy-to-understand brief, El Paso made three major arguments. First,
they said natural resource embargoes are unconstitutional. They labeled
the New Mexico statute a ground water embargo and argued that because it
overtly blocked the flow of commerce at the state line it was per se
unconstitutional. Second, they said water and water rights are articles
of commerce in New Mexico bought and sold in the marketplace like other
commodities and are therefore subject to review under the Commerce
Clause. Third, contrary interpretations of federal laws and U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, state statutes, or state constitutional provisions are
"erroneous," "irrelevant," "without merit," and "simply wrong."

699

The defendants' counter-arguments were much longer, more
detailed, and more complex. Their essential contentions were: first,
that the Court lacked jurisdiction because the case was controlled by the
Rio Grande Compact of 1938; and second, that the water laws of New Mexico
are a constitutionally valid exercise of the state's plenary power to
700

manage and allocate the public waters within its borders. With regard
698
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to the first contention, New Mexico argued that all of the waters in
which El Paso alleged an interest were as a matter of hydrology waters
controlled by the Rio Grande Compact of 1938. And since the Compact
prevents the extraterritorial use of the surface and tributary round
water apportioned to New Mexico, the use in Texas of these waters would
result in a rearrangement of interstate relations. Accordingly, the
Eleventh Amendment precluded maintenance of this suit because the real
parties at interest were Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, and the United
States, none of which were represented in the suit. Further, they argued
that since the Compact is a federal law which overrides state law, it was
upon the Compact that attention should be focused, not N.M. 72-12-19,
which was superfluous.

701

In New Mexico, hydrologically as well as historically and
administratively, the ground and surface waters of the Rio Grande system
are one and all of the waters drained by the Rio Grande above Ft. Quitman
and are apportioned by the Compact. Since these waters are already
appropriated, the only way the State Engineer could approve new appropriations would be to condition these new permits on the ultimate retirement
of a like amount of existing surface use. To fulfill El Paso's plans
would require the demise of virtually all of the surface irrigation of
the EBID and the El Paso Water Improvement District No. 1. Thus, New
Mexico argued, in effect, the State Engineer was being asked to obli-
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terate New Mexico's apportionment of Rio Grande waters as agreed upon and
702
embodied in the Compact, and this he could not do.

New Mexico saw El Paso's focus on N.M. 72-12-19 as a tactic
designed to avoid the true barrier to their proposed appropriations--the
Rio Grande Compact. New Mexico expressed understanding of El Paso's
position on this, noting that "beginning with the Colorado River Compact
of 1922, every water compact in the West is designed to do and did do
just what El Paso claims the dormant commerce clause forbids--i.e., to
apportion water for exclusive use in each of the compacting
n703
states. . . .[c]ompacts exist for no other purpose.

As to its second point, New Mexico argued that the statute being
challenged was part of an entire body of state law governing the conservation and allocation of public waters in New Mexico, and these state
laws were a valid exercise of state power that was backed by an enormous
array of federal legislation.

704

In no other area of the law, they said,

is congressional deference to state control and regulation more evident
than in the control and management of the public waters in Western
states. Beginning in 1866 and continuing through congressional debates
of the 1880s and 1890s, Congress passed legislation that granted to the
states control and title to the waters within their borders. The intent
was to ensure that water use would be conserved and ,allocated by the
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individual states, not by commerce and trade.

705 In a 1964 Senate

hearing, Senator Kuchel listed 37 state statutes in which Congress
expressly deferred to state control on water rights, water conservation,
and water development. The states responded to this spirit of cooperative federalism by creating comprehensive substantive and procedural
water codes tailored to local concerns and designed to ensure maximum
beneficial use of water.

706

Justice Rehnquist recently summed up the

federal-state relations as to water by saying:
The history of the relationship between the federal government
and the states in the reclamation of arid lands of the Western
states is both long and involved, but through it runs the
consistent thread of pyffoseful and continued deference to state
water law by Congress.
Precisely because of state sovereignty over water within its
borders, however, problems which arose over competing claims to a river
running through two or more states required a regional or federal
mechanism for their resolution. Thus, often congressionally approved
interstate compacts were designed to equitably allocate waters flowing
through the Western states. El Paso's argument that water allocation in
this area should be controlled by market forces free of government
restriction, therefore, ignores the arrangements that have been fostered
and encouraged by Congress over the past 100 years. Historically,

705
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Congress has clearly preferred leaving water choices to the states over
making water an article of commerce subject to market forces.

708

Additionally, New Mexico argued that the state's water law makes
water a public resource, not a private commodity available for open bid
in the market place. Therefore, they found a big difference between the
state's publicly owned waters and mineral resources, which are subject to
individual capture, possession, and sale.

709

The defendants argued that

the State of New Mexico is not a seller of water in a market place;
rather, the state owns the waters as trustee for the people. In acting
as trustee, the state exercises the political mandate of the people to
determine the distribution of water rights, the conditions imposed on
such rights, and the benefits to be derived from the exercise of these
rights. Further, the trustee role imposes on the state the expectation
and the means to provide and plan for present and future water needs.
Planning must consider not only the state's growth rate, but also
interstate equitable apportionment actions and Indian and federal water
claims still being litigated. Since decisions to conserve or allocate
water will fundamentally affect present and future conditions in the
state, the people of New Mexico have chosen the state as trustee, rather
than the market, to make these sensitive decisions. And when a state
acts as a guardian and trustee for its people, the commerce clause does
not apply to its actions. 71°
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Defendant Garza and Defendant-Intervenor Stahmann Farms added
their contentions that the New Mexico law serves a substantial and
legitimate local public interest and that there are no alternatives less
burdensome on interstate commerce available to New Mexico to achieve this
local public interest. Water in New Mexico, they said, is no mere item
of commerce. New Mexico is not seeking mere economic advantage; rather,
it is trying to assure its residents access to the single resource
necessary for survival. "Indeed, water is the 'life-blood of the
state.
As to alternatives, Texas has abundant water in Texas although it
may be more costly. New Mexico, on the other hand, faces severe water
shortages despite intense conservation efforts. The U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation has estimated that by 2020, New Mexico's supply will fall
short of its needs by 500,000 acre-feet. The defendants argued that this
is the classic case of the grasshopper and the ant. Texas has permitted
surface owners to exploit ground water without limit or regulation. El
Paso has known for 40 years that its primary source of water was finite.
Yet they have implemented programs which have encouraged waste. New
Mexico, though not as well endowed with water resources, has through
foresight, care, industry, and sacrifice, placed its limited water
712
resources under strict regulation to protect future supplies.
"Texas," they argued, "cannot take advantage of the foresight of a

711 Defendant-Intervenors Memorandum Pre-Trial Brief, City of El
Paso v. Reynolds, Civil No. 80-730-HB for the U.S. District Court for the
District of New Mexico, Albuquerque, January 9, 1982, p. 37.
712 Ibid., pp. 43-45.
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neighboring state merely to gain something for its own benefit. The

u713
Commerce Clause does not extend this far.
Among other issues, Defendant-Intervenor Elephant Butte Irrigation District also raised the question of the El Paso proposal's effect
on the treaty obligations of the United States with regard to Mexico.

EBID noted that El Paso's consultant Lee Wilson repeatedly said that El
Paso's plan involves an exchange scheme whereby Mexico would receive
treated sewage effluent as part of the United States' delivery obligation. Although the Republic of Mexico has not been consulted, the U.S.
clearly has a treaty obligation to provide 60,000 acre-feet of water per
year. EBID expressed doubt that when the treaty was negotiated, "water"
meant "sewage effluent" or that currently the Republic of Mexico would
agree to accept sewage effluent in place of water.

714

All in all, New Mexico defendants argued that this controversy
was not a simple matter of embargoes and commerce clause interpretation.
Rather, it was a complicated water rights issue compounded by international treaty, the Rio Grande Compact, and a long history of congressional deference to state water law. New Mexico tried numerous tactics
to get the suit dismissed and, as a result, the trial was not held until
January 11-13, 1982.
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Paso v. Reynolds, Civil No. 80-730-HB for the U.S. District Court for the
District of New Mexico, Albuquerque, November 12, 1982, pp. 25-26.
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U.S. Supreme Court Decides Sporhase v. Nebraska
Before a decision could be handed down, however, the U.S. Supreme
715
Court decided the case of Sporhase v. Nebraska on March 30, 1982.
Sporhase was a case involving the withdrawal of ground water from one
state for use in another and seemed to raise many of the same questions
as El Paso v. Reynolds. The Court therefore gave the New Mexico defendants a supplemental hearing on September 13 and 14, 1982 to respond to
the Sporhase issues.

716

U.S. District Court Decision
Then, on January 17, 1983, the district court rendered its
opinion. The judge defined New Mexico's anti-export statute as a "ground
water embargo" and found that it violated the Commerce Clause of the
United States Constitution.

717

The court was unable to accept the New

Mexico argument that the Rio Grande Compact apportions the surface water
between New Mexico and Texas and controls the ground water hydrologically
connected to the River. Instead, the court said that conjunctive management of surface and ground waters in the Lower Rio Grande system must be
applied even-handedly to both New Mexico and out-of-state appropriators.
Issues of impairment of prior water rights and measures for offsetting
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March 31, 1983, p. 3.
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Memorandum Opinion.
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impairments should be addressed in administrative hearings, not by an
absolute embargo on the interstate export of ground water.

718

As to New Mexico's contentions regarding the inapplicability of
the Commerce Clause, the court held that Sporhase settled these
issues.

719

In that case, the court ruled that water is an article of

commerce and that neither Congress' long—standing deference to state
water law nor state claims of public ownership of internal ground water
permitted discrimination against interstate commerce in ground water.
The court said New Mexico's embargo bars the export of ground water absolutely; it is an explicit barrier to interstate commerce and, absent a
narrowly tailored local purpose such as health or safety, must be subject
to strictest scrutiny.

720

If that scrutiny fails the statute must fall.

Water is an economic resource and the purpose of New Mexico's embargo is
to promote New Mexico's economic advantage. Although understandable,
this is tantamount to economic protectionism of one state against
another, and a violation of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Consti—
tution.

721

New Mexico Responds
Reaction in New Mexico reflected stunned disbelief and apprehension. Water officials expressed disappointment about the extent to which

718

Ibid., pp. 14-24.

719 Ibid., p. 25.
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Ibid., p. 26.

721 Ibid.,

pp. 25-36.
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the opinion discounted New Mexico's arguments and accepted El Paso s.
Newspaper editorials railed against the decision and the state legislature created a task force "to study, examine, and evaluate the impact and
implications . . . of recent court decisions concerning water and
interstate commerce" and to recommend modifications of New Mexico's water
laws.

723
The state legislature also passed new legislation replacing the

statute that was held unconstitutional. Senate Bill 295 which was
approved on February 22, 1983, provided procedures for applications to
724
The law requires
withdraw and transport waters outside the state.
that any person, firm, or corporation intending to withdraw surface or
ground water in New Mexico and transport it for use outside the state
must apply to the State Engineer for a permit. 725 To grant such an
application, the State Engineer must find that the withdrawal for use
outside the state will not impair existing water rights, is not contrary
to the conservation of water within the state, and is not otherwise
detrimental to the public welfare of the citizens of New Mexico. In his
decision, the State Engineer shall consider, but not be limited to, these
factors: (1) the supply of water available to the State of New Mexico;

(2) water demands of the State of New Mexico; (3) whether there are water
722 Bradley, "Case of El Paso," p. 16.
723 Charles T. Du Mars et al., The Impact of Recent Court Decisions
Concerning Water and Interstate Commerce on Water Resources of the State
of New Mexico. Report to Governor Toney Anaya and the Legislative
Council Pursuant to Laws, 1983, Chapter 98, undated, p. 1.
724 Senate Bill 295, 1983 New Mexico Laws-, Ch. 2.
725 Ibid.
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shortages within the State of New Mexico; (4) whether the water that is
the subject of the application could feasibly be transported to alleviate
water shortages in the State of New Mexico; (5) the supply and sources of
water available to the applicant in the state where the applicant intends
to use the water; and (6) the demands placed on the applicant's supply in
the state where the applicant intends to use the water.

726

In addition,

applicants for such permits must submit to and comply with the laws of
the State of New Mexico governing the appropriation and use of water.
The State Engineer is empowered to condition these permits to insure that
the use of water in another state is subject to the same regulations and
restrictions that may be imposed upon water use in the State of New
Mexico. An emergency clause provided that the act would take effect
immediately.

727

Additional Judicial Action
The defendants requested a new trial but the request was denied,
and on March 14, 1983, New Mexico filed a formal appeal.

728

They argued

that the enactment of new legislation had rendered the case moot and they
asked the court to vacate the judgement and remand with instructions to
dismiss the complaint.
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728 Appellants' Docketing Statement, Reynolds v. City of El Paso, No.
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March 31, 1983.
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El Paso responded on April 15, 1983, by filing a motion to modify
the final judgement of the U.S. District Court. 73° El Paso sought a
declaration by the court that key portions of the new law were unconstitutional and asked that an injunction be issued against its enforcement.
El Paso argued that the new provisions were an attempt to circumvent the
original holding of the court for "defendants have simply restated, in
the form of permit criteria, their 'policy of maximizing all public
welfare uses of water in New Mexico, and the furthering of that policy by

, 731
prohibiting interstate commerce in ground water. "

The new law, El

Paso said, was facially discriminatory and embodied the same type of
economic protectionism that had been struck down earlier.

732

The court

agreed, modified the final judgement accordingly, and granted the
injunction against enforcement of the new legislation.

733

Thus, the whole matter went to the United States Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit in Denver, Colorado. On December 16, 1983, the
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the final judgement of the U.S.
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District Court and remanded the case for further proceedings.

734 The

Court of Appeals stated that the case was remanded for "fresh consideration" of the "respective rights and obligations of the parties in light
of whether intervening changes of laws and circumstances are
relevant."

735

On remand, El Paso filed an amended complaint arguing that

the new law was unconstitutional.

736

In August, 1984 the federal district court handed down its
decision.

737

The court held that the portion of the new law which made

interstate but not intrastate transfers of existing water rights subject
to the new criteria was unconstitutional and that there was no mootness.
The Court said that the constitutionality of the application of the new
statute to El Paso was a question for future proceedings and that the
defendants should be given a chance that they "will apply the new statute
fairly, without undue discrimination."
decision was final.

738 Neither side appealed, so the
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Peter T. White, Water Law Newsletter. Boulder, Colorado: Rocky
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Things to Come
Attention has shifted, therefore, to the well permit proceedings.
From El Paso's point of view, the State Engineer is now legally free and
constitutionally obligated to resist the political efforts of the "pecan
farmers" to force him to hoard water for them.

740

El Paso expects that

constitutional standards will be followed and that their applications
will be granted. El Paso argues that its plans represent no threat to
the Mesilla Valley and they cite New Mexico State University professors
who have developed economic models showing that both states profit if
interstate trade in water is allowed.

741

El Paso claims that the farmers' fears of surface flow depletions
due to ground water pumping are unjustified because impacts due to El
Paso will not be felt for 200 years, and because any river impacts must
be paid for by El Paso with an equivalent amount of water.

742

Their plan

is to provide offsets by contributing return flows via the Rio Grande
Project. El Paso plans to discharge wastewater into the Rio Grande in
Texas and have the Bureau of Reclamation credit all project users. Thus,
releases will be saved which would otherwise be necessary to supply those
who physically use the water El Paso discharges. El Paso claims that
preliminary models show these credits will exceed pumping effects until
at least 2150.

743

So, "during that time New Mexico farmers will be
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getting more water than they would if El Paso were not pumping ground
water and discharging return flows.

,744

El Paso says it will enter the

market place, buy existing water rights, and retire farms only if forced
to do so.

745

As the earlier discussion of New Mexico's arguments indicated,
however, New Mexico is not persuaded by this sanguine view. New Mexico
clearly fears that it will be held to a standard of human survival; that
is, that it may limit or prohibit out-of-state use of its water only to
the extent that water is absolutely necessary for survival; i.e.,
bathing, cooking, drinking, sanitation, and fire protection.

746

On the

other hand, El Paso will be free to grow and develop without restraint.
It also questions whether the court gave sufficient weight to the state's
comprehensive efforts to regulate and conserve water, its arid condi-

tions, and projected water shortages and its lack of alternatives to
747
augment its water supply.

Scholars have suggested that El Paso may, unexpectedly, also
suffer negative consequences. Charles E. Corker, for example, says the
Sporhase decision which was controlling in the El Paso case may not have
any significant effects in the long run.
744
745
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Ibid.
Ibid., p. 19.
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Appellants' Docketing Statement, p. 6.
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Ibid.
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The Court could change its

Charles E. Corker, "Sporhase v. Nebraska ex rel Douglas: Does
the Dormant Commerce Clause Really Limit the Power of the State to Forbid
(1) The Export of Water and (2) The Creation of a Water Right for Use in
Another State?" University of Colorado Law Review, 54, No. 3 (Spring,
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mind; Congress could act. On the other hand, his analysis suggests that
it could have disastrous consequences. Assuming the worst, he notes that
if all statutes restricting water for out-of-state use were held unconstitutional, then many related state water laws would also fall.
Further, he says, assume that restrictive conditions on the export of
water, although not facially discriminatory, turned out to be unconstitutional when applied. Combine this with an assumption that before
Congress could be persuaded to act, irreparable damage occurs to ground
water resources and interrelated streams. The potential for harm to
interstate aquifers is clear.

749

In the New Mexico case, Corker adds, the two aquifers underlie
Texas, New Mexico, and the Republic of Mexico, but only a small fraction
of the water sought could be pumped in Texas. Under normal interstate
apportionment, the upper limits of each state's share would be the
quantity of water naturally accessible within that state. What happens
if the commerce clause is used to justify judicial apportionment which
exceeds that share for one state, leaving a minus quantity for theother?
Corker answers, the long-term prospect may well be worse for the winner
than for the loser. "The state in which the water is found has no
incentive to protect the water, its quality, or the containing aquifer if
it shares only in the burden and none of the benefit. The state in which

1983), p. 425.
749
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the water is used has no adequate means of managing the resource beyond
its boundaries. 1,750
A variation on the same theme has been suggested by Raul Branes
and Al Utton.

751 They are concerned about the effects of El Paso's

actions on Juarez, Mexico, and they note that El Paso plans to use the
New Mexico Mesilla Bolson water to slow depletion of the Texas water in
the Hueco Bolson. This may make more water available to Juarez through
the Hueco in the long run. On the other hand, this could be a situation
where neighbors share a cupboard that opens from both sides. What one
neighbor puts in the cupboard to store, the other neighbor takes out and
uses. In other words, Mexico may withdraw and use the water El Paso
thinks it is saving.

752

This could lead to an "abrasive, uncontrolled

international competition," responding "to the law of he who pumps the
, 753
fastest or the rule of 'we'll race you to the bottom of the aquifer. "
Yet another argument questions whether El Paso's version of the
economics of the market place is very realistic. This study suggests
that simple mistakes in economic analysis may make El Paso worse off than
before the lawsuit.

754

When El Paso evaluated its alternatives, it

750 Ibid., p. 426.
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calculated the cost of increased diversions from the Rio Grande at $250
per acre-foot, desalinization of local brackish water at $1,100 per acrefoot, and pumpage of adjacent New Mexico ground water at $200 per acrefoot. In this comparison, acting to remove the "embargo" and drill wells
in New Mexico is the best choice. The catch is that this $200 figure for
New Mexico's underground water was not empirically derived. There has
been no market for water between Texas and New Mexico, so the actual
price of water may turn out to be quite different from the El Paso
expectations.

755

Fair market value requires a willing buyer and a willing seller.
But although El Paso is clearly willing to buy, it is doubtful that New
Mexico is willing to sell. A good deal of New Mexico's resistance to El
Paso's plans derives from strongly held territorial claims. "New
Mexicans think that their water is legally theirs, not El Paso's. If El
Paso wants it, El Paso must pay the price--New Mexico's price, not El
Paso's. And few New Mexicans assume that the price for ground water will
be a mild and unobjectionable $200 per acre-foot."

756

In addition, there is a further problem. Water in New Mexico is
publicly owned so the seller would actually be the State of New Mexico
acting as trustee for the public interest. If New Mexico is to sell
water to Texas, surely it would be in the best interest for all the
citizens of New Mexico to get the highest price possible.
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Surrogate
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prices for water may be found in prices for water rights. Economic
research in New Mexico has indicated that the price for one acre-foot of
consumptive water right in the Rio Grande was $250 per acre-foot in 1969
and $532 per acre-foot in 1975. Projecting this price, correcting for
inflation based on the wholesale price index for 1967, shows the price
for a water right per acre-foot at $563.31 in 1980, $728.03 in 1985, and

$1,191.75 by 1990. 758
Even using the 1975 price of $532 per acre-foot makes other
alternatives such as recycling wastewater, blending saline water, or
importing water from West Texas look more economically attractive.
However, the true prices may well be even higher. This is because
according to tradition in appropriation states, the state does not sell
or allocate water strictly for profit. The state is not a competitive
private firm optimizing net returns at the margin. Instead, the state
allocates water to beneficial uses on the basis of strong utilitarian
principles. Thus, state-set prices might be higher since they would be
determined on the basis of the utilitarian principle rather than on the
marginal-cost calculations of private entrepreneurs. Under these
circumstances it may not be as clearly in El Paso's economic interest,
either in the short or the long run, to force an interstate water market
on an unwilling seller.

759

Perhaps even more serious are arguments which point to the
political implications of having the City of El Paso, a political
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subdivision of the state of Texas, dependent for its water supply on an
appointed official in the state of New Mexico. El Paso has requested
drilling permits asking that it be treated like any other New Mexico
appropriator. And the court's ruling clearly requires that the same
conditions be imposed on interstate applicants as on intrastate ones.
Although this sounds reasonable, Texas' long history of independence, its
strong sense of state autonomy, and its devotion to states' rights are
well known. To expect Texas to accept the authority of another state
over the allocation of a resource as crucial as water seems somewhat
unrealistic.

760

More importantly, equal treatment in this case may well involve
an administrative and policymaking nightmare. As one analyst explains:
Citizens of El Paso would have democratic representation in the
Texas State Legislature in Austin and would pay taxes to the
State of Texas, but their future water supply would be allocated
by the New Mexico State Engineer in Santa Fe who owes Texans no
democratic accountability and who is paid by taxes collected from
New Mexicans. An El Paso resident would look to Austin for
policy and decision on Texas problems (such as statewide water
planning) and to Santa Fe for allocations of water resources.
Even worse, the money El Paso pays for water would accrue to
another state's treasury where it could be appropriafgil for water
projects or public purposes there, but not in Texas.
And there is yet a further problem.

The New Mexico State

Engineer is required to even-handedly apply New Mexico water law in
supplying water to El Paso. New Mexico law follows prior appropriation
doctrine, and requires that the water be put to beneficial use. El Paso
clearly would be a senior appropriator in the Hueco and Mesilla Bolsons
760
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and the water is to be used for recognized beneficial purposes--municipal
and industrial use. However, in New Mexico, water is appropriated only
for actual beneficial use. So El Paso would be required to apply for an
appropriations permit for current uses, then reapply for further permits
as demands grew. Each additional application would require a new
decision, and most likely a higher price. Each application would provide
another opportunity for resentment or political backlash.

762

In addition, new applications can be approved only if they will
cause no harm to the rights of earlier appropriators. El Paso plans to
pump very heavily from under the Rio Grande, and even they admit that
this will eventually reduce the river's surface flow.

763

If surface

rights are harmed, how can El Paso mitigate the damage? Is it likely
that the city can reduce their pumpage of ground water when municipal and
industrial uses are high, growing, and increasingly dependent on this
source? Will El Paso be able to buy out irrigators and other appropriators for exchange? Currently, at least, the Mesilla Valley farmers are
thriving and they are devoted to their long-established patterns of
agricultural life. If reduced flows near the border cause upstream flow
reductions and the destruction of senior surface rights, then how much
liability will El Paso face? By themselves, these questions are quite
disturbing. But what will happen when El Paso discovers that most of
these negative effects are within the policymaking jurisdiction of the
New Mexico State Engineer, a jurisdiction which they have eagerly and
762
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voluntarily entered?

764 Surely the social and political costs inherent

in El Paso's strategy of relying on the market and on poor economic
analyses and belated, limited water planning will mount. Future political leaders in El Paso and Texas may find these costs very high and no
longer ignorable.
In any case, administrative hearings by the New Mexico State
Engineer on well permits are the next step. They are scheduled for
September 15, 1986. Currently, El Paso is requesting 266 wells in the

Mesilla Bolson, and intending to divert 246,000 acre-feet of ground water
per year.

765

Whether this diversion and the transformation in interstate

water allocations and water rights that appears to be accompanying it
will prove beneficial or disruptive is still very much open to question
and the entire matter is far from settled.
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CHAPTER V
FEDERALISM THEORIES AND PRESCRIPTIONS:
HOW WELL DO THEY FIT?
The five case studies presented in the previous chapter highlight
the variety of approaches that have been taken to deal with perceived
concerns within a specific area of natural resources policy. Yet
highlighting this variety, however interesting, is not particularly
useful to the political scientist seeking to generate more generalizable
propositions. This chapter, therefore, begins the quest to discover
whether patterns of politics can be identified that will aid us in better
understanding the relationship of federalism to public lands and water
policy. It focuses on two questions. First, do the contending theories
of federalism provide explanations of federal-state relations which fit
the substantive policy area of public lands and water policy? Second, do
these federalism theories and their derivative prescriptions aid in
predicting or improving future public lands or water policies?
As Chapter 2 demonstrates, there are numerous theories of
federalism, a voluminous literature, and much contention. "But precisely
what 'federalism' means is not now and never has been clear. . . . Thus,
any attempt to argue for a particular relation between the national
government and the states--in particular for a precise division of powers
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between them--must fall flat for lack of constitutional
corroboration."

766

Leach argues, however, that the fact that there is in

effect no basic theory of American federalism has not prevented vehement
arguments that such a theory exists.

767

Chapter 2 has noted that dual federalism, the roots of which can
be traced to the era of Roger B. Taney as U.S. Supreme Court Chief
Justice, became the dominant theory of federalism after the Civil War.
Dual federalism, a conflicting sovereigns theory which sees a clear line
between the powers of the two levels of government, retained this
dominance until well into the 1930s. Ultimately, it gave way in the main
to cooperative federalism. Cooperative federalism stresses that the
functions and powers of both the nation and the states are blended,

768

that federal, state, and local governments form a cooperative
partnership,

769

and that often this relationship involves considerable

bargaining among the levels of government.

770

Sorting through the

numerous contending theories of _federalism to focus on dual and
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cooperative federalism is useful analytically and has become fairly
standard practice.

771

This focus is particularly appropriate in this study for as Sally
Fairfax has pointed out, much of the upheaval in the federalism literature has bypassed the public lands scholars.

772

She attributes this to

the federalness of federal lands and the almost total dominance of the
conflicting sovereigns' view of federalism which has followed from this

federalness.

773

Thus, I turn next to consideration of whether the theory of dual
federalism fits the cases of public lands and water policy which were
detailed in the previous chapter.
Federal-state conflict in the case of the Sagebrush Rebellion
seems quite clear-cut. Beginning in Nevada in July, 1979, the Nevada
state legislature passed legislation asserting the states' claim to some

49 million acres of land in Nevada owned and managed by the federal
government. By April, 1980, Arizona had also passed a Nevada-like bill.
And by November, 1980, these two states were joined by New Mexico, Utah,
and Wyoming. Six other western state legislatures took some type of
formal action following the same theme. Nevada Assemblyman Dean Rhoads
argued that in his travels throughout the West in support of the Rebellion he found that "[the people] would really like to get the federal
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government off their back. • • •

”774

Nevada Senator Glazer complained

of Nevadans "being pistol-whipped by bureaucrats and dry-gulched by
federal regulations.

u775

And William Dresher urged the Council of State

Governments to "protest about what a 'foreign' government--Washington -- is
doing to your state."

776

These are such classic states' rights arguments

that they could have come directly from the discussions surrounding the
McCulloch v. Maryland decision.

777

Yet even in the Sagebrush case the conflict is not as straightforward as it appears. For neither the federal government nor the states
were as unified in their positions as the Rebellion implies. In the
Congress some support developed for the states' position. Senator Orrin
G. Hatch (R-Utah) introduced a bill that would allow states to "reclaim"
their lands. Rep. James D. Santini (D-Nev.) offered a companion measure
in the House.
Meanwhile, support for the Rebellion, even in those states that
passed Nevada-like legislation, did not always extend to their governors.
Governor Bruce Babbitt of Arizona vetoed Arizona's Sagebrush bill, as did
Governor Lamm of Colorado and Governor Brown of California.

In fact,
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most Western governors were reluctant to support transfer of public lands
to state management.
Indeed, according to a Rocky Mountain poll conducted in October,
1979, only a third of Westerners surveyed in an eight-state region
supported state government seizure of public trust lands managed by the
BLM. "Residents of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, and Idaho
were strongest in their opposition to state seizures of federal lands,
while residents of Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming were more closely
divided."

778

Only in Nevada did a majority favor state seizure of BLM

lands. Whatever the Sagebrush Rebellion was, depicting it as a simple
federal-state conflict does not seem accurate.
In the wilderness cases involving the Aravaipa Canyon and the
Arizona Strip in Arizona, and the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah, and
Fossil Forest in New Mexico, there was also plenty of opportunity for
traditional federal-state conflict. In all cases, lands which were
physically located within state boundaries were being managed by a
central government agency, the Bureau of Land Management. Furthermore,
FLPMA's requirements and BLM regulations created a wilderness review
program for BLM lands which was divided into two phases: inventory and
study. During the inventory phase, completed in 1981, BLM identified
areas under their jurisdiction that had wilderness characteristics. Once
identified in the inventory, these units then became wilderness study
area (WSAs) which were to be protected by being placed under an Interim
Management Policy. This policy was designed to prevent degradation of
778
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the area's wilderness characteristics while a permanent decision about
wilderness status was being pursued in Congress. Many saw both the
Interim Management Policy and the consideration of WSAs for possible
permanent wilderness designation as a "lock-up" of resources. Worse yet,
decisions were being made by the "pointy-headed bureaucrats" in Washington, far from the resources and the states most directly affected. As in
the Sagebrush case, these wilderness cases also seemed clearly to present
a classic federalism problem.
Yet closer investigation has revealed that in the Arizona Strip
the major conflicts

were

industry

between

interests and

environmentalists. Potential minerals development interests represented
by Energy Fuels, which wanted to explore and exploit the uranium in the
area, contended for use rights with livestock operators and wilderness
advocates. Fearing that extended conflict would seriously delay or
prevent mineral development in the area, Energy Fuels led the way to a
complex compromise. In the end they believed that the consensus reached
met their objectives and environmentalists believed that the compromise
reached closely reflected public desires.
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State officials supported

the compromise and federal government involvement primarily meant
Congressional ratification of the consensus worked out among the
contending interests.
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In the Bisti Badlands, the role of the federal government was
quite different. Here the executive branch strongly attempted to use
federal power to accomplish goals objected to by the state officials and
much of the local public. I refer to the big push to increase coal
production which nationally resulted in quintupling land leased to coal
companies and the auctioning of coal properties during a market glut.
However, despite a clear commitment by Secretary of the Interior James
Watt, backed by the President, to increase coal development by releasing
lands from wilderness status, the federal government was unable to impose
its will entirely on an unwilling state. Indeed, the federal government
itself was divided with members of Congress working with environmental
and Indian groups as well as state government officials to ultimately
achieve wilderness protection for two of the three wilderness study
areas. Special protection was also afforded the Fossil Forest.
In the Aravaipa Canyon wilderness case, there turned out to be no
economically significant resources available for development while there
were widely appreciated scenic, recreational, and wilderness values. So,
although the federal-state setting seemed the same as in the Arizona
Strip and Bisti Badlands area cases, no federal-state conflict developed
and neither was there significant conflict among contending interests.
Rather, there was widespread consensus that wilderness designation was
the most appropriate use for this area. President Reagan, Secretary
Watt, BLM Director Burford, Arizona Senators and Congressmen from both
sides of the aisle, Governor Babbitt, environmental groups, and local
community residents all joined in support of wilderness designation for
the Aravaipa Canyon.
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The case of City of El Paso v. Reynolds seems in many respects to
be the clearest example of all of federal-state conflict. In this case,
a federal court struck down as unconstitutional a New Mexico statute and
enjoined leading New Mexico officials from enforcing it. Even more
telling, this particular statute concerned water, a resource historically
considered by Congress and the Western states to be a matter for states
to decide. N.M.72-12-19 had prohibited the transport of water for use in
another state. New Mexico believed that it was a key part of the state's
long-standing comprehensive regulatory and management efforts designed to
conserve a vital and very scarce resource. Surely this conflict appears
to provide a clear case of nation-centered dual federalism with the
federal court imposing its will on an unwilling and resistant state, New
Mexico.
Yet here, too, closer scrutiny reveals that there are problems
with viewing this controversy as a federal-state conflict. For one
thing, once again the federal government is not united on a position
against the states. It is clear that the federal district court decision
draws heavily from the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Sporhase even
though observers think that case could have been distinguished. Relying
on Sporhase, however, allows the court to stay within the prevailing
market philosophy of the Reagan administration. So there is some unity
at the federal level. Nevertheless, within the federal court system
itself the Court of Appeals did not go along. Further, New Mexico sees
the remaining branch of the federal government, Congress, as a possible
ally. The special study commission report to the Governor and the
legislature recommended having Congress authorize maintenance of water
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within the state's boundaries or negotiating a compact with a sister
state and having that agreement approved by Congress.
Along this line, New Mexico sees this as a conflict between New
Mexico and El Paso--or between New Mexico and Texas, involving Colorado
and Mexico as well. The state does not perceive the controversy as being
between New Mexico and the federal government. From El Paso's point of
view the conflict is between the people of El Paso and the pecan farmers
of southern New Mexico.
Finally, the New Mexico state legislature responded to the
decision of the federal court by passing new legislation. The state
hopes to circumvent the federal court decision by setting strict conditions on applications for ground water appropriations. So far, the court
has taken a wait-and-see attitude toward the implementation of the new
law and the matter is far from settled.
In sum, if we accept conventional wisdom on the relationship of
federalism to natural resources policy, we should find that these cases
provide examples of dual federalism. We ought to see fairly clear
divisions of power between the federal and state governments. According
to the classic definition, there should also be equality between the two
resulting from the fact that the state and national governments are each
supreme in their own spheres. Given the strongly centralizing forces at
work since the New Deal, however, it would be more realistic to expect
some form of nation-centered dual federalism. We should see, in other
words, an uneasy but clear division of power marked by conflict between
the two levels of government and dominated by the central government.
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Yet upon examination of these public lands and water cases, we
find that what looks like federal-state conflict generally turns out not
to be. And even in the New Mexico wilderness cases, where there is some
evidence of federal-state conflict, the federal government does not
dominate. The idea of conflicting sovereigns really doesn't fit very
well.
Instead, do we see some variation of cooperative federalism?
Perhaps. The wilderness cases appear at first to support the notion of a
cooperative partners relationship between the federal and state governments, but only until one considers the Bisti Badlands area cases. And
certainly what has happened in the El Paso-New Mexico and in the Sagebrush Rebellion controversies does not resemble a cooperative partnership.
But what about Grodzin's marble cake version of cooperative
federalism? I see no real blending of functions and powers either,
probably because of the very federalness of the federal lands. Certainly
there is a lot of bargaining going on. But it is not always or even
mostly between the federal and state governments. Rather, it is among
interests with differing ideas about the values inherent in these lands
and waters and conflicting notions about what constitutes the best uses
for these resources.
Having decided that the federalism theories do not fit, we would
not expect prescriptions flowing from them to be very useful either. And
indeed, prescriptions to centralize or decentralize decision making yield
little that would enable us to predict or improve policy results.
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There is considerable justification in the literature for
evaluating the efficacy of these prescriptions by seeing whether preservation-environmental interests would prevail over development interests
or vice versa if the burden of decisions were to be taken by the central
government or the states.

780

One way of looking at the question of centralization and decentralization prescriptions is particularly highlighted by the Sagebrush
Rebellion. This concerns how well the states would manage new responsibilities. Overall, conventional wisdom suggests that if the public lands
were to be transferred to the states, the states would not manage well.
State legislatures have long held a negative image in policymaking. To
an extent this may be due to the failure of state governments to deal
with the economic crises of the Great Depression and the related rise in
the role of the national government.
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To an extent, it may be due to

the Southern state legislatures' segregationist policies.
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In any

case, in numerous_ policy areas such as health, education, welfare,
housing, civil rights, civil liberties, and the environment, many states
either failed to act decisively or appeared backward. Policy initiation
was largely taken over by the national government. " % States rights'
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[became] the banner of those who wanted to halt social progress entirely.
• • •

.783
The history of such Western states as Arizona, Colorado, Utah,

and New Mexico is far from reassuring. Generally these states have
tended not to make tough trade-off decisions between economic development
and preservation of environmental quality and cultural integrity. The
Arizona legislature has been known as the tool of the three C's: copper,
cattle, and cotton. On resource management issues, the four states have
had the reputation of favoring practically any development project that
involves bringing federal dollars into local economies. Institutional
capabilities have also been questioned. The Arizona legislature ranked
forty-third among the states in a 1971 reform study by the Citizens'
Conference on State Legislatures. In short, the policymaking record of
these state governments "would seem to confirm the judgments of the
harshest critics."

784

On the other hand, more recent studies of state legislatures
point to a better record than their images would suggest. Some students
of state government argue that states have innovatively experimented with
policies for which the federal government has later received credit.
Some states, for example, have asserted leadership in energy policy, land
use policy, and environmental policy. Clearly, state legislatures are
now formally more representative than the Congress since both chambers
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must reflect the one-person one-vote reapportionment decisions.

785

Caution is in order, therefore, in recommending structural change or in
predicting its results based on capabilities. Most likely, as Frank
Gregg has argued, capability is not the issue. As he notes, • • •
regardless of who is in charge the conflicting demands will exist
nevertheless."

786

So it is to these conflicting demands that we now turn in trying
to discover whether centralization would favor environmental interests as
has generally been supposed and whether decentralization would aid
developmental interests. We begin with the Sagebrush Rebellion.
Clearly, it was true that environmental and multiple use values weighed
heavily in federal government decision making during the Carter years.
But the Reagan administration drastically altered that balance. And even
though development interests began the Sagebrush Rebellion because they
believed they would get a better hearing in the states, events have not
worked out that way. Several state legislatures did quickly respond to
traditional users' pressures and pass Sagebrush bills, but some key state

officials--Governor Babbitt, for example--expressed commitment to
environmental and multiple use values and opposed the Rebellion. Babbitt
now finds a strong grass roots conservation movement growing in the
Western states supported by newcomers to the West.
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In the Arizona Strip situation, development interests compromised
with environmental interests. Then together they worked to build support
levels of government.
for their proposals at both the local and national
among the interIn effect, Congress accepted the consensus worked out
development interests believed it was
ests. In the Aravaipa Canyon case,
and
not economically feasible to go after possible minerals in the area
cattle operators were already accustomed to being limited to the canyon
no significant
rim for grazing their herds. Environmentalists had
the users,
opposition. The President, the BLM, the Congress, the state,
all were basically united in support of wilderness designation.
In the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah, and Fossil Forest
the executive
instances, the development interests got a big push from
the support of a few
branch of the national government and they also had
Mexico's
state legislators as well. But members of Congress, New
the environgovernor, and all of the other top state officials supported
water controversy between El
mentalists and the Navajo Nation. In the
could
Paso and New Mexico, the situation is somewhat different. Here one
supported by the
see the development interests aligned with El Paso and
side
federal government. New Mexico could then be viewed as being on the
of the environmentalists working to conserve a scarce resource for the
future. But there are problems with this interpretation. The federal
position is not necessarily as unified as it appears and New Mexico
clearly wants the water saved for its own future economic development.
Thus, in this substantive policy area, much depends on which
actors or ideologies are in power at which level. And these variables
change over time--sometimes very dramatically as in the Carter-Reagan
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switch, and in the increasingly active and improved role of state
governments--so that predictions are unlikely to be successful. There-

fore, it is not plausible to hypothesize that if decision making in this
issue area were to be centralized--that is, if the federal government
were to take a stronger role--the policy results would more likely
reflect environmental (or developmental) concerns. At the same time, we
can have little confidence any more that if the burden of decisions were
placed on the states that the development interests would always prevail.
Given all this, what can political scientists offer to the study
of federalism and public lands and water policy? It is to this concern
that this study now turns.

CHAPTER VI
THE ROLE OF THE POLITICAL SCIENTIST:
POLICY TYPES AND POLICY LEARNING
This chapter continues the quest to discover whether there are
identifiable patterns of politics that can aid us in better understanding
the relationship of federalism to natural resources policy. It begins by
considering whether typology models taken from the policy literature can
provide a more useful fix on federal-state relations in public lands and
water policy. It then develops a policy perspective on federalism by
adapting policy typologies to consider levels of government. Drawing
information from the case studies presented in Chapter IV, the policy
relevance of the federal structure in each case is analyzed. Finally,
the role of the political scientist with regard to policy learning is
considered.
Policy Types
There are numerous ways of classifying public policies which
have been suggested by various political scientists. Commonly, policies
are differentiated by function so that one may consider education,
health, welfare, or transportation policy. Although clearly useful for
some purposes, functional categories provide problems for the analyst for

public actions are often multifunctional and do not fit discretely into
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one category or another.

787

David Easton has offered a systems analytic

approach to the study of public policy.

788

His work is particularly

useful in presenting a dynamic view of the process by which policies are
conceived, formulated, legitimated, implemented and reconsidered.
However, Easton most concerned about those aspects of public policy that
are essential to the survival of the political system, while many
important aspects of public policy are little related to system survival.
Further, Easton's work is highly abstract and lacks operational
specificity. This means that "its usefulness in empirical research is
limited unless it is augmented by more elaborate classificatory
criteria."

789

Thomas R. Dye has elaborated on Easton's systems formulation,
concentrating especially on the outputs of the political system.

790

He

views "the political system as determined by the broader socioeconomic
system of which it is a part.
points.

792

"791

He urges analysis of three data

First, he considers socioeconomic or social background

variables, such as income and urbanization.

Second, he looks at
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political system characteristics, such as party competition. And third,
he considers policy outcomes along functional lines. Although his work
is quite interesting, his insistence on viewing the political system as
determined by the broader socioeconomic system has made many political
scientists uncomfortable. Not unnaturally, they prefer to see a more
determinative role for the political system.
Other approaches try to show how political outcomes vary
systematically with changes in organization of decision making. For
example, James A. Robinson and R. Roger Majak direct attention to the
processes of decision and suggests that policy outcomes can be classified
in terms of goods and services and analyzed in terms of complexity,
effectiveness, rationality and stability.

793

Following along this decision-making approach to policy
classification is the work of Theodore J. Lowi. Lowi has argued that
public policy can be classified into three types: distributive,
regulatory, and redistributive. Lowi has suggested that
perceptions of costs and benefits distinguish one policy type from
another. Policies are composites of benefits and costs but considering
the general thrust of each permitted Lowi to distinguish three different
types of policies, each with a characteristic set of actors, arenas, and
relationships. 794

Distributive policies, according to Lowi, are those
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perceived as providing a bundle of direct benefits which are limitless,
with no losers and very few indirect costs or benefits. The actors are
those that depend on locally based, insulated groups working primarily in
Congressional committees. These are the classic subgovernments which
generally act with little supervision because only those who directly
benefit are interested in their actions. Relations among the
beneficiaries are largely those of mutual non-interference and mutual
accommodation.
Regulatory policy, on the other hand, concerns policies where
the groups that are indulged or deprived are aware of both direct and
indirect costs or indirect benefits. The actors here are primarily
interest groups which organize around shared interests and become
involved because they would be directly hurt or helped by the policy.
Often whole economic sectors are affected by regulatory policies which
are usually developed by coalition building often in the arena of
Congress as a whole battling it out on the Floor.
Redistributive policies are like regulatory policies in that
there are clear winners and clear losers. But redistributive policies
involve entire social and economic classes of people, not just some
groups. The actors reflect elite politics usually working in peak
associations or brain trusts in the executive branch. The relationships
here involve deep conflict, often fought out behind the scenes with
little coalition building involved.
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In effect, what Lowi has done is to provide a formulation of
highly general ideal types. "An ideal type is a theoretical construct,
which, while drawing upon empirical facts is not solely determined by
them.

u796

Rather, "some aspects of . . . reality are selected and

accentuated in defining the type, because of their apparent interdependence and theoretical importance.

u797

Max Weber further explained that

an ideal type

• . . will help to develop our skill in imputation in research:
it is no hypothesis, but it offers guidance to the construction
of hypotheses. It is not a description of reality but it aims to
give unambiguous means of expression to such a
description. . . . An ideal type is formed by the one-sided
accentuation of one or more points of view and by the synthesis
of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and
occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are
arranged according to those one-sidedly emphasized viewpoints
into a unified analytical construct (Gedankenbild). In its
conceptual purity, this mental construct (Gedankenbild)Aannot be
found empirically anywhere in reality. It is a utopia.
Weber's use of the word utopia should not be read as implying excellence.
Instead "he is arguing that the construct has no precise referent in the
799
world. lit is a human invention."

Inevitably, trying to fit real world problems and policies into
neat theoretical policy typologies presents difficulties.

This is
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compounded for Lowi by his use of a perspective which is the opposite of
the more typical perspective in political science, for he begins with the
00
assumption that "policies determine politics." 8As

might be expected,

then, Lowi's work is not without critics.
Larry Wade, for example, argues that Lowi's scheme involves
definitions that are " . . . inconsistent with conventional (and preferable) usage, and, indeed, internally inconsistent as well."

801

He notes,

nevertheless, that Lowi's work is rightly regarded as seminal and that
his manner of attaching political process and power structures to his
policy types is quite useful and imaginative. 802 Randall Ripley further
explains that "Lowi posits a one-way causal relationship; for him the
perceptions of what is at stake cause certain predictable configurations
of policy actor relationships to emerge.

.803

Although he finds Lowi

useful, Ripley describes himself as more content with an "associational"
rather than a "causal" statement.

804

Dean Mann also accepts "the utility of the Lowi paradigm and its
contribution to our understanding of the fact that policy may largely
determine politics rather than the other way around.
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raises questions about the neatness of the categories and suggests that,
at least in the case of water policy, often what looks like regulatory
policy may in fact be distributive. 806 According to him, often distributive politics persists even though contrary to environmental concerns
about integrity and comprehensiveness, because the distributive aspects

• • .may be instrumental in achieving other environmental goals
”807
For
considered by their advocates to be of a higher priority.
example, Mann cites the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of

1972. Here the objectives were to set certain national water quality
goals to be achieved by specific deadlines. Water was to be fishable and
swimmable by 1983, and all discharges were to be eliminated by 1985, for
example.

808

These objectives were to be attained by adopting and

enforcing higher water standards, requiring use of improved technology,
and by federal financial assistance to states and localities for improved
waste treatment facilities.

809

Conservationists pushed the legislation

concentrating on stronger federal enforcement and higher standards.

810

The price tag was high. Total spending authorization for a three-year
period under the act amounted to more than $24 billion.
Hills: Sage Publications, Inc., 1975), p. 95.
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However, while conservationists cared little about the economics
involved, state and local government representatives took the reverse
position. They were far more interested in tapping the federal coffer
for construction grants than they were in any other part of the legislation

812

.
Mann suggests that "conservationists achieved a considerable but

partial victory by ignoring the distributive and economically objectionable character of the waste treatment grant program.

813

Because of the

popularity of the program which had a great deal of money for nearly
everyone, conservationists were able to get "acceptance of quality goals
and standards that otherwise might have occasioned considerably more
dispute. • • • p814 He concludes that "the predominant mode was regulatory, but the distributive mode played a crucial role in making the
regulatory decisions possible.

H815

Helen Ingram and Scott Ullery offer further clarification of
Lowi. They recognize that in reality any particular policy may be more
complex than simple classification schemes imply, often simultaneously
indulging some and depriving others in more than one way. For example,
they note, "while one and the same policy formula may subsidize some
individuals or groups, other individuals or groups may gain or lose
access to decision-makers, still others may suffer or enjoy entirely
812
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unintended consequences, and some groups and individuals may perceive
costs and benefits solely in terms of intangible symbols and emotional
reinforcements.

”816

Because of this complexity they urge analytically

isolating the types of costs and benefits that constitute basic policy
elements. These elements include four types or dimensions of costs and
benefits: direct, indirect, structural, and symbolic.

817

Direct costs and benefits are those material values explicitly
provided by the policy. Indirect benefits and costs are the intended and
unintended spillovers or side effects. Symbolic costs and benefits are
sometimes implicit, sometimes manifest in the declarations of policy
purposes or goals. Ingram and Ullery caution that symbolic allocations
may take on importance equal to or greater than other allocations along
"more real" dimensions. Finally, and most useful for this study,
structural costs and benefits are those related to patterns of
administrative authority and responsibility. Typically, these are seen
in the relative access of some groups and individuals to those who make
public policy.

818

For example, Ingram and Ullery argue "whether primary

authority and responsibility rest with the states or with one or another
federal agency can itself be perceived as a deprivation of some interest,
and a reward for another interest.
816
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This is useful here because it
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focuses attention on structure and on the notion that who gets to decide
can often be as important as what gets decided.
Robert H. Salisbury has also found Lowi's work useful and he has
helpfully adapted his typology along two lines. 820 First, he has added a
fourth type: self-regulatory policy. According to Salisbury, distributive policies are those perceived to confer direct benefits on one or
more groups. Usually there is little or no conflict involved in passing
the legislation, although there may be some over the size and specific
distribution of benefits. Redistributive policies also confer benefits,
but since they are perceived as also taking away benefits from other
groups, they involve more intense conflict. Often this conflict is over
the legitimacy of the action, as well as its specific substance.
Regulatory policies "impose constraints on subsequent behavior of
particular groups and thus indirectly deny or confirm potentially
beneficial options in the future.
ambiguous and shifting, since the

Conflict . . . is likely to be
specific content and direction of

benefits and costs is not known; only, so to speak, the 'guidelines

, .H821

Self-regulatory policies also involve the imposition of constraints, but
here these are perceived to increase, not decrease, the group's benefits.
In self-regulatory politics, only a small group make demands and usually
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there is little opposition.
example.

Professional

licensing provides an

822
Secondly, Salisbury argues that "the interactions of demand
are systematically associated

patterns and the decisional system .

• •

with differentiated types of policy.

"823

He defines demand

patterns as referring to "patterns of groups and individuals • • •
"824
articulating demands and pressing them upon the decisional system.
According to Salisbury, these demand patterns can be placed on a continuum from integrated to fragmented, depending upon the range, diversity, and compatibility of demands being made, as well as upon the unity
or disunity of the groups making them.

825

The decision system can also

be placed along the same continuum from integrated to fragmented. He
describes Congress as being a highly fragmented decision system. The
judiciary is a highly integrated system with hierarchical structures and
powerful norms to constrain lower court conformity to higher court
decisions. The executive branch tends toward integration but can reflect
fragmenting influences resulting from the development of very large and
complex bureaucracies.

826

Salisbury is interested in the interaction between the demand
patterns and decision systems, as well as the degree of integration and
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fragmentation in each. He suggests that redistributive policies are more
likely to be sought when integrated demand groups face an integrated
decision system. Distributive policies are more likely associated with
fragmented demand systems in fragmented decision systems. Selfregulatory policies are associated with integrated demand in a fragmented
decision system. And regulatory policies will be associated with
fragmented demand in an integrated decision system.
Policy Types Applied to Case Studies
Applying Salisbury's model to information drawn from the case
studies in Chapter IV, what do we find? In the Sagebrush Rebellion case,
there was clearly a struggle between environmentalists and others who
supported multiple use, and the more traditional users. These interests
were well-organized and vocal, and they pressed the BLM for very different kinds of decisions. In fact, Cawley argues that the Rebellion can
best be viewed as an attempt to mobilize development interests to obtain
a revision of public land regulations that would deemphasize environmental values.

827 He also says that regulations made to implement FLPMA

were the cause of much of the frustration involved in the Rebellion.
"The point here is that laws tend to be broad guidelines and regulations
are more specific interpretations of the laws. . . . [R]egulations . . .
can undergo extensive change without necessitating a change in the law
itself."

828

This adds up to a very fragmented demand pattern being
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pressed on a relatively integrated decision system, the BLM. The result,
according to Salisbury, ought to be regulatory policy and his description
of regulatory policy seems to fit the Sagebrush case nicely. Note
especially the idea that conflict is likely to be ambiguous and shifting
since the specifics of benefits and costs are not known. This captures
quite effectively the complexities of the Sagebrush Rebellion.
The Aravaipa Canyon case clearly fits the self-regulatory mold.
There was no significant opposition to the effort to designate the
Aravaipa a wilderness area, clearly an example of integrated demand. The
decision system involved was a fragmented one--the Congress.
The Arizona Strip and the Bisti Badlands area cases also
involved wilderness designations and the fragmented decision system of
Congress. The difference, however, between these two cases and the
Aravaipa case lies in the demand patterns. In the Aravaipa, no
opposition meant integrated demand, but in the other two cases there was
considerable fragmentation of demand. Although these diverse demands
were negotiated out among the interests in the Arizona Strip but not in
the Bisti, both represent clear examples of distributive policy. Both
involved the perception that direct benefits were being conferred on
several groups, and the conflict on passage mostly concerned the size and
distribution of the benefits. In both cases, the specific number of
acres and their exact locations were the subject of considerable
negotiation. And in both cases, environmentalists and development
interests had reason to be pleased. Development interests had feared
continued long periods of uncertainty about whether or not they could
exploit the resources in these areas, as well as the possibility that
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they might be "locked out" entirely. Environmentalists and many
Congressmen believed that President Reagan would sign wilderness
legislation before the 1984 election, but not necessarily after.

829

Therefore, environmentalists feared that they could lose out entirely if
they waited.
In the water controversy between El Paso and New Mexico, we find
an example of redistributive policy. Here the decision system was the
federal judiciary, which exhibited strong integration by following very
closely the Sporhase decision just handed down by the U.S. Supreme Court,
even though that decision broke with a long line of precedents in water
law cases. Demand was also integrated even though it may not appear so
at first glance. El Paso was able to mold its demands neatly into the
prevailing market ideology of the Reagan administration, which is
apparently even shared by the current Supreme Court. In addition,
despite New Mexico's denials, El Paso was able to make a strong case that
in most other situations New Mexico also favored establishing and
encouraging a market in water. They quoted Dr. Bahr, Director of New
Mexico Water Resources Research Institute as saying "Water is a market” 830 And
able commodity and will probably be sold to the highest bidder.
they noted that the theme over the last twenty-five years of the public
speeches of New Mexico State Engineer Steve Reynolds has been "the
marketability of water rights in New Mexico and its role in reallocating
829
830

1984 Congressional Quarterly Almanac, Vol. XL, p. 314.

Plaintiff's Pre-Trial Brief, City of El Paso v. Reynolds, Civil
No. 80-730-HB, for the U.S. District Court for the District of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, January 7, 1982, p. 6.
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water to areas and uses of greater need."

831 In addition, further

evidence that this case represents redistributive policy can be found by
looking at Salisbury's definition. Clearly this is a case where benefits
are being conferred, but they are also being taken away, and there has
been intense conflict over the legitimacy of the action as well as over
its content.
Reviewing the results of this analysis of the case materials
using Salisbury's policy typology shows that the Sagebrush Rebellion can
be identified as regulatory policy, the Aravaipa Canyon case as selfregulatory, the Arizona Strip and Bisti area cases as distributive, and
the El Paso-New Mexico water case as redistributive. The fit is good for
all cases and we must conclude that Salisbury's work has been helpful in
the quest to discover identifiable patterns of politics.
Even more importantly, this analysis helps explain why
federalism theories which focus on the shifting locus of power in
federal-state relations and on prescriptions which advocate structural
solutions run amuck. The point is that it is the interaction of demands
and values with the decision structure that affects policy outcomes.
This is why it is so difficult to predict a particular policy result in
advance from knowing only the decision structure. The federalism
theories alone do not fit and the structural solutions are not very
helpful because so much depends on which actors and interests are
involved, the degree of agreement or conflict over the values at stake,
and the extent to which these interests are organized.

831

Ibid.
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A Consideration of Levels of Government
Even so, a major problem still remains. For neither Lowi nor
those who have developed his work have included levels of government in
their discussions of arenas. It is to this concern that this study now
turns, seeking answers to question such as: What is it that the federal
level has in the way of costs and benefits (policies) that are not
available at the state level? Under what circumstances are federallybased politicians willing to make policy? When will state decision
makers ask for federal help? When will they resist that help?
There seem to be numerous advantages to federal-level decision
making. Principally, these would include broad geographical jurisdiction, specific Constitutional powers, and the capability to make general
rules and impose them, within limits, upon even a majority, especially
when that majority occurs only within a minority of states. Traditionally, the federal level has also had access to greater financial
resources and to generally higher levels of expertise and other bureaucratic resources. Some, such as the Progressives, saw efficiency as the
primary benefit of centrally planned and directed government actions.

832

Other advocates of centralization, such as Riker, McConnell, Jaffa, and
Laski have argued that only the federal level can provide equitable
policies with uniform standards which are capable of serving national

832

Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959).
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interests.

833

Wildavsky, who prefers decentralization, sees the virtue

of the central government as uniformity, and uniformity in turn as
necessary to achieve equality of result.

834

Ingram and Ullery note that

in addition to legal authority, expertise, and information, broad popular
835
support is also often focused at the top of the pyramid.
State-level decision making, by contrast, offers the advantage
of diversity. This permits experimentation and innovation resulting from
the potential 50-state "laboratories" and allows for decisions to reflect
local concerns more closely. Wildavsky argues that "[b]y stressing
diversity among states lessons may be learned that would otherwise not be
possible. By maintaining diversity, citizens may sort themselves so they
live with the kind of government they want.

.836

Obviously this is the

reverse side of the uniformity coin, for inequality of result follows

833 William H. Riker, Federalism: Origin, Operation, Significance
(Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1964); Grant McConnell, Private Power
and American Democracy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967); Harry V. Jaffa,
"The Case for a Stronger National Government," in Robert A. Goldwin
(ed.), A Nation of States (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1963); Harold
J. Laski, "The Obsolescence of Federalism," The New Republic (May 3,
1939), reprinted in Mavis Mann Reeves and Parris N. Glendening,
Controversies of State and Local Political Systems (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., 1972).
834

Aaron Wildavsky, "Birthday Cake Federalism," in Robert B.
Hawkins, Jr. (ed.) American Federalism: A New Partnership for the
Republic (San Francisco: Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1982), p.
186; Wildavsky, "Federalism Means Inequality: Political Geometry,
Political Sociology, and Political Culture," in Robert T. Golembiewski
and Aaron Wildavsky (eds.) The Costs of Federalism (New Brunswick:
Transaction Books, 1984), p. 68.

835

Ingram and Ullery,
Fragmentation," p. 671.

836

"Policy Innovation and Institutional

Wildavsky, "Birthday Cake Federalism," p. 186.
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from the opportunity for state and local officials to make decisions
reflecting diversity.
It follows from this brief review of the advantages of the two
levels of decision making that federal-level politicians will be more
likely to make policy when there are opportunities to reflect federallevel advantages. Decisions at the federal level are more likely, that
is, when there is a potential for policies requiring broad geographic
jurisdiction such as those affecting various regions of the country or
the nation as a whole. Or when general rules are desired which cut
across state boundaries. Or when constitutional powers or issues are at
stake. Or when there is an opportunity to offer particularlized,
divisible, discrete benefits.
State-level decision makers will be likely to seek federal help
under much the same circumstances. In other words, they will accept
federal policies when these offer the advantages of broad geographic
jurisdiction, general rule-making capability, and constitutional powers
to assist states in accomplishing goals they may share with federal
decision makers, or for which there is broad public support within the
state. Wilderness designations, air and watershed protection provide
examples. States may also seek federal help to resolve interstate
conflicts or to lend authority and legitimacy to interstate agreements
and compacts hammered out among the states involved. Most importantly,
states will seek federal help when they perceive direct benefits to
themselves in doing so.
By the same token, states would be most likely to resist federal
policies when they disagree with the policy goals or the methods pre-
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scribed for achieving them. Examples here would range from the fundamenlater
tal opposition of southern states to civil rights policies and
northern opposition to federal decisions requiring busing to achieve
integration, to western states opposition to the federally-mandated 55mile-per-hour speed limit. The states could also be expected to oppose
federal decisions which attempt to impose burdens not shared by other
states, while all states receive benefits. For example, MX missile and
toxic waste dump siting have raised the ire of state officials. States
may also resist the imposition of general rules, even those with which
they agree in principle, if these standards require state resources which
the states do not have or are unwilling to impose upon their citizens.
Educational requirements or policies regarding handicapped persons or
even certain types of air pollution remedies come to mind.
A Policy Perspective on Federalism
All of this lends credence to the notion that levels of government should be added to Lowi's and Salisbury's discussions of arenas and
policy types.

837 Thus, this study suggests that the state role may

include states acting as claimants, seeking federal benefits, or as
conduits, serving as mechanisms of transfer. States may also serve as
platforms for disadvantaged interests or as supplicants, seeking a
general rule. Drawing from the case studies presented earlier makes
clear that certain roles are associated with certain policy types and
that the role of the states shifts from one policy type to another.

837

Lowi, "American Business;" Lowi, "Four Systems;" Salisbury, "The
Analysis of Public Policy."
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Table 1 summarizes the earlier analysis which identified each of the
cases according to policy type, perception of benefits, demand patterns,
decision system, and relationship among actors. It also incorporates the
role of states into this scheme. Note how the state role shifts from one
policy type to another--it is a claimant in distributive politics. In
the more common case, one would expect to see the states claiming their
fair shares of the federal pie such as in the waste treatment grant
program described by Dean Mann or in the numerous pork-barrel water
projects. However, even in the Arizona Strip and Bisti Badlands area
cases the states were involved in making claims on the federal government. Recall, particularly, the Bisti case where the Governor and other
leading state officials urged the Congress to declare these areas
wilderness and to prevent (or delay) the Reagan administration from
issuing coal leases in the area.
In self-regulatory politics, the state role may be to serve as a
conduit or mechanism of transfer. As in the Aravaipa Canyon case, where
there was no significant opposition to wilderness designation, the state
could serve to pass through decision reflective of the broad consensus.
Salisbury has argued that the potential for opposition is what fosters
agreement on self regulation.

838

This is perhaps more clearly shown in

the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. The severe drought and
dust bowl conditions forced Congressional action to end the period of

838

Salisbury, "The Analysis of Public Policy," p. 167.
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free access to the public domain. Even the stock operators agreed that
some efforts to manage, conserve, or improve these rangelands were
needed. However, the most prosperous of the traditional users were able
to dominate the grazing permit process in ways that effectively locked
out nomadic sheep grazers and cattle operators. Clearly, by encouraging
and accepting restrictions on use of the land entailed in the permit
process, some operators were able to obtain both direct and indirect
benefits. Thus, though constraints were imposed, these were perceived to
increase, rather than decrease, the beneficial options.
In regulatory politics, the state role may be to serve as a
platform for disadvantaged interests. The Sagebrush Rebellion provides a
good example, for the traditional user interests perceived themselves
losing out to environmental and multiple use interests due to the manner
in which BLM implemented FLPMA. The traditional users, particularly
cattle, sheep, and mining interests, took a states' rights position to
try to shift decisions to the states where they believed they had more
access. Once the Reagan administration began shifting priorities at the
national level, the calls for states' rights died down.
The state role for redistributive policy is that of supplicant,
for here the state seeks a general rule or a new general rule. In the El
Paso v. Reynolds case, both Texas and New Mexico asked the federal
government for a general rule favorable to their side. Texas wanted
water declared as an article of commerce and allowed to pass from New
Mexico into Texas with no more restrictions on Texas residents than would
apply to New Mexicans. New Mexico wanted a declaration that water is not
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subject to the commerce clause and that water within a state's borders is
a resource for the state to manage, conserve, and protect as it sees fit.
The Policy Relevance of Federal Structure
The policy relevance of the federal structure in each of these
cases now becomes clear. In the El Paso v. Reynolds case, El Paso wisely
took its case to the federal district court. Raising the specter of a
New Mexico embargo on water and casting their argument as a commerce
clause matter greatly enhanced El Paso's chances of winning. In no other
arena were they as likely to fare so well. Lowi has suggested that
redistributive policies are most likely to flow from the executive
branch. And in this case, El Paso did gain the advantage of the Reagan
rhetoric and ideology about the free market. Yet there were no
incentives for the President to get involved in dividing the waters
between Texas and New Mexico, while presumably there were many political
disincentives. The Bureau of Reclamation, an executive branch agency,
closely involved with the issue, might be thought a likely intervenor.
But even if that agency had seen an advantage in getting involved it is
almost certainly too weak to complete the task. Texas could have gone to
its Congressional representatives. Certainly House members from Texas

(27) greatly outnumbered those from New Mexico (3). Yet the way Congress
works makes redistributive actions unlikely and it is doubtful that many
could have been persuaded to get involved in this issue. And even if El
Paso could have won in the House, the states' equal representation in the
Senate might have spelled trouble. All told, it is clear that El Paso's
structural choice was strategically brilliant.
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In the Sagebrush Rebellion, the relevance of the federal structure appears different. Here the fact of two alternative centers of
government allowed disadvantaged interests at one level to find a more
congenial hearing at another level. And the fact that the public lands
are physically located within the boundaries of sovereign states even
though owned by the federal government is important. This made plausible
a states' rights call from disadvantaged user interests who sought to
reposition decision making to the state level where they believed they
had more strength.
In the Aravaipa Canyon case, the federal structure was not
especially significant since there was essential consensus between the
levels of government and among the interests involved. Yet the existence
of states and the location of the Canyon within the State of Arizona
probably afforded an opportunity to focus attention on this area and to
aggregate support for its protection.
In the Arizona Strip and Bisti Badlands area cases, the federal
structure is important because of the geographic jurisdiction of the
federal Congress. In addition, the very "federalness" of the federal
lands meant that states, by themselves, could not decide these cases.
Finally, it is important to note that the policymaking process
is a dynamic one as Easton's systems model highlights. Salisbury argues
that " . . . there is a kind of redefinitional process constantly at work
to shift policies out of the redistributive quadrant, often back into the
distributive portion. . . . "839

839

Ibid., p. 170.

Here it is useful to realize that
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shifts in policy typologies may signal major structural shifts as well.
The movement from the self-regulatory politics which preceded FLPMA to
the regulatory politics which followed its implementation provides a
classic example. Earlier the traditional user interests were content
with federal-level decision making. But as the policies became perceived
as regulatory, calls were heard not only for substantive policy changes,
but also for structural change. What was sought was not merely a change
of arena, but a shift to an entirely different level of government.
Shifts away from distributive policies may not usually be as dramatic as
the "Rebellion," but they are no less real. In distributive politics,
the potential for particularized, divisible benefits produces fragmented
demand. Congress, fragmented into committees, responds. But once the
potential for benefits disappears--no more federal projects, for example-then the pattern of handling changes--including handing matters back to
the states.
Policy Learning
This study has suggested that one role of the political
scientist involves looking for patterns of politics that aid us in
understanding the relationship of federalism to public lands and water
policy. It has found that the policy types literature is particularly
useful in identifying these patterns because it points to the importance
of the interaction between decision structures and demands. It also has
developed a policy perspective on federalism by adapting policy
typologies to consider levels of government, and has added a
consideration of the role of states to discussions of arenas and policy
types.
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Another role of the political scientist involves policy
learning. Ripley has suggested that utilization of policy analysis is
best that can be hoped for is
problematic. 840 He suggests that about the
that some policymakers and some policy actors read or are aware of some
parts of policy research and think about it sometimes in making their
decisions or considering their options. 841

But he does not find this

entirely discouraging because he sees political scientists playing a
useful role in long-range cumulative "enlightenment.

H842

Sabatier has focused on the role of policy-oriented learning in
policy change arguing that desires of key actors to realize their core
values in a world of limited resources provides them with strong incen-

tives "to learn more about the magnitude of salient problems, the factors
“843 In
affecting them, and the consequences of policy alternatives.
relatively depoliticized forums, professionals of competing advocacy
coalitions may be forced to address one another's findings. Gradually,
over time these exchanges will result in more adequate causal models and

844 Therefore, he suggests,
better understanding of policy impacts.
policy analysts have a significant role to play in these analytic debates

840 Ripley, Policy Analysis in Political Science, p. 193.
841 1 bid .
842

Ibid., p. 191.

843 Paul A. Sabatier, "An Advocacy Coalition Framework of Policy
Change Within Subsystems: The Effects of Exogenous Events, Strategic
Interaction, and Policy-Oriented Learning Over Time.” Paper presented at
the Annual Meeting of the Western Political Science Association, Las
Vegas, March 28, 1985, p. 41.
844Ibid., p. 42.
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and the debates themselves may ultimately affect the larger process of
significant policy change.

845

If political scientists are involved in policy learning and in
contributing to long-term "enlightenment," then it seems to be important
that they avoid repeating conventional wisdom. Their role, then, is twofold. They can bring up perspectives not represented at the time and
represent the underrepresented interests. And they can usefully spend
their efforts getting different fixes on the problems and arraying
different alternatives, perhaps with an eye toward pushing thinking in
new directions and influencing changes in public tastes and values. As

Wildavsky has said, "Changing our conception of what we ought to prefer
under the discipline of our limitations as well as the spur of our
046
aspirations is the highest form of learning.

845
846

Ibid.

Aaron Wildavsky, Speaking Truth to Power: The Art and Craft of
Policy Analysis (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1979), p. 39.

CHAPTER VII
LESSONS
In the spirit of contributing to policy learning, this final
chapter offers some lessons drawn from the long history of federal-state
relations in public lands and water policy and from the case studies of
contemporary federal-state controversies.
There are at least five of these lessons. First, much of the
conflict that has been masked as a federal-state conflict is really
interstate conflict. As early as the acquisition era there were conflicts between the seven states with large colonial claims to Western
territories and the six states without such lands. Later as the federal
government aided the West in its push for settlement and use of Western
resources, Easterners began "to agitate for conservation, husbandry, and
efficient use of the lands."

847

Meanwhile, with federal grants to the

railroads, the South worried about losing out to a combination of the
industrial East and the agricultural West. Many of the same sorts of
concerns were raised more recently in the Sagebrush Rebellion. Recall
Secretary of the Interior Watt's warning that Eastern states would force
nationalization of Western lands and resources, destroying "our way of
life in the West." Then, too, there is controversy between the Frostbelt
and the Sunbelt as the latter grows and develops--sometimes at the
expense of the former. In water, Southern agriculture has long competed
847

Samuel T. Dana and Sally K. Fairfax, Forest and Range Policy, 2nd
ed. (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1980), p. 31.
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with Western irrigators for federal water projects. More recently, the
El Paso-New Mexico water controversy provides an especially telling
example of this lesson. Although it is the federal court system that
appears to be transforming water law and water allocations in the states,
New Mexico perceives the conflict to be an interstate one.
A second lesson follows fairly closely from the first: federal
projects and federal lands are federal in name only. Sally Fairfax has
argued that it is misleading to view federal authority as all powerful.
She acknowledges the U. S. Supreme Court decision in Kleppe v. New Mexico
which sustained "a federal statute that preempted long-standing state
wildlife programs, and held that federal authority over federal lands was

848
'without limit ."

But she argues that there are numerous factors

which tend to limit potential federal authority. The BLM, for example,
has been expected to fulfill enormous land management responsibilities
with far less money and far fewer personnel than comparable federal
resource agencies.

849

Since they operate in an intensely politicized,

frequently polarized political arena, BLM personnel understandably have
not always considered bold assertion of federal prerogatives to be their
top priority.

”850

The wilderness case studies highlight another factor limiting
federal power. In the Aravaipa and Arizona Strip situations, there was

848

5 a 1 ly K. Fairfax, "Old Recipes for New Federalism," Environmental
Law, Vol. 12 (1982), p. 970; Kleppe v. New Mexico, 426n U.S. 529 (1976).
849

Ibid., p. 974; Jeanne N. Clarke and Daniel McCool, Staking Out the
Terrain: Power Differentials among Natural Resource Management Agencies
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1985).

850

Fairfax, "Old Recipes," p. 978.
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no unified independent federal position which differed from that of the
state. In the Bisti, De-na-zin, Ah-shi-sle-pah, and Fossil Forest areas,
there was a strong developmental push from the federal government
contrary to the position of state officials, but federal executive branch
authority was countered by leadership for preservation from the Congress.
Furthermore, for the BLM especially, federal lands are a misnomer. Unlike the Park Service and the Forest Service which are at times
troubled by "inholdings" (privately-held lands within their areas of
jurisdiction), the BLM only occasionally administers "blocked in" lands.
More often BLM lands are a checkerboard of fragmented parcels mixed in
with federal parks and monuments, forests, wildlife refuges, and Indian
and military reservations, as well as with state or privately-owned
lands. "The result is not 'federal lands' but a crazy quilt of landowners, management goals, resources and constraints. The states and
localities therefore emerge as particularly important participants in

BLM's management efforts." 851
Earlier, in a classic study of the administration of the public
domain lands, Phillip O. Foss also emphasized the importance of local
interests in federal grazing policy.

852

He detailed a decision-making

process which was dominated by prosperous, influential stockmen acting

851
852

Ibid., p. 975.

Phillip O. Foss, Politics and Grass: The Administration of Grazing
on the Public Domain (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1960), p.
199.
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through District Grazing Advisory Boards to effectively "capture" the

BLM.

853
Whether or not the BLM remains "captured" to the same degree as

Phillip Foss described, it is still true as he argued that for many
stockmen the federal range is an integral, necessary part of their
operation.

854
And

grazers continue to make the claim that federal

grazing permits are commonly capitalized into the value of privately-held
ranches when they are bought and sold. This dependence along with the
individualistic nature of Western livestock operators has inevitably
fueled opposition to any sign of federal government "interference."
In the area of federal water policy, there is also ample
evidence of the influence of local and state interests. Federal water
projects are most often locally-initiated. And if they are to have much
hope of success, they must be able to demonstrate unified local support.
In addition, basin-wide agreement among states involved "is as important
in getting a reclamation package through Congress as local agreement is

H855
in getting a single project into the package.
Then, too, once projects have been completed, the proceeds from
hydroelectric power generation have gone to basin-wide development
accounts or to fund further development. Economists have long been
critical of this "raid on the federal treasury" as benefits are seen to

853
854

Ibid., pp. 200-201.
Ibid., p. 197.

855 Helen Ingram, "Politics of Water Allocation," in D.F. Peterson and
A.B. Crawford (eds.) Values and Choices in the Development of the
Colorado River Basin (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1978), p. 70.
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be heaped on the project area at the expense of the general national
interest.

856

Still, the notion of too much federal control dies hard. It may
be that what looks like federal control may more accurately be described
as reflecting the perspective of scientific management. For the most
part the federal resource agencies still aspire to live up to the ideals
of the "golden era of Roosevelt and Pinchot." Thus, a cadre of resource
professionals have emerged at the national level who believe in rational,
comprehensive, scientific planning and management. And this has seemed
to mean that they favor centralized decision making. I think it likely
that this is not so much a concern for centralization or decentralization
as it is an issue of choosing among theories of decision making. Thus
the question has become one of scientific management versus local
control. The scientific principles that resource professionals know and
uniformly apply are better implemented through hierarchical structures,
but this does not necessarily mean centralization or decentralization
even though it is commonly so identified. Reconciling professional
knowledge about what ought to be done with local concerns is not easy.
The Corps of Engineers, for example, has been credited with
making a more conscientious attempt to accommodate itself to the calls
for increased public participation in Corps decision making than other
resource agencies. Yet when "fishbowl planning" and other extensive
efforts to involve the public did not result in a consensus on the best
project alternative or in rating highly the alternatives believed best by
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the Corps, the agency lost enthusiasm for innovative planning
programs.

857
R. W. Behan points to this same concern in the Forest Service

when he writes of the myth of the omnipotent forester. He says young
foresters are imbued with the myth that what they must do is "have enough
guts to stand up and tell the public how [its] land should be managed.
”858
As professional foresters, we know what's best for the land.
The very creation of the BLM within Interior provides a further
example. Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes promised the livestock
industry and its Congressional supporters an agency that would ameliorate
overgrazing and range destruction but one that would be weak compared to
the Forest Service. A handful of range managers with a small budget
could hardly be expected to impose much scientific decision making on an
unwilling livestock community.
A third lesson derived from this review is that multiple
interests operate through the federal system to form bargaining arenas
sensitive to their concerns. Often what looks like federal-state
conflict on the surface may turn out to be a jostling among various
interests for the forum which best advantages each of them.
In water policy, the federal Boulder Canyon Project Act, for
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Daniel A. Mazmanian and Jeanne Nienaber, Can Organizations Change?
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1979), p. 167.
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example, clearly advantaged California interests over those of Arizona so
much so that Arizona refused to sign the Colorado River Compact.

859

More recently, the new Clean Water bill presented a funding
formula for sewage treatment plants that advantaged smaller states over
larger ones and certain areas of the country over others. Sen. David F.
Durenberger (R-Minn.) complained recently that the Great Lakes states
stand to lose $156 million under the new formula. He added, "I don't
know what the Founding Fathers would have to say about the logarithms of
sewage needs cubed, but I don't think they would be surprised to see
“860
Rhode Island, Connecticut and Maine ganging up on New York.
In public lands policy as early as the disposition era, Eastern
states objected to federal policies for Western public lands not out of
concern for the West but out of worry that increased Western settlement
would negatively affect Eastern labor and wages. Later, commodity
interests repeatedly pushed for federal involvement and funding. For
example, Western commodity interests, preservationists and foresters
joined forces to support the Forest Service Organic Act in 1897. Cattle
and sheep operators even overcame their innate hostility long enough to
get together and persuade Congress to add 400,000 acres of depleted
California range to the Modoc National Forest.
By the 1930s, an experimental range scheme which permitted state
and federal assistance to stock operators in one area was so
859
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well-received that soon other areas were requesting Congressional
authorization to create their own grazing districts.

861

Both the

resulting Taylor Grazing Act and the reorganization that created the BLM
were primarily the work of large livestock operators and their allies who
succeeded in locking out less advantaged operators.
Interestingly, this has not meant that environmentalists are
opposed to federal involvement.

Preservationists and conservationists

actively supported the early Forest Service and conservation groups
allowed the federal takeover of the grazing districts.

Further,

environmentalists supported the passage of the BLM's organic act, the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) in 1976, which mandated
multiple use of the public lands. In fact, Paul Culhane argues that
The environmental movement . . . constituted a powerful tool that
the service and the bureau used to reinforce the resource-protection half of the multiple-use policy. Environmentalists'
criticisms . . . and warnings . . . were visible public pressures
that agency officers could use to justify increasingly stringent
restrictions on consumptive users' activities. The militant
preservationist demands of many environmentalists added punch to
such pressures because the demands confronted traditional users
with a choice between complying with the agencies' restrictions
or defending themselves against efforts to dace more and more
federal land off-limits to the 'despoilers.'
On the other hand, I have found no consistent pattern of support or
opposition from either environmentalists or commodity users and
development interests. In water policy environmentalists have strongly
opposed the activities of both the Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of
Engineers. And they have willingly worked with the President for
861
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Paul J. Culhane, Public Lands Politics (Baltimore:
Hopkins University Press, 1981), p. 228.
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devolution- pushing water project responsibilities back to the states.
-

Eastern states, who happily claimed federal ownership of Western lands
when they were bringing in money, have seen them as a local responsibility when they became a drain on the federal treasury. Further, under
normal circumstances Texas would doubtless favor state autonomy and
oppose federal intervention. Yet El Paso sought just such intervention
in asking the federal court to strike down a New Mexico statute that
disadvantaged El Paso's development interests.
Established grazers who benefited from the Taylor Grazing Act
wanted a new, separate agency instead of the stronger Forest Service but
they too have wanted federal intervention to improve range conditions
during the bad times. In the Hoover era, neither the federal government
nor the states wanted involvement. But during the Sagebrush Rebellion,
the grazers believed themselves disadvantaged by BLM efforts to implement
the multiple-use mandate of FLPMA. The industry interests thought they
would fare better if decision making were to be transferred to the
states. Environmentalists largely agreed with this prognosis, and
opposed the transfer. In the end, decision making was not shifted to the
states, yet the policy results carried out by the Reagan administration
are not unlike those sought by the transfer advocates. And the
environmentalists are beginning to see the states as more attractive
decision arenas.
In sum, multiple interests have played out their concerns using
the federal system to take advantage of whichever forum will provide them
the best hearing, but the situation is highly fluid and flexible. "The
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interactions are complex, and mutual interests are typically partial and
not arrayed around levels of government."

863

My fourth lesson considers the problem of hidden costs. Not
only are there costs to the federal treasury when the federal government
takes the burden of decisions but there are costs to the recipients as
well. Many critics, especially economists, have long been critical of
the failure to perceive the real costs to the nation of federal water
development. They have expressed concern about "raid-the-treasury" games
where benefits are heaped on the specific interests of the project area
while the more general, diffuse interests of the federal taxpayer suffer.
Evaluation criteria have been criticized for exaggerating project
benefits, and financial arrangements have been scored for extended
pay-out periods and low interest rates. Even when stringent benefit-cost
criteria and realistic interest rates have been employed, it has been
argued that the national interest has been sacrificed. Opportunity costs
are paid when one federal program is chosen over another. Then, too, the
large federal bureaucracies with cadres of skilled professionals
represent a significant federal resource which might be better employed
to serve different national goals.
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Very similar complaints have been

made about the federal land management agencies.
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I am concerned, however, with the perception that there are no
real costs to the recipients of federal largess. In the Colorado River
Basin, for example, two landmark pieces of legislation--the Colorado
River Storage Project Act of 1956 and the Colorado River Basin Act of
1968 are illustrative. The former provided for four major upper basin
storage projects: Glen Canyon, Navajo, Flaming Gorge, and a conditional
Curecanti. The latter provided for the Central Arizona Project (CAP) in
the lower basin, but also included projects affecting Utah, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Nevada.

866

Generally, Western interests perceive these kinds of projects as
the means to get their fair slice of a much larger national subsidies pie
that is distributed across the country. And so there is a reluctance to
look a gift horse in the mouth. Nevertheless, the recipients have paid
costs found in foregoing choice, in acting with insufficient information,
and in forfeiting the development of their own planning and
decision-making capability. 867
It seems to me that the big choice for basin residents to make
is among alternative futures. Will there be continued population growth
and industrial expansion, or will they choose to maintain wide-open
spaces with low population densities and limited industries? Will
resources be exploited for the benefit of the nation as a whole or will
development be foregone in favor of maintaining a relatively unspoiled
environment? Will the existing distribution of wealth be maintained or
866
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Ingram, "Politics of Water," pp. 62-3.
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will resource development be used to redistribute riches to less
privileged groups including Indians and marginal farmers? Specific water
development projects make sense when they provide means of achieving the
desired future. However, in the politics of federal water development
the focus is on specific local projects and whether the state or locality
will be chosen to receive the federal project, not on where the basin
could or should be going. And federal agencies have traditionally played
the key role in identifying dam sites and selecting local projects.

868

Accepting federal money has meant compliance with federal
evaluation procedures. In turn, this has meant over-emphasis on national
economic efficiency often at the expense of broader social and
environmental considerations. The Animas-La Plata project, part of the
Colorado River Basin Bill package, provides a not uncommon example.
Local support for the project came from farmers and two Ute Indian tribes
who believed project irrigation water would improve the quality of their
lives. However, without taking into account indirect social benefits,
the benefit-cost ratio was unfavorable and the project was rejected.
Congressman Wayne Aspinall of Colorado who particularly wanted the
Animas-La Plata and four other projects in order to put Colorado's
entitlement in the upper basin to use, had the political clout to block
the CAP unless the Colorado projects were authorized. As a result, the
Bureau of Reclamation hurriedly reworked the project and dropped the
plans to irrigate marginal lands, including most of the Indian lands.
Instead, they offered increased industrial allocations to Peabody Coal
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for development on the lite reservation. Farmington, New Mexico, was also
approached to purchase water for additional municipal development. Thus
choices about development were narrowed; for the Indians, agriculture was
not to take place. There was very little time or opportunity for
debate.

869

Recipients also pay the costs of acting without sufficient
information about the project, its implications, or alternative choices
for two reasons: pressures for unity and pressures for early action. I
have already noted the importance of local and basin-wide unity if a
project is to be approved. My concern here is that the pressure imposed
by the need for unity effectively dampens debate. Before the decision
was made to authorize the CAP, for example, two agricultural economists
asserted in the Arizona Review on the basis of research that Arizona had
enough groundwater to last 170 years and that redistribution of water
from agricultural to municipal and industrial use was preferable to the

870
CAP. The pair were roughly castigated by the Arizona Daily Star and
disowned by Congressman Morris Udall of Arizona, the core activist behind
the CAP, who believed they had done Arizona a significant disservice. 871
Pressures for early action also limit information. States have
a strong motivation to sew up entitlements, that is, to make sure that
federal money does not result in a state's water being forever lost to
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allocations outside the state's boundaries.

So there are compelling

political reasons for states to settle on any project that might pass
muster under federal evaluation procedures and get it included in an
omnibus basin bill.

The effect is to rush projects into authorization

without sufficient time, debate, or information.
the Animas-La Plata is a case in point.

The hasty revision of

872

Recipients have also paid costs by forfeiting the development of
their own planning capabilities. Dependence on federal water development
and focus on the complexities of federal water politics have discouraged
states from developing their own decision making and long-range planning
capabilities. Even as late as 1973, only two of the basin states could
claim to have completed state water plans. Most admitted that they had
not yet developed the capability for an independent position vis-a-vis
the federal government.

873

Hidden costs were also highlighted in the New Mexico-El Paso
water controversy. New Mexico clearly believes that opportunities to
fulfill its vision of the future are seriously limited and probably
destroyed by the federal court decision prohibiting New Mexico's ban on
the export of water. El Paso seems to have won a precedent-shattering
victory compliments of the federal courts in El Paso and Sporhase. But
some see a darker side to the win, and suggest that the costs to El Paso
may be quite high in the long run.

872
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In public lands policy, the Sagebrush Rebellion reflects many of
these same kinds of concerns. Costs are paid when the federal government
acts as a remote absentee landlord. States encounter numerous difficulties trying to manage their "school lands" which are dispersed holdings
often completely surrounded by federal lands. Sometimes even getting
access is problematic. Frequently the states are not able to manage
state lands according to state priorities when these conflict with BLM
874
Western governors and Congressmen have also
plans for federal lands."
objected when federal landholdings in their states have appeared to be
likely targets for siting MX-missiles, nuclear facilities, toxic dumps,
and other controversial public projects.

875

Often hidden costs also result from the difficulty of getting a
local or regional problem on the national agenda. When Congressional
decisions are made in the logrolling mode they frequently vote on things
they don't care about. And these trade-off decisions are connected with
other choices which also do not get considered on their merits. For
example, neither of the two Colorado River bills were very logical or
-

consistent. They encompassed no overall plan of development. Their
provisions were not complementary. Both paid insufficient attention to
the physical limits of the basin and both failed to take into account
general environmental impacts.
874
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Thus, it is not only the federal treasury that pays when federal
decision making dominates but also the recipients. The latter, pleased
to be included, think they are deferring costs to others and they often
don't look to see whether they are getting what they really want. The
political rules require that they get certain sorts of things which
usually means that they must accept whatever is on the agencies' agendas.
At the same time, however, the federal government can serve as a
place where weaker interests can find a forum. It is doubtful, for
example, that the mining interests would have led the way to a compromise
with environmentalists in the Arizona Strip had they not been pressured
by the nonimpairment provisions imposed by Congress on wilderness study
areas. Further, some interests that are poorly represented locally have
far more weight at the national level. Environmentalists, for instance,
were able to build enough national support to prevent additional dams in
the Grand Canyon. And federal decision making allows sufficient scope
for developing bureaucracies strong enough to counter influential private
interests. The federal government can amass influence sufficient to
challenge large-scale private developers better than the small-scale
bureaucracies of states can.
Looking at all of these things, some people have argued that
federalism doesn't matter. William H. Riker, for example, has argued
that judgments made about federalism " . . . are a way of saying that it
is not very significant as an institution."
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My final lesson,

William H. Riker, Federalism, in F.I. Greenstein and N.W. Polsby
(eds.) Handbook of Political Science, Vol. V. (Reading, Mass.: AddisonWesley Publishing Co., 1975), p. 159.
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therefore, is that federalism must be considered within the context of
substantive public policy.
Focusing on the relationship of federalism to public lands and
water policy has shown that in this area the leading federalism theories
do not work very well. Their attendant prescriptions to centralize or
decentralize also are not very useful. On the other hand, applying
policy typologies has proved helpful. Concentrating on substance has
allowed us to see that it is the interaction of the decision structure
which is inherent in federalism with demand patterns which reflect
competing values that best accounts for policy results. I have found no
general propositions and no ideal types but neither have I found that
federalism can be disregarded. It is not that federalism is a sham or
that it doesn't matter but that the way it works is highly dependent on
the policy area and the timing of the evolution of the policy.
What I have learned by focusing on federalism in natural
resources policy is that the federal structure provides a stage upon
which the struggle among interests can be played out. It is within the
role of federalism to determine the locations where decisions are made,
who gets to participate and on what terms and by which rules. I have
concluded that more federalism research needs to be done, particularly in
substantive areas or in policy types. I think much can be learned about
federalism by comparing how it operates in different policy areas.
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